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Sportsmen's Headquarters
WE CAN OUTFIT YOU lor thai huntinq tnp with MACKINAW
CLOTHING, COLLAFSIHLE CAMP STOVES, SHOEPACKS, RUBBER
BOOTS, COMPASSES, CAMP LAMPS, HEADLIGHTS, CARTRIDGES,
RIFLES, ARCTIC SLEEPING BAGS, and your other necessities. Call

and j)i('k out what you want or send for your copy of Hallam's Catalog, 96

paces and cover and we will be pleased to give your order prompt attention.

Savage, Remington, r- —
B. S. A., Stevens,
Winchester and other popular makes of

rifles carried in stock in all calibres.

Black Shells

Nitro Club Shells

In Game and

Trap Loads.

Remington

Winchester

Ithaca and

Other Shotguns

Msre

Bait

IF YOU ARE GOING DUCK SHOOTING
we can supply you willi DUCK DECOYS, RUBBER BOOTS.

WE CARRY IN STOCK THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF

ANIMAL TRAPS IN AMERICA

so (iilTercnl numbers of traps from which to rhoose the kind
thai best meet your requirements; this insures promp shipment
as well as satisfaction.

HALLAM'S PASTE ANIMAL BAIT
H;VLL.\M\S PASTE MUSKRAT BAIT and HALLAM'S PASTE
TRAIL SCENT, $1.00 per tube or 6 tubes for $.5.00, postpaid,
are trapping necessities that mean more money to the trapper.
These wonderful baits are not alfeeled bv raiii or snow You
can SOAK THEM IN WATER and thev still retain liieir allurin"
odor. We can supply HALLAM'S LIQUID BAITS and
.SCENTS if desired at 80c per bottle postpaid by us. .Send for

HALLAM'S CATALOG
r.li;o ICdition. m; p;iK.'s :mil ovt-r. It is FREE and (iivcsdrsrriplions
and imcis of tlie above arlii-lis as well as SNOW SHOES SKISTOBOGGANS. FUR COATS. FUR SETS and 1001 OTHERARTICLES oi intcri'sl to everybody.

Write for it today. Address as follows:

^^^ -- am i5uilcLin.g,TORONTO
THE LARGEST IN OUR LINE IN CANADA
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SLEEPING ROBES
WOODS

ARCTIC BR
EIDERDOWN

LIGHT SERVICEABLE

MADE IN FIVE SIZES GUARANTEEI^ROST

ILLUSTRATED FOLDERS WITH FULL DESCRIPTION ASKING

Woods IVIanufacturing Co
DEPT. D OTTAWA

CLARK'S
PREPARED FOODS

How about the follou-ing, Mr. Sportsman, for variety

in menu with the minimum of trouble.

BREAKFAST

HOT LUNCH or DINNER

COLD LUNCH

FOR SANDWICHES

THE RELISH DE LUXE

CLARK'S Pork & Beans, Spaghetti with Tomato

Sauce & Cheese. Cambridge Sausage, Corned Beef

Hash. Tongue Ham & Veal, Shced Smoked Beef.

CLARK'S Soups (13 kinds). Minced Collops, Beef

Steak & Onions, Canadian Boiled Dinner, Irish

Stew.

CLARK'S Corned Beef, Roast Beef, Boneless Pig's

Feet, English Brawn, Ox & Lunch Tongues, \ eal

Loaf, etc.

CLARK'S P»te de Foie, Potted Meats, Devilled

Meals, Peanut Butter.

CLARK'S Tomato Ketchup.

All cooked ready for use. simply heat (if required) and eat.

W. CLARK, LIMITED, MONTREAL
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Lobstering in Nova Scotia

BONNYCASTLE DaLE

HEX we lived in

good old Ontario
\ve thought all a

chap would have
to do was just

lift the big lob-

sters out of the
crowded sea. How-

ever we soon learned differently

and we will tell you our experiences.

In October and November and
December we cut many thick branch-
es of the native spruce and fir for

the arches or bows and good thick
limbs of hardwood for the base of the
trap. Then we ordered lathes, good
wide cedar ones from the mill and
hardwood strips, that is when we
did not use chopped out ones. It took
three months, January, February and
March of fairly steady work to

produce one hundred traps such as

you see in the illustrations and to

gather the flat stones, as we allow
thirty pounds of rock as anchor
for each trap. These are firmly-

wedged in on the base under spruce
crosspieces. The trap was divided
into two parts, one partition is

» of lath, this closes off the "parlour",
the furthest enclosure from the end
entrance net or "head". Then
in the middle of each side there is an-

other netted entrance, and below
it is a wooden spike on which the
salt herring bait is p'^ced, and
above it and ready, is "the bag",
a knitted net in which the herring

is placed, and then tied firmly onto

the stake. The knitting of the
netted heads and bags and the set-

ting-in takes lots of time; and then
there is the buoy and buoy lines.

The buoys are stout chunks of

softwood, and each owner paints
his a certain color and with certain

marks, usually red and white or

green and white, in many combin-
ations. It was almost the first of

April before the one hundred "pots"
or "traps" were read^^ The herring
run had been poorly fished last summer,
so many of the forty' lobster men
had to buy salt herring at the vary-
ing price of five dollars a barrel.

Each man will use several barrels

of herring per season, as well as

the many fresh sculpin which they
catch. Each and every^ man uses

a gasoline fishing smack in this

work; boats with a fair sheer and
half decks and boxes over the en-
gines and a cross locker to hold two
Tobsters. You particular motor-
boat men of midcontinent, with
cabins over your engines and can-
vas covers hooked on each night,

would be astonished to see these big

fine engines partly exposed to the
weather and the salt spray and all

a mass of rust. It is impossible to

keep the motor engine used in this

hard work looking spick and span,

but they get a regular Icick out of

Ihem and, if one does stall and
start to drift seaward they- stick

up a pair of oilskins and the nearest

boat comes to their rescue. Xot

/
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a man has been lost lobsterintj

from this harbour, as they do not

have to go more'than three to five

miles outside. The lobsters lake
to the deep water outside in the
winter, as this is a shallow harbour,

but they are "crawling" inshore now
and will, by May first, be well up
the harbour.
The first accident along the shore

occurred near Yarmouth. Two

in March the crates sold in Boston
for fifty dollars per crate of one
hundred and forty pounds to two
hundred pounds. One early lob-

sterman, who works very hard,
got thirty-five cents a pound, and
cleared well over one hundred dol-

lars for his days' work. Later down
pitched the price to fifteen cents a
pound for the small ones and twenty
cents for the larger.

•f
**-*^ * *J^»i.':

"Coming alonttslde."

lobslcrmen, .seen hauling,, in the
afternoon, were missing at night,
and next day the rescuers found the
boat ashore on an island with one
man dead in her. This is another
mystery of the sea. I have grown
to hate the power of the great rolling
swell and the might of the resounding
surf—as it tears our dear ones from
us and never leaves even a trace
to tell of the manner of the takini".

This first week in .\pril finds all

the lobster fleet setting trai)s olT the
"head" and a couple of miles out.
Each man averages one hundred
traps' and|thc earliest out get the
igli jjiices of early season. Late

Nearly all the lobster fishers
have cabins down near the mouth
of the harbour at "Herring Rock."
Here they live during the week or
whenever they do not want to run
the tliree miles home. Verv seldom
now do the men take a full catch
from the day's run, as the lobsters
are yearly getting smaller. You
see the law allows them to sell
any and all; and the little chaps
only a few inches long arc shipped
to the canners. The bigger lob-
sters are better for the ^ market
NNe had been told bv New York
hotel men that the absence of the
l)oltlc would mean the ah'^once of
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the lobster iiom the latejf supper
tables of the metropolis; as many
a time we have heard the old order
"Oh! a lobster and a quart of wine!"
But the paying of high prices for

the early ones this season looks
hopeful for these fishermen, as this
is the one and only crop which they

west winds and uo storms. So,
so far so good. Other years have
not told this tale. These patient
men, after months of work, have
carried their traps down by oxencart
load; motored them down in their
little craft in loads of ten to twenty,
baited them with purchased herring

W> ^^^^
i.>

A*****

Looking them over

garner that is rich and profitable.

The farms are rnasses of glacial-carried

rocks and boulders all along this

coast on the outside, and the bal-

ance of the land is thickly .covered
with small spruce and pine of small
size. Of course they have their cod
and haddock and cusk and pollock
fishing, but at three cents green
and five dried there is not much
money in that—with gasoline nearly
fifty cents a gallon. So far this
season we have had offshore south-

and set them off the head and out a
bit in the open sea—just exactly
in time to meet the great storm
that swept down the coast that
dragged and crashed ashore and
smashed almost all the traps they
had taken months to build, and on
which they* fasten the highpriced
cord and rope. I tell you this
great ocean is merciless once it gets
on a rampage with mighty winds
blowing and great seas rolling.

These lobstermen have tried the
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community plan of having their own
lobster cannery. It seems plans
were hard to work and it fell through,
but with canned lobster at sixty-five
cents for a half pound tin, I think it

would pay well. Today, as I write
this, it is cold and raw with rain
pouring, a regular chill April day.
All the boats have to haul no 'matter
what the weather is like, it if is at
all possible.

Once the traps are gone over daily,
the lobsters are placed in floating
crates with clubbing claw pegged,
waiting for the big gasoline "boat
from Port Mouton which comes
everj' day and buys their catch.
Luckily this is a month of fairly low-
tides and not subject to violent
storms as were the winter days when
they lobstered all the cold weather.
Right off this harbour stands "Little
Hope" light, and outside it the "Bell"
and the "Groaner", modern aids
to navigation.

We might here try to tell you
what we have learned about this
large shell-fish. It has been taken
here as large as seven pounds although
that is far below the record size.
And in one season along Nova Scotia
shores they have taken as many
as sixty five thousand crates of over
an hundred weight each, besides
putting up as many more in the
canneries. That would mean over
ten mi-jlion of the big-clawed things
which each year creep into these
harbours in Nova Scotia. These
are worth almost three million
dollars, in fair price years, and these
men must keep busv building traps
along this coast; when I tell you
that away over a million traps are
set, baited, each year in from five
to sixty fathoms of water. It seems
that the lobsters like rough, rocky
weedy bottoms and as the weather
warms up they creep along closer
to the shores. It is small chaps
that are creeping along this vear as
the catching of all sizes for three
months each year is reducing the
size rapidly. The L'nitcd States,
Boston principally, is getting the
early highpriced lobsters but soon
the live hundred odd factories in
Canada will he caiuiiu." fluni liii';il\-.

We have been trying in this province

to rear the lobster artificially but
our ponds and pounds have been
too small, and the rearing boxes too

liable to harbour impurities, tiny

diatoms that lodge upon the shell

and in the delicate parts of the shell-

fish. The poor things after a winter
in the ponds have been found to be
just one mass of marine vegetable
growths—even the eyes held patches
of this parasitical weed; so that
the big green shellfish was totally

blind. One ven,' odd fact is that
when they moult the whole shell,

all the weeds pass away, even those
upon the eyes; and the lobster regains
its sight. Now, although they get
a certain number of female berried
lobsters (those with the eggs neld
under the tail) the number in the
catch of the fishermen is often as
low as one to five in a hundred, and
when carefully examined in the
laboratory not all of these have been
vitalized, for this reason we thought
that artificial rearing, with a fair
amount of males, would increase the
birthrate.

I know some of the conditions
among the crabs, a similar family
at times ; when the female is shedding
the male will grasp her and keep her
sheltered in his arms in some recess
until the salts of lime from her body
reform her armour—but going back
to our artificial rearing, out of"20,000
Try all died but two dozen in the
first month. But we must trj- hard
if we want to regain the state of a
century ago when after every
severe storm, the shores were piled
with row upon row of dead lobsters.

Laddie learned some odd facts
about artificial rearing. One of
these algae or marine weed laden
lobsters would clean itself most
thoroughly. They used the long
thumb and finger of their walking
cgs, or pincers; found in under the
body, \\ith these long flexible
thmgs they would go over ever\- part
of their weedladen shells and pick
ofl each parasite, even off the two
great claws, then they would pass
the long feelers (antennae) through
the i)mcers and clean them off with
as much satisfaction as a cat wash-
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ing its face with its wet paw. They
were then standing upright on the
ends of the tail and the big claws

—

which we eat with so much relish.

When she starts to lay her eggs into
her tail she spreads and widens the
tail under her body, and remains
still until the glue-like covering of

the eggs adheres and hardens.
When two of the big dark green

lobsters start in to raise a fuss there

is a mighty waving of great open

enemies once we get our rearing
condition correct. Out in the sea
they constantly eat one another, and
all the fish -love to suck in the lobster
in its younger forms, for then, like

many free swimming shellfish before
they have formed their heavy coats
which often anchorthem to the bottom
thej" seek the surface of the sea
where the warm light of the sun
is an attraction.

Laddie often shows me the young

V;'l

-^ \

\\ ^

^ ~^
4*»"

Laddie and a big one

claws and, although they did not seem
to fight over the females; they made
a great bluff of fighting whenever
a big one got in the vicinity of a
smaller one.
We hope that the experiment will

be continued in deeper, larger ponds
as the captive females now extrude
fertilized eggs—seventy per cent, of

captive against an immeasurably low
number in the lobster in its native
state. Another thing is—the
artificially reared lobster has few

lobsters swimming near the surface
or crawling on the sand in sheltered
places. Certainly these long soft
yellowgreen semi-transparent things
must make excellent food for all the
fishes of the sea.

Well! It is time for Laddie and I

to go^own and see if we have a
lobster dinner in our sculpin baited
lobster trap. For once my subject
is too big for a single issue so in
our next we will go out with the
lobstermen.



A Few Angling Notes in 1919

TyETH BOUJJSALL

STII.Rencounter one
great difl'iculty, i.

c. "how to get

away with a good
start'" when I sit

at my long-sulTer-

ing lypewriler,even
after many years of

writing on angling matters, and try

and tr>- to commence putting into

black and white some account of

happv days spent on and by the

water. First of all, let me "thank

the many brother anglers who have
expressed (personally and by letter)

their appreciation of the various

articles I have had the pleasure

of contributing to Rod and Gun
during the past four years. I feel this

deeply, especially as I am too honest

to claim any literary gifts but have
certainly endeavored to make them
as practical and useful as possible.

Like most English anglers, and
particularly those who hail from the

West C^ounlry, the spring always
brings me a great longing to kill

trout! In Somerset and Devon the
season commences on February 1st,

and I have killed many a good lish

before March 1st on the "Blue-
upright'" and "March-brown;" two
standard flies which are useful all the
year round but particularly so in the
early spring. Here in southern Ont-
ario all conditions are essentially
dilTerent: it is late in May, at the
earliest, before the creeks are lishable

and they are so mostly overgrown
that it is impossible to cast a fly on
any part'of them. I have managed
occasional casts on small bits of open
water and have always found that
the little brook trout will ris^frcely
and eagi'riy at a proiierly presented
lly; in this connection I should like to
hazard an opinion that nearly all the
flies in use locally for brook trout are
far too large, and that smaller patterns
would prove far more cITcctive!

Thanks to my good friend .1. .\.

Varlev and his car, I was able to spend
several ver\ enjoyable days on var-

ious creeks within a seventy mile

radius of Toronto during May and
June last: we never returned with

empty baskets but we often had to

depeitd on the humble but highly

necessaiy angle-worm to get them
tilled! Let me give an old tipjfor

carrying worms by the brookside

—

instead of the usual bait-tin get a

small linen bag (say 10* deep and 5'

wide) with a couple of tape strings

sewn to one side of its top. Half
fill this bag with good, clean moss
and then put in your worms; damping
the bag occasionally should the wea-
ther be hot. Attach it to the middle
button of your jacket; where it will

hang easily, be always ready to hand,
and seldom or never in your way!
I have used this method from boy-
hood, as my good father did before
me, and probably /?/s father as well;
finding nothing to equal it for keeping
one"s worms in good condition and
easy of access!

The worst of creek-fishing in this
country is the "bad goingf" It is

all very well for active men who can
scramble through rough bush,
swamps, etc'., and climb easily over
fallen timber; but I am beginning to
find it a bit of a strain—almost a risk
in fact—for an elderly man who is

painfully subject to rheumatism! As
I write this in February I am be-
ginning to wonder whether I shall be
lit to stand it as I have done in the
past, and to fear that the creeks will
be forbidden to me when the spring
comes round again! As a matter of
fact, a great many of them are
actually forbidden now; as farmers
have awakened to the knowledge that
the fishing rights on their properties
are of some value; and in manv places
where I have been able to fish without
permission or charge during thj past
live years I have been confronted
with the notice boards which have
becom' quite too familiar features
in the landscape of late. In manv
cases we have to thank selfish and
inconsiderate anglers for this loss of
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fishing privileges; only last season

I heard of a case where two city

"fish-hogs" actually took 200 or more
trout out of one small creek in course

of a single day; so cannot wonder
that decent anglers have to suffer for

such misdeeds!

On my journeN-ings through the

southern portion of Ontario I have
constantly been struck with the idea

that many of the creeks could be

made into excellent fishing waters
at comparatively small expense. Some
20 years ago an old friend of mine

—

the late Mark Bowerman, of Bridge-

water, Somerset, a fine, all-round

sportsman and one of the best of

good fellows; whose name will be
familiar to a good many of you
readers—carried out a little scheme
that could easily be adapted for local

use as regards the development of^

many of our creeks. At the period
when agricultural land was fetching
comparatively low prices at home he
purchased the freehold of a'small farm
situate at Enmore, near Bridwater,
Somerset, and hing in a shallow
valley with a small stream running
through it; such a stream as we
should call a little creek in Canada
but a brook over there. Although
this brook was of small volume it was
spring-fed and never failed even in
the driest summers. My friend pro-
ceeded to build a series of small dams
across the valley, each with an open-
ing in the centre in which a suitable
grating could be fixed to prevent the
escape of fish later on; spillways were
provided to deal with floods and
storm water. The idea of these dams
was not so much to pen the water
back as to hold it up; the result being
a series of pools of a few hundred feet
in extent through which flowed a
continual stream of fresh wat&r.
At least one ^^1[nter was allowed to
elapse before any attempt at stocking
was made, in order that the vegeta-
tion in the flooded area might have
time to die down and its debris be was-
ed away; for which purpose the grat-
ings were not placed in position for a
long period after the completion of
the work. During that period how-
ever, there was many a good trout,

running from 34 ll>- upwards, to be

caught in these pools; these being the
original inhabitants of the brook who
seemed to take quite kindlv to the
new conditions and to thrive under
them. Eventually friend Bowerman
stocked them with (as far as I re-
collect) 4 inch Lochleven trout, not
in large quantities but sufficient to
form a good foundation for breeding;
and this turned out most successfully.
The little Enmore preserx^e is now
one of the befet fishing spots in the
County as the imported trout have
thriven and bred in their new home;
and, in many cases have interbred
^^ith the local species to the advantage
of both. Now this was by no means
an expensive undertaking; carried
out as it was by a keen business
man who' had a definite notion of
what he wanted and the best way to

get at it! I have several creeks in
my mind which could be cheaply
developed in the same way, and
where little or no re-stocking would
be necessary owing to the quantity
of speckled trout, which now inhabit
them and which would greatly in-

crease in size under more favorable
conditions. In some of these creeks
it might be advisable to carry on a
crusade against the small chub which
so often infest them and devour
quantities of fish-food ' which might
be much better employed, but that
could be managed without much
difficulty. If I were a fai'mer, and
had a creek running through a
similar valle}', I should not have the
slightest hesitation in spending both
time and money on such develop-
ments as I have onlj' sketchily in-

dicated. Even if I did not want them
for my own sport, there are plenty of
anglers who would be only too glad
to pay liberally for the fishing privile-

ges. _^ „_-___-
On a warm afternoon late in May

last I took it into my head that a
little casting practice would not be
amiss before the bass season com-
menced; and wended my way to the
little village of Port Credit, about 16
miles from Toronto, where the Credit
river discharges into Lake Ontario.

The spot will be a familiar one to

those of my readers who have tra-

velled between Toronto and Hamil-
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ton on the G. T. or C. P. Railways

and will have remarked the old

schooners and scows (in various

stages of picturesque decrepitude)

which lie in the wide entrance to the

River. Port Credit was a veiy

important trading post in years gone
by but its glory has departed, and
there is even a talk of abandoning the

use of the lighthouse which has

marked the entrance for so lengthy a

period. I hired a nondescript sort

of punt from a local net-fisherman

and tried casting with one of the

"Al Foss" pork-rind baits along the

edge of a reed bed, close to the bridge

on which the Toronto-Hamilton high-

way crosses the river; my efl'orts be-

ing rewarded by the capture of one
solitary pike of about 4 lbs. He put
up a good fight; which, incidentally,

was the cause of a stoppage of trafTic

on the highway by interested spec-
tators! Not a very exciting after-

noon but pleasant nevertheless;
some of my Toronto readers might do
worse than put in a similar one.

June Kith, 1919 found me once
more enjoying the hospitality of
Mrs. Watson at Delta; I have a great
partiality for the two Beverley Lakes
on the Ridcau chain—the fishing is

really good, they are easilj- reached
from Toronto by the Canadian
National Railways, the living ac-
commodation is comfortable at rea-
sonable rates, and the local people
kindly and obliging in ever>- way. In
connection with the latter I should
like to make a special note of the
kindness and attention I have always
received from Mr. Birch, the In-
spector of Fisheries, and Mr. Cawley,
the Station Agent, when I have
stayed at Delta; and I have not the
least doubt that both these good
fellows will be glad to do the same
for other visiting anglers as thev have
for me! The week 1 spent there will
always linger in my memory as being
the last time on which I was attended
by good old "Lon" W'iltse, one of the
very best; a brief obituary notice of
whom appeared in the January 1920
issue of this magazine. l" little

thought that our next meelmg would
be in the S. Vincent dc Paul Hospital
at Brockville the dav before he w;i< 1o

undergo an unsuccessful operation.

Delta will never seem the same place

to me without him!

The more black-bass fishing I do
(and this is my eighth season in

Canada) the more I am convinced
that 16th June is at least a fortnight

too soon for opening! I had first rate

sport, but onJy by casting right into

the weeds where the bass were
evidently engaged in looking after

and protecting their young families.

Most of my fish were got on the
"Tad-Polly" which, in many cases,

was seized as soon as it touched the
water; and I think that most ex-
perienced anglers will agree with me
that this (as well as most other casting
baits of the "plug" variety) was taken
more in a combative spirit than from
hunger. Something hke the old yarn
about "'ere's a stranger! Let's 'eave
a 'arf brick at 'im!" This opinion of
mine is confirmed bj' an experiment
I made one warm evening in July
last. Unscrewing all the hooks from
a white, surface "plug" bait, of large
size, I cast it into a spot where Iknew
that large bass were usually to be
found. They virtually played with
this bait as I slowly reeled it in, even
tossing it out of the water! Eventu-
ally a large pike came along, but he
just grabbed the "plug" crossways in
his powerful jaws and held it viciously
until I had brought him close to the
boat : it bears the marks of his teeth
to this day!

I came across a strange bit of
superstition during my visit to Delta
last yeaj.^^ One morning, whilst good
old "Lon" was cleaning and preparing
some fish for our middav meal, I
occupied myself with collecting wood
and starting a fire to cook them.
Amongst this wood were some pieces
of dead poplar; and, when he saw
them, "Lon" remarked "There are a
lot of people who would not allow
you to burn that, sir!" I naturally
inquired the reason of this and he told
me of a current belief that the Holy
Cross was made from a poplar tree
and that its wood was sacred in con-
sequence. I recently mentioned this
little incident to a Welsh friend whose
conimcnt thereon was to the effect
iliat lie had heard of a similar legend
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in Wales; also that the Welsh name
for the poplar "Prendail tafody

g^^'rageed" (literally "The Tree of

the Wives' Tongues'^) contained an

allusion to the perpetual fluttering

of the leaves of the poplar, v.^hich is

quite perceptible on the stillest ot

days, and supposed to be an attempt

on the part of the tree to voice its

perpetual regret and shame for the

vile use to which its timber had been

put on Mount Calvary! All the same,

although I have been very near to

Jerusalem I have never actually

visited it, but I certainly never saw

any tree in that part of the world

which even remotely resembled the

poplar!

My onlv excuse for this little dis-

aression is the well known axiom of

good old Izaak Walton that "Fishing

is the contemplative man's recrea-

tion," and the older I get the more I

am convinced of its truth. There are

so many things that happen on and

by the water to be observed and en-

joyed bv the angler whose mind is not

centered on the sole idea of killing

fish' I have always been thankful

that my father (one of the most en-

thusiastic fishermen who ever wetted

a line as well as one of the keenest

obser\'ers I have ever met) lost no

opportunity of impressing this on my
mind from mv earliest boyhood; so

that mv eves and ears are always open

for everv "sight and sound when I ani

fishing, to sav nothing of the mass of

varied and interesting information

one can gather from local guides, etc.

If some of my younger readers wdl

endeavor to acquire and cultivate

this habit they will find it a perpetual

joy to them as it has been to me; and

that varied glimpses into the great,

open, book which the "Grand Geo-

metrician of the Universe" spreads

before us will often compensate for a

blank day's fishing.

I generally manage to get away

from the city for three or four weeks

in July-August for a complete rest

and change, and was greatly inclined

to re-visit the Bolger Di<;trict last

year in response to a pressing invita-

tion from a fellow Old Countryman

who has built himself a comfortable

little place on Lake Kashee.
,
My

doctor however, has cautioned me
that mv davs for "roughing it" (even

in the very mild manner which a stay

with mv friend at Bolger would have

entailed) are about over, so I paid

another visit to Newboro' and had no

cause to regret a return to this part ot

the Rideau Lakes. My good friend

Howard Scott certainly knows how

to make one feel at home and com-

fortable at the Rideau Hotel, the

scenery is lovelv, there are several

lakes easily visited, and the fishing is

really good. For those who (hke

myself) are not as young as they used

to be and have discovered the wisdom

of taking things more easily as they

grow older, I know of no place to

equal it and have been rather sur-

prised to find so few Canadian names

in Mr. Scott's visitor's book. Access

is easv from the U. S. to the Rideau

district and it really seems better
' known to our friends across the Bor-

der than to anglers in the Dominion.

I found that the boatinan (Michael

Murray) whom I employed during

my stay at Newboro' in 1918 had

recently bought a farm and "gone

back to the land." We shall pro-

bably hear of him as a combined

U F. 0. and Home-Rule candidate

at no distant date! However, I dis-

covered a verv efficient substitute

in the person of Jack Campbell; an

elderly £<nd experiefnced guide a^d

boatman who attended me all through

my visit and who I can thoroughly

recommend. He knows the Lakes, is

very willing and obliging, and a

pfeasant companion as well.

Probably owing to the intense heat

of the summer of 1919 the bass were

by no means in a feeding humor,

except at very irregular intervals.

Most of my- fish (and I had better

luck than many other anglers) were

taken on the "Tad-Polly" and other

"plug" baits; bearing out the theory

that I have already advanced that

pugnacity and not hunger is the chief

factor which causes these lures to be

so deadly. The bass would hardly

look at the most tempting natural

baits; such as live minnows, frogs, etc.

however, carefully and cunningly

they were presented to them; and I

also found that the stomachs of those
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I killed and cleaned were virtually
empty! I have since heard that the
bass canie well on the iced again in
late August and September and that
sport was more than satisfactory'. I

do not know of any better stocked
waters than the Ncwboro" and ad-
jacent Lakes, a condition which is

greatly attributable to the laudable
local custom of returning all unin-
jured fish which are not specimens or
required for food. It is more than a
pity that this custom is not more
generally observed.

Fond as I am of casting, there is no
method of angling which appeals to
me so much as the use of the artificial
fly; and a (i oz. split-bamboo, fly-rod
invariably forms part of my 'kit."
I had some fair sporl in the late even-
ings, throwing my flies well under
over-hanging trees where the bass are
accustomed to lie in wait for such
insects and caterpillars as may drop
from their branches. A lively black
bass of anything over a pound will
give you all the fim you can desire
on such a rod and with appropriate
light tackle, and it may take half an
hour or more before you have sufl'i-
ciently exhausted him" to enable the
landing net to be used; but I would
sooner have that half hour than take
a dozen fish on heavy tackle which
does not give them even a. sporting
chance. It is wonderful how a strong
and powerful fish can be controlled
under such conditions, when your
trusty rod is often bent until its tip
is on a level with your wrist; the great
secret being never to lei vour quarry
have any slack line. It need not (and
really must not) be tight at anv lime-
as long as you have your rod bent
you have your fish under command
though a looker on might easily fancy
that the position of alTairs was quite
the reverse. An old guide once re-
marked to me that he had attended
many hnglish anglers in his lime but
had never found il necessary to give
them a>iy liinls as to how to "plav"
their fish; he also said that although
the (.anadian and American anglers
could generally make longer and more
accurate casts, they seldom "handled"
their fish like an old countryman.
1 expect he was about correct, as we

are most of us used to much finer
tackle at home than is in general use
on this side of the Atlantic.

There is good lake-trout fishing near
Newboro'; I saw one fine specimen
during my stay, scaling nearly 20 lbs.,

which was killed in the usual fashion
by trailing very deeply with a copper
line and a "wobbler" spoon. This
kind of angling does not appeal to me
in any way, as the lake-trout put up a
very poor fight and there is little or no
sport in catching them in this manner.
^^hen they get into the more shallow
waters in the late fall I understand
that they are far more gamely, in-
clined, but have never been able to
get away at that time of yeair to try
conclusions with them.

In conclusion, just a few of those
practical hints which I have ahvavs
considered an absolutely necessary
element in any article on angling
which IS to be really "woHh while."
In this connection please bear in
mind that I am writing more for the
veiy large body of anglers, who, like
me are compelled to live sedentary
lives in our cities for the greater part
of the year; than for our younger and
more active brethren to \vhom
roughing it" and getting off the

beaten trails and awav from civiliza-
tion has a fascination which is all its
own. Most of us know the joy of
tills, but to verA- many of us "the
pleasures of recollection are all that
is lett of those days in which no "hike"
was too long, no pack too hea\"^- andno portage too difficult.

I consider Newboro' about as good
a cenlre as any for the Rideau chain
of lakes as all the best of them can be
easily visilcd from there. Sport is^od in the Newboro' Lake itseJf. andthe Opinicon, Hart, Loon, IndianBenson Devil's and Clear Lakes are
ail in the same neighborhood. At

^stport (five miles away and easitvreached by rail) there is iood picS
^slung, a rather unusual thinj on theRideau Lake^. Delta is also a goodecntre and the Reverley Lakes iS i t

s

mmed.ate vicinity have alreadv beenf
" y described to readers of RodaM(Min I regard the C. N. Raihvavs"

f;''i;?.^tion "Where to Fish |i^dHunt as almost invaluable to anv
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angler in Ontario waters; I have con-
sulted it frequently during the past
three years and have invariably found
it correct and trustworthy.
As to tackle; my advice to anglers

is to bring their own as far as possible,

as local supplies are not too reliable

and far more expensive than in the
cities. The Dowagiac "'Tad-Polly" is

good, ^o also is the'X Rush "Tango;"
I have found the large size of the
latter (white with a red tip) to be
"very good medicine," especially on
cloudy days and towards dusk. I

also advise the use of the "Cincin-
nati" -bass hooks (with Gimp shells)

in all waters where there are many
pike; I prefer the Gut shells, but when
a pike gets hold of a hook mounted
on one of them it is a case of "good-
bye!" For some two or three seasons
I have been using piano-wire leaders
for casting, etc., and with good results

as they seem to be more reliable than
the Gimp ones; a good stock of swivel
"connectors" is always useful and
handv.

When fishing for bass with an
artificial fly I have found it best

to use one fly only, no "droppers."
The large "Pilot" flies (with an in-

finitesimal spinner just above the eye
of the hook) give good results al-

though the spinner causes a certain
"drag" on the line which slightly

hinders its recovery after a cast. The
"Parmachene Belle," "Coachman,"
"Silver Doctor," and other well known
trout flies (in large sizes) are all use-
ful; but I must confess a preference
for an English pattern, the "Alexan-
dra," which I have found is shared
by the bass.

Since commencing these notes

(February 1920) i have heard that

there is decent fishing for pike and
'longe in the Avery Lake; about eight

or nine miles from Udney Station
and about 70 from Toronto. I hope
to sample this during the coming
season and later on to give the results

to my many friends who read Rod
and Gun.
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W'hvre the beavers fell the aspens uii I lie farther forest streams,
And the wolves go serenading, dreamers of nocturnal dreams,
Where the duskt/ ducks are breeding in lakes shallow, reedy bays
Where the shaggy moose are.feeding and the fawns engage their plays.
Or where ruffled grouse are nesting in the birch graves out of sight
And the hooting owVs stern challenge sounds through wooded space at night.

m NY ONE having
taken a trip to
Northern Ontario
will agree that Mr.
Dennison's poem
is very descriptive,
both in title and
verse, of this won-
derful countrv.

For this reason I quote these pails in
a i)ref;i(tory way as it is more adapt-
able and poetic than such a realistic
title as I originaliv intended, "New
Ontario-Hlack Flies and Mosqui-
toes." This latter title would have
been repcllmi^ instead of enticing, and
far be il fnim mc to throw slanders
in any manner on the Norlhern
Country. While this counlry has a

few drawbacks, the fishing, hunting,
canoeing, the studv of Nature's wild
game; and the beauty of the lakes,
rivers and forests more than make up
for any slight discomforts one may
experience.

Dr. Gale and I left \ia the C. N. R.
on June 4th, 1919 and he, being the
one selecting the route, picked on
Ciogama as our first stop. The C. N.
R. being a new line into this country.
It IS still in a stale of construction
and due to the fact that it is a new
une, liltle known or at least travelled
up into this particular section by
sportsmen, it should accordingly be
virgin country.
Gogama is' a typical "Town" of

the North country and the inhabi-
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lanls comprised section-men, most
of whom were Indians and half

breeds. Alighting with our three
grips, a fishing-rod and carr\"ing a
"'We don't know where we're going
but we're happy on the way" air we
accosted one of the fellows eyeing us
with much curiosity. It later turned
out he was the storekeeper; the fellow
who ran a small 2 by 4 store where
you could get ever\'thing with the
exception of what you wanted. While
questioning him another fellow came
along, the latter being an ex-Hudson
Bay Factor, Mr. Miller. These, by
the way, were the only two white men
in the place. After we had explained
our mission saying that we were after

fishing and were desirous of securing
a canoe and a place to stay, he said
he would put us up at night and fur-

nish us with a canoe but that we
would have to board ourselves. This
we had luckily came prepared for.

He directed us down the track about
three quarters of a mile saying his

place was up on the hill and to go right

in, it not being necessar\- to explain to
the squaw, who could not speak
English.

We arrived at Gogama a distance of

about 500 miles, about one o'clock
on the 5th and wishing to begin
fishing operations right away we
changed our clothes on the Lake
shore, got our tackle ready

i
and

awaited Mr. Miller's coming to give
us the canoe. We were informed by
Mr. Miller that he had no canoe- he
could let us have; but he would get
one for us from an Indian. We were
taken to where it was and after the
Indian had admonished us, in broken
English, to take good care of it, and
Mr. Miller had given us valuable (?)

advice on how to navigate it, we
pushed off for the North side of the
lake—the best fishing grounds.

The day was ideal for fishing and
the grounds looked good so we were
prepared for a big catch. Our
fishing being for pike we trolled,

taking turns. Not being experienced
in fishing for pike, I was out to learn
all I could from the Doclc", who
knows them from "a" to "izzard,"
their ancestrj-, present parentage,
food habits and genial peculiarities;

he having covered the largest part
of Ontario in his search for pike and
other fish.

The first fish was about six pounds
in weight which we later found to be
the general run of them in these
Northern waters, and then we struck
the grand-daddy of all the pike. I

eased up on the paddling and watched
the fun. The fisii would run out a

Our first host, Mr. Miller (in foreground)

distance and then break water, some-
times only showing his back fin and
part of his tail, when he exactly re-

presented a monster shark; and I was
prepared to swear he would weigh
thirty pounds at the very least. If

that fish had secured freedom, we
would both of us be telling to the best
of our knowledge, and belief, so help
me, that it weighed from fifty pounds
^own to thirty depending of course,

to whom we were telling and other
minor details. Dr. Gale has a stunt
for landing pike and pickerel that I

have never seen before and it was
simple indeed. The fish was drawn
gently up to the side of the boat and
the hand put down very easy, placing
the fingers under the gills, impossible;

if this cannot be done grasp the fish

firmly over the gills and squeeze as

hard as possible. Then the fish is

drawn into the boat and the hook
dislodged without a wiggle. I have,
since learning this, employed it many
times and have seen the doctor use it
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hundreds of times and have yel to see

the fish make a move while held in

tins manner. As soon as they touch
the bottom of the boat, however, they
arc very lively and when drawn in the

boat by the usual method it is almost

impossible to get the hook from their

mouths without getting bitten or

caught with the hooks. How this

method would work, on fish other than
pike and pickerel I do not know but it

sure works on them. It was unlawful
to take pickerel at the time but we
caught quite a few, throwing them
back. The big fish was no exception
to the rule in landing the way already
described. I weighed it later and it

weighed thirteen pounds.

By three o'clock we had about
fifteen pike in all, running about six

pounds each. A storm came up at

this time and we went to shore until
it passed. On putting out again we
saw another coming so thought we
had better strike for shore, a distance
of about three miles. We had gone
about a mile, when the rain caught
us, and before reaching shore we were
soaked. We beached the canoe and
ran for the railroad pump-house. It
was locked so we stood in the door-
way. Here is where I first had a real
taste of black flies and mosquitoes.
They were out for blood and getting
it, both fore and aft. I had on shoes
and would just get them chased off
my ankles when they would be on mv
neck. I would get them off my neck
and they would be on my face; and
from my face to my arm I was
bleeding like a stuck pig and no
matter where I placed niv hand I

would draw blood. The doctor
proved himself a .Job's comforter By
saying each bit would swell up and be.

a purple color. While thev bit him
he did not swell but I sure did. Later
when the foretold sweUings developed,
I l)egan naming them"Vimv Ridge"!
"Hill 70", etc., as my face "and lieck
was nothing but a series of hills and
valleys and they developed so fast I

ran out of names. We ajjplied the
lly-d(ipe, a black, creasote mixture,
which if the smell, sting, and appear-
ance of it "had any clTecl we would
never again be troubled with files.

It would keep them olT for about half

an hour when another application
would have to be given. I might say
we found oil of citronella much better
in every way as it was equally as good
for the purpose, was cleaner and did
not blister the face as the other dope
blistered mine., Ho%vever, we ran out
of citronella and had to use the other
before the trip was over.

We carried the big pike up to the
house and on showing it to Mr.
Miller he said "I'll be d—d" adding a
few other expletives to strengthen his
meaning, while the squaw came out
and jabbered over such a monsPer
fish.

The squaw had put up a tent out-
side for our accommodation, for
which we were very thankful, for
while Mr. Miller was very hospitable
in every way, still we were much
better satisfied out in the tent than in
the house. After having supper from
the grub we had brought along and
drying our lines by winding them
around some trees, we went to bed.
There was a plentiful supply of
blankets and a rubber sheet had "been
spread on the ground under them.
The fact that the blankets had both
an Indian odor and appearance caused
us to sleep with our clothes on. We
rubbed ourselves w^ell with flv dope
preparatory to going to bed and as the
Doctor has a small bald spot on the
top of his head, he wore his cap. This
cap by the way has been much
ridiculed as he bought it in Florida
last winter on the strength that so
long as the camp lasted he would
never be without a check. Instead of
bemg ridiculed it should have been
placed in a glass case and preserved
as the only sure protection against
black flies and mosquitoes. Had I
been as well protected generally as I
\vas on my head no such thing as a
fiy or a mosquito would ever bother
me but being possessed of a bare face
and considerable neck they charged
me at these places and alwavs suc-
ceeded in leaving a remembrance of
their charge.

About daybreak I awoke and began
taking an inventory to see if there was
anything still remaining of me. The
tent was full of mosquitoes despite
edorts of the night before in driving
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them all out and closing the tent

carefully. I later found out that
during the night a playful kitten had
taken a fancy to our society and had
promptly crawled in under the bottom
of the wall. Then it jumped on Dr.
Gale and by means of its walking up
and down and singing "0! How I hate
to get up in the morning," it woke
him up. He afterwards told me he
threw it out verj' forcibly and again
went to sleep, but not to be so easily

discouraged the kitten returned twice
more and was ejected each time, with
increasing force. It did not return
and well for it that 'it did not for

having let in as many moscfuitoes as

it did, I have eveny- reason to believe
there would have been a new notch
added to the grip of the doctor's
automatic pistol. I have since con-
sidered how funny (?) it would have
been had this kitten been one of those
cats_^with the two white stripes run-
ning'down its back.

After having breakfast we struck
out in the canoe to spend the day
fishing. It was about six o'clock and
a drizzly rain falling but despite this
fact we expected a good catch. We
had fished for a considerable distance
without a strike and on rounding a
bend, "Ye gods and little fishes!"

we almost ran into a cow moose, who
viewed' us in a very unconcerned
manner. She was standing almost
up to her body in the water and
knowing it was too dark to secure a
photo we had to satisfy ourselves by
pushing up as close as possible. We
managed to get the canoe within less
than twenty-five feet of her when she
thought it time to move on. She
seemed in no hurry and stopped on
shore long enough to give us a back-
ward glance before disappearing into
the tall timber.

After this episode our thoughts
turned to moose (or meese?) and on
my part I lost some of my enthusiasm
on the fishing subject. However, it

was just by accident that we had
seen it; we might not see another
again on the trip so all we could do
was speculate on whether or noi, we
would see more and if there were
many in this district. At noon we
ran to shore and making a fife on the

rocks prepared dinner, the Doctor
skinning the fish (another idea of his)

while I scared up some dry wood. By
using birch bark as tinder, we soon
had a hot fire over which we took
turns holding the pan. We had been
told before leaving to properly cook
fish, they ought to be cooked half
an hour; but we had them ready in
about ten minutes. Then, with some
of the amber-colored lake water we
washed down the meal. While I

packed away the outfit. Dr. Gale cast
off the rock and caught two fair-sized
pike, within about ten feet of where
we were sitting.

We continued our way along the
shore and in all must have covered
over fifteen miles that day. In all we
caught fifty-seven pike which would
weigh in total about three hundred
pounds. I say "we" but if I remem-
ber correctly I caught five and the
doctor fifty-two. It's all in the way
you hold your mouth you know and
anyway trout, not pike, are my forte.

On getting into shore alaout nine
o'clock we found Mr. Miller and
several Indians on the beach. In all

their lives thej^ said they had never
seen anyone catch so many fish and
even admitted they had never taken
this many in a day, even in nets.

While at the "store" that night
buying some supplies we inquired
about moose and the possibilities of
seeing more. \Ve were informed to go
down the lake a couple of miles and
up a river and there if anywhere we
would see moose. Accordingly we
decided to get out very early the next
morning. We had supper and while
eating it along come five or six of Mr.
Miller's sled dogs; great sized dogs
they were. Our meal must have
smelled appetizing to them for they
stayed close by and one dog in parti-
cular gave us an excellent opportunity
for a study of physiognomy, only we
did not understand it. The expres-
sion on its face as it watched us was
funny in the extreme.

That night we had just got to bed
when the flap in the tent was pulled
open and an Indian's face appeared
at the entrance. He said something
which we supposed to be "Were you
sleeping all right," but it developed
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he wanted to Slav al) night. We said

he could so he came in, letting in

about a million mosquitoes. Waking
during the night I decided to find

out how our Indian friend ^yas

weathering the mosquitoes so turning

on niv Davio flashlight I found he was

completely covered under the blanket.

"Here is" where I followsuit I"

Lake Minncsheka, taken from the train. The
first point is where we saw our firstimoose.

thought to myself. No sooner was
my head under the blanket than
I had to change my mind for I found
I preferred the bites to the strong
odor of those blankets at such close

quarters.

The next morning we started out
at daybreak for the moose grounds,
I was armed with my kodak and Mr.
Gale with his automatic pistol for

fear wc should meet anything more
dangerous than ourselves. We were
in hopes of .seeing more moose as on
tiie previous day we had heard a
couple of bulls calling. We were also
informed that bear were quite numer-
ous and to be careful should w-e run
across one, as it was now their rutting
season and they \vere dangerous.
Dr. Gale suggested should we run
across a bear that lie would climb a
tree and I could photograph it; he
would allow me to gel within three
feet of the bear (or vice versa) so I

could snap it and then he would shoot
it. I-Aoryone was favorable to this
suggestion but .myself, the chief
participant. Not wishing to be dis-
agreeable I said I would make even a

better suggestion: I would get up in

the tree with the pistol and allow

him to do the photographing and I

would shoot when the bear got within

three inches of him. However, this

fell ffat as the doctor said he didn't

care to accept such a generous offer

and formed a compromise by sajang

in all probability we would both be
climbing trees at the psychological

moment.

Our search for moose was in vain

and as we had to catch the noon train

for a point farther on w-e did not lose

much time in returning to camp. We
were after trout fishing but had come
prepared for anything. Mr. Miller
advised us where to find a good place

about sixty miles farther on and we
also received from the storekeeper, a
letter to one of the chief rangers of

Algonquin National Park. This latter

was several hundred miles back but
we decided to go there if the trout
fishing should fail entirely. It is a
country newly opened up and we
travelled from place to place as

directed to secure the best fishing.

When the train pulled in we bade
good-bye to Lake Minnesheka, which
had at least furnished good pike
fishing, and were in high hopes of
securing good trout at Kakutoosh.
We later found out this, translated
from Indian, means Groundhog, and
the Lake and River went by the
latter name. On the line to Kaku-
toosh we crossed a large trestle bridge
which had but a short time ago caved,
in while filling. The engine was un-^
coupled from our train and ran across^
then the cars drawn over with a cable.
It was interesting to us and leaning
out of the car windows I inquired of a
fellow traveller, whom I took for a
foreman of a lumber mill, as to the
cause. His reply, while hardly ex-
plicit was at least to the point:
"H—1" he said, "it's as plain as the
nose on your face." I was still with-
out a solution to my question but
needless to say I did not inquire
further.

Arriving in Kakatoosh, which con-
sisted of averysmall station house,we
ate dinner from our supplies and then
struck for Mr. McLoud's, whose
place we had m.apped out: go about a
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mile east of station until you come to
wagon-road, then go about half a mile
south. There surely must be some
diy humorists among the Northern
people. We went aboui two miles
down the track and had to do some
diligent searching to find the wagon-
road. And listen! they meant wag-
ging, not wagon. It was sure wagging
enough but it was only a foot-path
so it most certainly was not a wagon-
road. As near as I can find out when
surveying northern Ontario the sur-
veyors got the measurements mixed
and instead of there being 5280 feet

to the mile there are 5280 ijarSs.

This is the only explanation I can
offer. We walked and walked and
after going at least three miles over
wind-falls, lugging all our equipment
and fighting black flies and mosqui-
toes, we finally sighted water and two
tents. Then we came upon an old
log cabin and an Indian wigwam
(bark) and fmally two other buitdings
where, thank the gods, we found the
person we were in search of. Our
arrival w^as heralded by dogs, then
Mr. McLoud, a large, heavily built

one-legged man, made his appearance
on crutches. We explained to him
that Mr. Miller had directed us here
for some trout fishing. We found out
the nearest trout fishing was twenty-
five miles down the river; a mile and a

half of portage; and also that he
could not spare an Indian' to go \vith

us there.

He said there was plenty of pike

and some lake trout up the river;

that we could stop there and the next
day being Sunday,- he would send a
guide up with us. We decided
to make the best of it; go up the river

and return Tuesday morning, catch-
ing the train for Algonquin Park. On
looking up the time table we found
we would have to wait thirteen hours
each way to make connections for

Algonquin Park and as this was out
of the question in the limited time we
had at our disposal, w,e had to give

this latter trip up.

It then being late in the afternoon
the doctor and I went out in the
Groundhog River, (a few feet from
the house) to try our luck but all we
caught were a few pike about a foot

in length. Supper consisted of bull-

beef, some kind of cake the squaw
had made and which Dr. Gale had
named "Half-acre" (I placing
"Devil's" before it, as an afterthought)
due to its great area and thinness.

As all the white men do in this

country, McLoud had married a,

squaw and had quite a few children,

mostly grown up. The' oldest boy
home, seemed very intelligent and
could talk good English, he having
attended school for five years. A
store was run in connection with the
rest of the business which consisted
of trapping, buying furs, prospecting,
etc. The men working on the section

bought their supplies here, usually
coming on Sunday.

Having a considerable growth of

beard we decided to shave after

Mr. McLoud of Kakutoosh, an ex-Hudson Bay
factor.

supper so I got out my razor, a safety,

and prepared for trouble. If you ever
want an interesting experience try
shaving with your face all covered
with fly-bites that give a fine sensa-
tion when the razor blade is drawn
over them. Add to this the num-
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bcr of lly-hites you get while shaving

and yoii gel a l)ird"s-eye view of a

great time. I at least managed to

get mine off and then for the Doctor's,

lie hung the small mirror on the

store and lathering up well began to

use the razor. There were a few
emphatic cuss-words tifter which he

handed me the razor. I then got the

Hudson Bay fost.

Indian to bring out one of his old
style heavy razors as the stifety was
too light and absolutely useless on
such an amateur wire factory. The
other was little better but he managed
to get some off and said he would
never shave again like that. We at
least looked half-civilized.

They fixed us up a ten{ for the
night; one of the Indian girls doing it,

then giving us a candle, we went to
bed. Tliat tent was fixed up great.
Boards were laid down inside "along
the bottom; pins furnished for the
flaps and the bedding was very
plentiful. There were very few mos-
quitoes in the tent and what there
were, we burnt with the candle.
Then, after seeing everything was so
no more could get in, we prepared for
the best sleep we had had since
lewving home. The two nights at
Miller's we could not sleep owing to
the moscpiitocs and on the sleeper
coming out it was so hot I got very
liltle. Htit I never slept better in my
life than I did in that tent and would
doubtless still be sleeping if left to
my own wishes. IIoAinghad such a
good night's rest I felt friendiv to the
Indian girl who had fixed the" tent in
such good shape. However, mv ad-

vances did not succeed for I found if

she was in a room as soon as I went in

she would promptly go out. Maybe
it was for the best as had her Brave
thought I w%; a rival he would doubt-
less now have had my scalp suspended
on the end of his totem-pole. Is that
where they suspend it?

Sunday morning it was raining
again. We were certainly having
rotten weather, not only for the trip

but for getting good photographs.
It seemed eveiy day to be raining;
if not actually raining, the sky was
dark and there was every indication
of being a heavy downpour directly.
Rain or no rain we were determined
to go up the river. While waiting
for Mr. McLoud and the men to get
ready to take us up, Dr. Gale got
down the violin and gave us some
music. The Indians seemed to ap-
preciate it for they danced. They
also had a Victrola and the very
latest records. Imagine hearing the
latest songs and waltzes up in that
country!

We got off about noon and Dr.
Gale and I with our equipment were
towed by the motor-boat. I got a
photo of the old Hudson Bav Post
and church and we also saw an eagle;
the first and only one we did see.
Arriving at the rapids the motor-boat
turned back while the doctor and I
were told to get out and go up the
portage, two Indians running the
canoe up the rapids. W^e carried some
ol our equipment for while the
Indians said we need not, I have
seventy-five dollars in a flv rod, and
what with Kodak, a reef that cost
nearly thirty dollars, two rods
and other such paraphernalia the
doctor had upwards of a hundred and
lilty dollars worth. It w^as all right
for the Indians to say it was safe;
It wasnt their equipment. Just as
\ve landed it began to rain but we
hurried over the half-mile portage
and getting under a tree awaited the

l'i!,T-i
^^'^ ^'''^\^^^' heing in their

sh rt-slecves, and having no coats,
got soaking wet but after the shower
passed, the sun came out and it was
nice and warm. Only one Indian™ ",

-V^''
"' ^"^ he paddled thecanoe wli,l. ,v. 1,.oiled. The fishing
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was poor, however, and getting tired

I exchanged places with Albert, the
i^uide. to give him a rest.

I was pushing that old scow up-
stream for all I was worth when
Albert said "moose" and pointed.
There, about a hundred and fifty

yards distant was a bull. I dropped
the paddle and grabbed the kodak,
instructing Albert to get as close as

possible. Before we were within any
reasonable distance the bull took
fright and crashed off through the
bush like an express train. I snapped
him but it was too far away. We
could hear him going long after he
was out of sight.

We pushed into Lake Natagomi
(pronorfnced Na-toe-ga-me) which is

about nine miles up the river, about
five o'clock, and pitched tent right

on shore. A storm was coming up
and before we had the tent ready it

w-as raining. There was a strong wind
so we all had to get inside and hold
the tent from blowing over as it

otherwise would have done. After
the storm hnd passed Dr. Gale and
I started out on an exploration trip

leaving Albert to have a rest and get

supper. We paddled along the rotky
shore until we came to the mouth of a

river and decided to go down it. At
all the places we found the countn,-

much the same, the lake shore being
solid rock, often rising to immense
perpendicular heights. On this rocky
shore, directly out of the rocks, grew
pine, birch, spruce, tamarack and
other trees and it is almost un-
believable how they manage to thrive

on such nourishment' as they would
obtain; or how they obtained root.

We ran down the river until

stopped by a beaver dam and there

we got out to examine it. The work
of these engineers is wonderful to

look at and may well furnish an exam-
ple to people working along similar

lines. We saw where a lumbering
moose had crossed the dam brealdng
it in, in some places. Beaver houses

were quite numerous along the shore

and near these as well as by the dam
we found their fCbd; great siztd

water-lily roots. At Lake Minne-
sheka, we had found on landing for

dinner manv trees that had been cut

by beaver and also found a beaver-
meadow with dozens of houses in it.

As is usually the case I did not have
my kodak along when I could have
secured a good photo. On coming out
from the river we spied in the distance
a moose swimming from an island to
the mainliand. We immediately
struck in that direction with all the
speed we could command, the doctor
saying he would get on its back and
ride in to shore if we were successful
in heading it off. We noticed it was
making good time towards shore but
we were gaining on it, so we put all

our efforts to the canoe. On coming
up closer we found it w'as not a moose
but a log with one end out of the
water and the waves being high, had
carried it towards shore.

Doctor Gale and two huskies.

We fished on the way back but
with very poor results and began to
feel \vi had been directed to a hood-
ooded lake. We did not arrive at

camp until nearly dark, and darkness
out there means nearly eleven o'clock.

Albert had supper ready which con-
sisted of the "Devil's half-acre" as

hard as flint ordinarily, but softer

now because it had got wet and
besides Albert had been sitting on it.
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Only well balanced people need apply.

Not having any meal wo plastered
about an inch of butter on a sUce
of this hard tack and then, making
valleys and abysses in the butter
filled them with sugar. This, along
with a pail of tea comprised our meal
but wc ate it as if it had been pre-

pared by the chef at the Walker
IIousc. This, with fish consisted
our sole diet during our stay up Lake
Natoganii. The mos(|uitoes that
night were very l)ad and seemed to
take great delight in attacking the
Doctor in a very vulnerable spot.
He said it would give him great de-
light to see all tlie mosquitoes and
black flies in Hades long enough to
scorch their wings. I seconded the
motion and it evidently seemed to
please Albert for he actually lauglied;
the first lime I had seen him do so.

The laugh may have l)ecn partly
caused by the frantic elTorts of the
Doctor every time a fiy made a
strike. Before going to bed we
burned them all out of the lent with a

candle and then a|)i)lied some lly

dope. During the night it turned
cold anti I awoke feeling as if I had
been stored on ice for a few weeks.
I then noticed the Doctor had all the

blankets and he was sound asleep.
I grasped one edge of the blanket
and turning over soon went to sleep.
Evidently this was not to the Doctor's
way of liking, for he soon woke and
promptly disrobed me again. This
wc repealed a few times; as it was four
o'clock and would soon be daylight
1 got up and made a fire. It was not
long before the other two w^ere out.
We wanted to get off earlv that
mornmg so the Doctor skinned some
fish for breakfast. He used a Marble
trout knife for this purpose and this
IS the pure whack; better to my
notion than Marble's regular fish
knife.

We went about six m.iles up the
lake that day where according to all
accounts we would catch some mon-
ster j)dve and lake trout. The
Doctor used a copper line on his rod
which he^ had shortened for the pur-
pose He used a spinner, an old
boll e scarred warrior that had seenmuch service. I used Hadden's new
Dcep-()-d,ver \yhich I believe made

^^ere'no"Jh^'"*•,
^"^''^^^'^r' the fish

^\tre not there else we would have'aught hem, for outside of a fewsmall pike we never had a strike. We
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saw there was no use in staying so
we struck oil" the long weary six miles
to camp, bucking a strong head wind
all the way. The wind is a funny
proposition; it made ho matter in

which way we went out or how soon
we returned everytime we went out
we had to go against a head-wind both
going and coming. Another thing
that troubled us was the appearance
of the scenery and the directions.

So long as we were on the railroad

or near it we had the directions right

but when we got in the bush we were
turned around. Of course we weren't
wrong; it was only our compasses
and the sun but it really looked odd
to see the sun setting in the east. As
much as we knew the compass had
made a mistake, we still carried and
used them as instanced by the photo
showing Marble's compass attached to

the Doctor's vest. When we came
down the lake there were two islands;

going back there were four.

"Albert" I says, "is there any one
living around here?" "Yes" he re-

plied, "about five miles." I turned to

the doctor saying, "Well that accounts
for it. Someone came down while
we were away, made the two islands

into four and generally messed up the

scener^,-. It's darned funny they
can't leave things alone around here!"

Albert did not get the drift of ouV
conversation; if he did he must have
regarded it as foolish for his ex-

pression never changed . Wonderfully
talkative and great jokers these In-

dians are—not.

As we returned to Kakutoosh the
next morning to take the noon train

out we' retired early,—long before

dark. We tried to arrange our beds a

little differently than on the previous
night. I had a good deal of trouble
keeping my feet covered; for being
longer than the doctor also Ipnger

than the blanket, it was the natural

order of things that my feet should
protrude and entice the mosquitoes
with a "come seven and come eleven,"

.

motion. I suggested that we cut the

bottom off the blanket and sew it on
the top; the doctor commented on my
cleverness. When I said we could cut

off the bottom of Albert's blanket
with more satisfactory effect he even
agreed with me there. How Albert
would agree lO this we did not know.
The next morning was cold and

raw with an east wind threatening
rain. We ate breakfast without a

fire having three courses "cake, butter
and sugar; butter, sugar and cake;
and sugar, cake and butter." About
three miles down the river we spotted
a cow moose and her calf swimming
the stream. We put on all possible

speed and headed for them but they
reached the shore safely before we
could head them off, the old cow
waiting until the calf was safe before

she plunged into the underbush. The

Plowing with dogs at Kakutoosh. Albert is the onlooker.
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Indian told us the calf was about a

month old. I had run out of films,

having only taken two iilms up the

river, anyway it was very dull. The
sun was shining, we could hear the

roaring a long time before we came
in sight of the rapids and when we
did they were very pretty with the
sun striking on the water thrown in

the air by beating against the rocks.

We ran through without the least

difficulty and stopped a few minutes
at the Hudson Bay Post to await the
motorboat and repair our canoe as
we had met with an accident. The
motorboat did not put in its appear-
ance so we continued our navigation
via the armstrong and elbow grease
route. There was a headwind as
usual and the strongest one we had
yet encountered. The points of land
also had a nasty habit of moving
away from us but the doctor, being
an optimist, would encourage us by
saying he thought we were actually
gainingon the land.

It was on the homeward route that
Albert spoke to us voluntarily. May-
be he thought as we were going home
and he might never see us again he
would open up. He asked me if we
had been at Gogama. I said we had
"My father meenister there" he told
us. "Good Lord!", I exclaimed,
"Imagine us out with a minister's
son. What is he, Albert, a Methodist,
Catholic, or a Holv Roller?" Albert
replied that he was an "English
Meenister."

I tried to make .Vll)ert fee] at ease
after making such a confession, bv
saying "It's too bad but ifs not the
same as if it were your fault: it's vour
lather's. Even at that I have known
other fellows to be as bad as minister's
sons."

The doctor seemed to see matters
in another light for he endeavored to
smooth over our conduct. "You
know" he said, "We're not like this
all tlif time. When we are at home
we daren't swear but out here we
can." I remembered the road that
apologies, excuses and regrets paved,
so I remained (|uiet on this point.

On arriving at McLoud's we packed
our equii)menl and were taken most
of the way to the railroad bv means of

the motorboat. Our next stop on
the line was \o be Dunrankin, fifty

miles farther on, where we were in-

formed was good trout fishing. At
the "station'^ (there is really no
station as you have to flag the {rains

to stop) we ran across a trapper going
,

up to Foleyet with two sled-dogs and
a canoe. Getting in conversation
with him he told us he could take us
to some good trout fishing but it

was twenty-five miles by canoe. He
agreed to supply another canoe and
Indian and for everything was to get
fifteen dollars a day. Then when we
said we would go he would not
promise us for sure as he had to go
on to Foleyet and he might not be
able to come back. We decided we
had better not run chances so took
the train for Dunrankin. We had a
little trouble in bu\ing a ticket but
after we had shown the conductor our
return tickets to Oshawa and he knew
how far we had come for a little

fishitig he sold them to us. Dr. Gale
had a hunch we would not see Dun-
rankin; that they wouldn't stop.
And talk about your beardless pro-
phets! Only the doctor wasn't beard-

|

less. However, l\e was right, we '

didn't. The conductor put up the
excuse that he thought we got off at
Agate; he had no reason to" think so
and it was only an excuse. But that

i

is service. We had to go right
'

through to Minnipuka about fifty-

miles farther on.

Arriving there we found only one
house; the section house in'which ten
nien, a woman and two children were
living. We inquired as to accommo-
dations and the only place we could
get to stay in was the engine-room
up the track. The people^ were all
Finlanders so thev were wors* than
the Indians to talk to. We asked the
section boss if there was any trout
fishing around there and he replied'
that there were "Rout in the rick
about three -miles up the line." We
decided to go there the next dav.
After having supper we hired a canoe
and went out on the lake to trs- for
whatever there was; the Finn saying
there was small "rout" in the lake'
as well as pike. The pike weren't
worth catching and there were no
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"rout" so we came in before dark and
got ready for bed. We put the
blankets on the floor and were just
going to bed when the Finn came up
to see us. He brought up a letter he
wanted me to answer and after I had
written it out he sat talking until
midnight and us half dead for want of
sleep. After he had gone we dosed
ourselves liberally with fly-dope and
then tried to sleep. Mosquitoes were
there by the thousands and dirt an
inch thick all over the place. From
dirt, Finns, mosquitoes, black flies

ride up to the "rick with rout in."
^^'e worked our way all the way up
and after receiving directions as tat he
path to take, we struck off for the
"rout rick." Bears were numerous in
this vicinity so we had the pistol along
and handy, at least the doctor had
the pistol; I had the kodak. About
three-quarters of a mile up the trail

we met two fire-rangers who told us
there was no stream where we were
going; that the nearest trout stream
by water was fifteen miles; and it was
four miles through the woods and

Some of the natives at Kakutoosh.

and bum conductors, may the lord
forevennore deliver us.

We got about an hour's sleep that
night and were up long before day-
light doing our best +o keep from being
eaten. I was some looking sight (so

the doctor told me) one eye was
swollen nearly shut, my hands, face,

neck and arms were simply covered
with lumps while my ankles were so

badly swollen my shoes Wbuld hardly
fit around the ankles. Added to this

was the fact that neither of us had
washed since morning and with the
application of that black dope, we-

were specimens. I wanted to have a

contest to see who looked the worst
but the doctor objected on the

grounds that I had such an advantage
there was no possibility of his winning.
We were up at the section house

before eight o'clock waiting for tiic

men to bring out the hsnd car, they
having told us they would give us a

absolutely no path. There was noth-
ing to do but turn back as we had to
catch the first through freight for
Dunrankin. We walked the three
miles back, running across moose
tracks along the railroad.

Having plenty of time we washed
all up and had a shave, the Doctor
giving the Finn woman a dollar for
the use of her husband's razor. It

was such a good razor that I used it

but it seemed to have the knack of
catching in those fly-bites. By the
time I was through, what with cuts
and fly bites, I looked as if some one
had been trying to murder me. We
phoned fifty miles up the line to
Hornepayne to find what time the
freight would be along, Hornepayne
being the nearest station. We phon-
ed in all about six times and each time
the agent said the train would be
later than it had been previously. To
kill time we again went out fishing on
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Minnipuka Lake, catching some pike.

We were sick of pike however, we
caught them and threw; them back
again. What we wanted was trout.

The train was supposed to arrive at

half past six so we got out the flag,

and later the lanterns as it did not

arrive until ten minutes after eleven,

the doctor and I walking the track
while we waited.

It was on this freight that we met
the only fellow who "was obliging on
the whole line. This conductor told
us all he could of Dunrankin as a
place to fish; cursed the passenger
conductor for not letting us off at

Fire River instead of taking us on to
Minnipuka; and said that the fire-

rangers were doubtless looking after
their own interests and did not want
us to fish on the stream. If we had
only known this.

We tried to get a little sleep by
stretching out one ahead of the other,
on the seat running the length of the
caboose. The seats were upholstered
with hardwood which made them verv
confortable (?) tolicon. We would be
nearly asleep when we would get an
awful jolt that would slide us up the
seat. Then we had to run back to
where we originally were and by the
time we got laid down again we got
another jolt. Also I had to be care-
ful that the doctor did not catch up
with me when we were making the
slide down the seat.

The train pulled into Dunrankin
shortly iifter three o'clock and the
conductor helped us off with the
train still going, wished us luck and
we found ourselves at a place whose
sole distinction to a station lay in the
fact Ihat it had a post on which was
printed "Dunrankin." Leaving
some of our equipment hid in the
bushes, we struck off for Beaver River
a distance of about three miles,
figuring that we would arrive there
about daylight. Our directions for
finding the river were somewhat faint
but going by the mile-posts and
listening for "the roar of the rapids
which we managed to hear, we found
the trail and arrived at the rapids
about sun-up.

"Behold the fisherman. He riseth
early in the morning and dislurljo'.li

the whole household; mighty are his

preparations. He returneth at even-

ing smelling strong drink and the

truth is not in him."

We were full of high spirits (en-

thusiasm I mean; not the kind you
carry in bottles) over fishing for trout

on such an ideal river; the docto
using bait while I fished with flies or

rather with artificial bugs made by
0. C. Tattle. These bugs I have
found to be an ideal lure for trout but
have never yet had an opportunity of

trying them on bass. They float

perfectly and the fish will really

swallow it. We fished the very best
places on that river but outside of

rises and some small trout—of six

inches, maybe, we had no luck. The
river had been fished out and there
was nothing left but small ones. The
freight conductor had told us of

another river five miles from this one
where we could get a trapper to take
us to where the big trout were, so we
decided to go there. We had to be
back at ten o'clock that night to take
the No. 2 through train for home so
we made all the time we possibly
could towards the river and Jack
Wright's place. Having gone about
four miles we met some section-men
and as it would be necessary to
borrow a lantern from them to flag
the passenger with, when we stopped
them to inquire about it. They were
another bunch of Finns and could
only speak broken English. On
asking him for the lanterns and the
proper place to flag from, he told us
the No. 2 didn't stop for passengers.
We explained we were long distance
travellers; had first clas"s tickets
bought with the understanding thai
the passenger would stop for usVhere
we flagged it. The Finn replied that
he had orders that it wouldn't stop
and that we would have to go ten
pules down the line to Agate to catch
It. Who would be so foolish as to
give such a person anv orders we are
still wondering and wliile we believed
the train would stop if flagged, he
would neither give us the twoTanterns
nor tell us the proper place from
which to flag. We could not afford
to run chances for if the train did
not stop we would have to wait until
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Friday night and lose two days. We
took a freight train down to Agate
which was one of the main construc-
tion camps on the line. Here the
operator, who also acted as Post-
master, gave us the comforting in-
lormation that the No. 2 had been
wrecked at Port Arthur and would
be from thirty-six to forty-eight
hours late at the very least. "And
oh, that my tongue could utter the
thoughts that arise in me!" We
asked him if anyone was killed and
he said "It is against the law to kill
anyone on this line; the engineer was
seriously injured and many received
minor injuries but that is all."

As usual, the doctor thought of a
way out of our predicament and had
the operator wire to Hornepayne to
find out when a freight would be
along. If we could take a freight
to Foleyet, catching another to Go-
gama we could take the local out of
Gogama to Sudbury where transferi'ng
to the Canadian Pacific we could go
around by North Bav and still arrive
home in time, as the Doctor was to be,
there to go on another trip, at four
o'clock Monday morning. We found
out the men were going to run up to
Foleyet that night with a caboose
so we could go with them.

Agate was a mixture of nation-
alities for here were Indians, Half-
breeds, Americans, Poles, Russians
and many other foreigners. We
were mistaken for trappers, pros-
pectors, surveyors and section men
and not much wonder for our appear-
ance; attired in yellow trousers, white
shirt (supposed to be) and old coats.
Finding we would be here for some
time we went down to the lake, washed
up and changed our clothes. After
that no one mistook us for section men
at least, we would hate to be placed
in the same category as those con-
founded Finns. Why any railroad
with their own interests at heart,
should put such men as they have on
the line, I cannot see. These foreign-
ers are supposed to act (at least the
sectionboss is) in the capacity of
agent. I do not think I ever" ran
across anyone showinglesshospitality;
I believe they would see a person
starve to death before they would

help them. The Finns are worse for
this than any other nationality; and
think only of their own race. Anyone
who has ever travelled on such a line
would never want to travel it again.
With the Canadian Northern now in
the Canadian Government's hands
there is an improved and more efficient
service. Even with as much trouble

The Doctor and Albert.

as we had with the railroad and the
trout fishing ending in a fizzle, still
the trip had been well worth while if
only for the moose. We saw twelve
altogether on the whole trip including
those already mentioned. We saw
seven different ones all in one dav;
in all six cows, one calf and five bulls.
I secured photos of seven, one being
taken within less than fifty feet.
Imagine, if you can, our disajjpoint-
ment to find them turn out as shown.
It was due to several reasons; the
days were very dull, the clerk had
given me films that had run over
their expiration date and the photo-
grapher did not finish them with care
but allowed defects in the way of
water spots and streaks, to get on the
film. This you will notice in some of
the prints. We could not get closer
to the moose either because they
would take fright and go; or we were
as close to shore as we could get with
the canoe. Usually they wbuld stay
until we began calling them as the
doctor wanted to tell them he was
coming back this fall to shoot one.,^

Arriving at Foleyet about ten**"

o'clock we found the No. 2 would be
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onlv nine hours late, m) we stayed at

the hotel that nii<ht to wait lor ii
•

instead of tsoing on to Gogama as

intended. Just as we were getting

on we saw the conductor who had

left us at Minnipuka and he smiled

and spoke. ^Ye did not appreciate

him in the least. On the train every-

one was talking of the railroad strike

coming and we were in hopes .we

would' be home before it developed.

It would be just our luck to have it

catch us. However everything went

all rjght and we were enjoying the

sights we saw along the line; the

lakes, rivers, the river-drives, saw-

mills, also the logs in the rivers.

Then at night when we were in the

dining car having supper the train

stopped. We went out to see where

the trouble was and found a freight

train off the track, holding up the

road. This was at Deer River. We
got off and took some photos, into

which the Indians w^ere bound to get

in spite of me. Then we oversaw the

job of getting the freight back on the

track.
" This took nearly five hours.

Anyone who wants to acquire a good

swearing vocabulaiy ought to visit

the Northern trapper especially one

who drivesfdog-teams; orthe railroad

men when thev run the train ofT the

track.ff 'Itf^ is" inot the trainmen's

fault as the track was-not safe. We

had times without number, watched

trains going bv and the track would

go up and down six inches under its

weight. Not much wonder there

were wTecks.

Owing to the fact that we had had

little sle^ep of late and that I had lost

several pounds (about fifteen I later

found out) the doctor ordered me to

take a three day's sleep, only getting

up to eat. I asked him if he would

put it in black and white to which he

replied he could not very well do so.

I forgot to tell you that wlaile he is a

doctor he lacks the necessary M. D.

to make him a regular practitioner.

This is an unimportant formality

because he is a good Doctor whether

it be on fish or people. I followed his

advdce as carefully as possible and

slept most of Saturday under his

supervision at his home. Again on

Sundav I slept, but on Monday I

only "thought I should be I

couldn't.
I

And in spite of all the difficulties

encountered, we, found Northern
Ontario some country. It is the land

of Indian, of the canoe, the snow-
shoe and the sledge-dog; of the fish

the moose and the bear. Our trip

was an exceptional one and our run

of luck bad. It is an exception and
not the rule.

Our Food Supply Depends on Birds

Do wc appreciate our birds?

The west is threatened with a grasshopper

plague, while in the east the caterpillar is

causing havoc among the trees.

Man, by his insatiable slaughter of the

birds, has so reduced the balance of nature

that the destructive insects are getting the

upper hand. Dr. Tolmie, Minister of Agri-

culture, in introducing his estimates in the

House of Commons on May 21, staled that

Canada's annual loss from parasites amounted

lo $12.'),(KlO.(KKI. and that in preparation for

the expected grasshopper plague alone, there

had been purchased 100, (MH) pounds of ar-

senic. 2,000 tons of bran and .W.OOO gallons

of molasses from vlii>li t<< w:^^< unki.niMl

To overcome, or at least to minimize, the

caterpillar plague, various methods of attack

are being adopted, chiefly that of spraying.

Recently, a woodpecker was noticed at

work upon a tree which was being defoliated

by caterpillars. With the aid of binoculars,

it was found that, in one visit to the tree, it

secured twenty-four caterpillars. This bird,

or another, returned at about quarter-hour

intervals, each time disposing of a number
of caterpillars.

Birds are the natural enemies of insects and
bugs and, without them, we could not suc-

cessfully combat the pests which destroy our
food supplies.

By protecting the birds, we protect our-
selves.

—

Conseroation.



A Visit to the Guides' Association Meet
in Nova Scotia

BONNYCASTLE DaLE

waiter
rapidly

HROUGH the cour-
tesy of tlie Halifiax
and Southwestern R.
R. and the comfort of
a parlor car; where-
in the conductor
changed from an aff-
able official to a
wilhng white clad

at the noon hour, I was
borne southwestward along*i I/i ... ''•-'" liiwesiwara althe Atlantic side of Nova Scotia.

ihl ^T ^^® ^"^^ ^«^P ocean inlets,the islands scattered along the calm

bSfoff.^*^'
'^' ^'''^' bfrrens andbogs of this sea girt peninsula with

fi M ^"^u
clearings and hard won

fields—where the industry of a life

from iht f^^T^ ^\'' g'«"^J atonesfrom the fields and piled them as
fences-all these places were ownedby the guides Avho form the association
1 had been mvited to visit. The
boats of the guide fishermen—long

K-^?lT*?''.i'''.^^'
^ith dories behind

bobbed at their anchors in the inlets.A tog dotted sky was over and all the
air was pleasant and warm. Millions
of blueberry bushes well laden with
truit edged the tracks away along the
barrens and we kn'ew the moose were
there too. Past the homes of some
01 the descendants of the mythical
maid bvangeline we sped. And at
supper hour the long narrow harbour
ol \armouth, lay beside us. This is
the oldest spot settled by white manm this Canada of ours. A thousand
years ago the Norsemen ran in here
tor shelter—all that is left in evidence
are two huge stones bearing their
rude inscriptions. "Harkussen Men
;
aru (Hark son spoke to the men).

Another five hundred years and
France and England take" possession
and today the high trimmed hedges
the spacious homes; the long street
of business houses of Yarmouth
^tand beneath the Union Jack.

A greatrmodem hotel-and^a snug
nail one" are here to house us—and

on a hill two miles away the temporary
canvas homes of the guides and theboo hs are already white dots on
the landscape.

In this age of high costs a five cent
programme and a twenty-five cent
admission to Lakeside Park seemed
true chal-ity to the overburdened,

if t/?'J^^'
Pi-esident, Fred Graham

01 Hahfax was there at the hotel
with his car and he sought me outand off we whisked to the park.
It was crowded like a country fair-
over a tiny bridge we sped (pardonmy use of the personal pronouns at
times, 1 am trying to get you to see
the scene also)—we rode slowly past
the beane:y"—where the guides were

serving beans and doughnut and
sinkers and coffee for the low price
ot bOc—up on the hill where the rifle
range booth and the trap shooters'
platform stands and the refreshment
booths all stood.—below us then were
the canvas homes of the guides whomake this a yeariy summer camping
out trip. Above all this rose one of
the ever present low spruce cladNova Scotian hills into which the
rifle target was rising and falling,
later—the running deer" target was
darting across a space in the dark
green woods.

4u^u^T °"*^ thousand people thronged
the hill to watch events. Rifles were
crackling shot guns were banging
the genial Jack Learmont of D.C Cotame was telling all and sundry in
a mighty voice through a megaphone
what, when and where to see it all
there was close to five score guide
entrants in the big rifle shooting
^^'^"

^r
^H'f'es with true old Scotch

and English and Irish ancestry—
and groups of dusky AlicMacs were
running in and out of their tents
rifle in hand as if a mimic war was on.

Side by side stood the ha>^vagon
with its tented cover and its wide
horned oxen and the latest in the
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auto maim 111. I. n. IS art. Old time

rifles with a trace of rust and a hint

of home repairs-and the fflittermg

modern high power lay in the grass

beside their brown or white owners

hands. Fullv half of this crowd

which thronged the hill's crest was

composed of the guides and their

families. One Indian had dressed

his two little brown eyed lads in

miniature soldiers' suits and they

kept us happv with their busy actions

and loud chatter. One thing w-hich

told of the interest the people here-

abouts display in the meet was the

great heap of prizes which filled

the windows of stores on the main

street- (ves! it's called "mam street )-

a ton of coal—No! that was not in

the window—but the lucky guide

who got most birds at the trap

shooting got it all the same, rifles,

shot guns, bags of flour, suit cases,

paintand varnish. Caps and hats

shoes and axes, spark plugs and

tires, cigars and tobaccos—and a

number of cheques for good amounts.

It seemed as if something of everj^thing

was here to give the winners in the

events, including subscriptions to good

old Rod and Gun magazine.

Dinner time came along and the

cars swirled off to the hotel and the

crowds sought the Guides' long pine

tables or picnicked on the grass and in

the home tents. When we rushed

back after dinner the guns were again

banging away and bustling F. H.

Morris of the Dominion Cartridge

Company was showing them just

what he could to with a gun and shells

—or a rifle and cartridges—and it

was "a plenty" he did as the modern

word goes.

Then the call would come through

the megaphone to get down thai hill

onto the grass and see another hill

(in this case the crack shot- AVm. G.

Hill-)make red air soup out of canned

tomatoes and vcllow spattering ome-

lets out of thrown eggs and rarely

miss onje—(Oh! the advertising of

the age, when a manufacture of

carmed goods sends them to be shot

at.) I decplv regret to say that he

missed one "of the thrown eggs but

it, as if to make up to the crowd for

the omission, broke itself playfully

on the broad breast of our friend Mor-

Now and then the long trailing

Atlantic fogs would come across and

blot out the beauty of the scene—

but the guns cracked just the same.

\11 these events were gun club

contests or individual skill at shoot-

ing where the guide was only a part

of the contestants, so you must

watch the water events to get the

white guides and Indians at their

best. , t

The idea of pulling a canoe out ot

the water after you step out of it,

then lifting it onto the head and

running with it and a heavy pack

sack across the hundred yards ot the

portage; laying it down putting

in the pack, and the paddles and

launching it and getting in and sitting

there with a paddle in your hand in

the short space of less than forty

seconds means you have not loitered

by the way. I sat on the grass

picturing these brawny men—main-

Iv AIicMacs~as they bore down on me
with their canoe like some huge

antidulivan shell on their head—
and thought if they missed a step 1

too might be missing—alas! No such

good luck for my readers.

Steadilv for two whole days the

meet progressed—log chopping,

flycasting, canoe racing, canoe tilting,

log burling (and if ever human nature

showed the desire on the face to

throw the other chap it was while

these guides were spinning the log

under their stockinged feet—and
watching both foot and enemy's
face for a chance to throw him

—

suddenly the one who seemed bound
to win increased the speed of the

log until the four gray feet were a

band of yarn—the other missed— ,

leaped^slid and splashed into the
;

lake amid the clamour of the crowd.

1 missed the moose calling contest

as the result of too much "meet".

If the guides allow- me in return

for all their courtesy and kindness to

give one little measure of the un-
welcome thing called advice I w^ould

ask them to use their powers
with much charity towards the

other fellow. Remember the great

chance you have by keeping every
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1

Log chopping contest. II. One of the musical attractions. III. Victor and vanquish^
V. Over the portage. VI. Some load.

ly Log burling.
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law thoroughly yourself. And see

thai every change of the law you
ask of Mr.Knight.your commissioner,

is for the good of every citizen of

X'ova Scotia and not for the good of

your big well organized body of

guides, alone, which staged so fine

a meet at Yarmouth the first week in

August nineteen twenty, which \ye

all so thoroughly enjoyed.

Annual Tournament of the Nova Scotia

Guides' Association

G. H. Langtrv

THE annual tournament of the Nova
Scotia Guides" Association took place at

the beautiful Lakeside Park in Yar-

mouth on Thursday and Friday, August

fifth and sixth and was without an exception

the most successful event of its kind yet held

in. the history of that organization. The
programme was a most extensive one and

despite all that could be done and not with-

standing the fact that il_was carried through

with the least possible delay it was midnight

on Friday before it was concluded and the

valuable prizes awarded. The programme
consisted chiefly of the usual features for such

a tournament and although this is the fourth

year in succession that the meet has taken

place at Lakeside the interest continues very

keen and the attendance in consequence, was
very large, particularly on the afternoon of the

second day which is the weekly half holiday
and the town of Yarmouth was practically

closejd up.

In the rifle and trap shooting events the

competition was unusually keen and in the
fonner although the shooting commenced
early on Thursday morning it was late on
Friday before the competition ceased and
the shoot off for the prizes could lake place.

In the trapshool, some excellent shooting was
done and splendid scores were made. A
notable feature in this event was the work
done by a parly of five gentlemen who
motored to Yarmouth from .\mficrst to spend
the week and to take in the sports. They
were all old t^^pshootcrs but had not parti-

cipated in the sporl since the pre-war days,
bul on Thursday they were induced to take
a hand in the game. They were not in any
way prepared but in spile of that Ihey soon
found local trapmen and olher» who very
generously loaned them their trap guns and
although those gentlemen had not broken
a clay pigeon for more than five years they
mafle a most creditable showing and there is

not a doubt that before the next tournament

comes about Amherst will have a team which

Irapshooters will have to conjure with.

.\ new feature in this year's programme was

the "over the portage" event and it was a good

one, which created a lot of interest and was
watched by many people. It called for the

contestant to take their canoe and complete

hunting pack out of the waters of one lake

carry it across the land by a marked course

and deposit in a lake on the other side. The
event was very sharply contested and will

be a leading feature at a future tournament
when the participants will be more familiar

with its conditions.

The first annual meeting to be held since

the Nova Scotia Guides' Association became
an incorporated institution was held on
Thursday evening and the following officers

were elected for the ensuing year: President,

Fred .\. Graham, Halifax; Vice-Pres., James
White, Ben^'ick; Sec'y-Treas., G. H. Allen,

Yarmouth; Council. C. C. Burrill, Carleton;

Clarence Gray, Kemptville; .lames Bower,
Upper Ohio; Sherifl Smith, Digby; Burton
Frail, Caledonia; \Villiam Warne, Bridgetown.

Several matters were up for discussion and
the most important of which and probably
the one most thoroughly dealt with was the
question of increased revenue for the protect-
ion of our gameand how that revenue should
be raised, .\fter much deliberation it was
decided by resolution moved by Secretary
Allen and Vice-»resident White to urge upon
Ihe Provincial Government at Halifax the
absolute need of the increased revenue and
that the .\ssociation insist on the enactment
of a game law compelling all sportsmen in
quest of game to first procure a resident game
or gun license at a fee of .SI.00 per annum and
that all moneys raised in that wav shall be
turned over for Game Warden's Stipends or
other expenses created in the protection of
game.
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Another important matter was why the
open season for moose in this province had
been shortened and been made from October
1st to November 15 instead of from September
lo to November 15. Chief Game Inspector
knight, of Halifax, was in attendance and
explamed that the change had been made in
the interest of big game preservation and that
It was considered that the open season as it is

at present was most advantageous to that
purpose.

.\fter considerable discussion during which
practically every guide present spoke against
such change and positively showed Mr.
Knight that such change was really detri-
mental to the protection of the moose and
furthermore that since the short season had
been in e.-dstence statistics showed that the
slaughter of moose had been greater than it

ever was duiing the longer season. Upon a
call for a standing vote on the matter it was
unanimous that the authorities be asked to
reconsider the change and that it be urged
upon them to have the open season for moose
revert as formerlv from Sept. 15 to Oct. 15.

.\djourned.

.\t eight o'clock on Friday morning the
sports were commenced and a ver;' busy day
for these in charge of the affair ensued. The
programme for this day was to compose
chiefly of the canoe racing, tilting, etc.,

salmon and trout (ly casting and other water
features. In addition to that the shooting
programme started early on Thursday morn-
ing had to be completed, consequently Lake-
side Park for the last day was doubly at-
tractive. In the canoe work notwithstanding
the fact that many of contestants were all old
performers and had carried off prizes in

previous meets the sports drew a large as-
semblage and during that afternoon it was
estimated that more than three thousand
people were in the park. All of the water
sports were splendidly carried out and in the
fly casting some excellent work was done par-
ticularly in a non-competitive match when
Victor Johnson of Halifax, made ten out of a

possible fifteen points by landing on the first

and second discs three times each and on the
third four times.

By dusk on Friday the programme, so far

as the land and aquatic sports were concerned,
was completed and the evening was given
over to the moose calling and storN'- telling

contests. Before those features, however,
were commenced, the ladies of the Womor's
Institute, of Kemplville, entertained a very
large audience in the Park Theatre with the

pretty three act Southern comedy entitled,
"The Southern Cinderella." The performance
was a most creditable one and the performers
kept their audience highly entertained from
the rise of the curtain at the first act until they
bade their friends good nightat theclose. As
soon as the audience dispersed the moose
calling contest took place in the small woods
at the west of the park and nearly forty
guides participated in the event. The com-
petition was very keen and at the finish it was
nefcessary for the judges to call upon several
of the contestants to call a second time in
order that the prizes might be justly awarded.

That event was followed by the Story
Telling and if ever the real "thrills" of a
woodsman's life were expounded to an appre-
ciative audience they were on this occasion,
as guide followed guide in relating some
terrifying experience which they have had by
encountering some wild beasts of our forests
^nd the way they would emphasize those
"thrills" to cutdo the previous contestant
was remarkable. In this contest John Mc-
Ewan, of Bear River, was the successful
"' r" when he told how a huge female bear
had sprung at him in the woods and scared him
so that he "jumped clean over his own hat
and covered a stretch of one hundred yards
of wood land at such a rate as to make ten
seconds flat look sick." The story had all the
thrills it required and together with, the
broken English of the narrator created much
merriment among the audience and the ap-
plause which McEwan received, and by which
the judges awarded the prizes, was deafening
and lasted for some minutes after he had left
the stage.

He was followed by Judson Gray of Kempt-
ville, who told how last winter he had started
with his .dogs to go to his traps and after
getting into the woods he heard a peculiar
cr>' of some animal which he could not at
first recognize and set out to track it to its

hiding place. The sound led hini up quite a
steep hill and he finally came to where the
sound appeared to rise from under a fallen
tree and he stooped to investigate. As he did
so a huge female bear sprang at him and with
her huge claw knocked his gun from his
hands. He immediately realized the serious-
ness of his position and at the same instant
the thought came to him that the bear could
not to any advantage run down the hill so he '

turned and fled. This bear, apparently, was of
a different nature than others as she was soon
in hot pursuit after Gray and was gaining fast
upon him. Seeing something had to be done
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and done quickly if he wished toget out of the

mess with a whole skin, Gray stopped sud-

denly :md confronted the animal. As she

approached him she endeavored ^to stop but

instead of doing that Gray ducked his head as

he met the bear causing her to "leap fro(?"

over him and she went end over end to the

foot of the hill whilst he regained his footing,

ran up the hill, secured his gun, shot the bear

and captured the two cubs which she had left

under the fallen tree. The story was good

and possibly would have captured the prize

but the same occurrence has happened to

Gray for so many winters in succession that

the Judges considered it somewhat worn and

out of date. Prizes were then awarded as

follows:

—

Over the Portage— Isl, James Bower,

Upper Ohio, Shelburne Co.; 2nd, John
Francis, Milton, Queens Co.; 3rd, Gordon
Roberts, Kempt\ille.

Log Chopping—1st, Burton Frail, Cale-

donia; 2nd, James Bower; .3rd, Louis Peters,

Bear River; Ith, Gordon Roberts.

Trap Shooting—1st, 35-calibre, rifle, L.

T. Brannen; 2nd, $25.00 in cash, Everett

Goreham; 3, Pyrene Fire Extinguisher,

Harry Crowell; 4th, box tobacco, J. H.

.

Christie; 5lh, bag flour, Thomas Davis; 6lh,

suit case, James Bower; 7th, half gallon

spar varnish, Edgar Wood; 8th, two quarts
of auto paint, Austin Smith; 9th, box to-

bacco, William Gavel; 10th, cap, William
Mullen; 11th, outing shoes, James White;
12th, outing shoes, Lewis Bower; 13th, book,
Herbert Wambolt; 14th, subscriplicui to

Rod and Gun, Jefferson McKay; 15th., box
candy, Chester Duncan; 16th, half dozen
can goods, Alfred Hamilton; 17th, subscrip-

tion to Rod and Gun, John McEwan; 18th,

dozen can clams, John H. Smith; 19th,
four spark plugs, Scott McAlpine; 20th,
tire gauge, L L. Smart; in addition the five

first men rcceved tobacco pouches, and the
five second slick pins donated by the Dominion
(Cartridge Co.

Running Deer Target Shooting— 1st. tent,

Ray Merritl; 2nd. Iiag of flour, I. I,. .Smart:

3rd, flash light, Willi.-un Gavel; 4lh, shoes,

lUirry Crowell; 5th, three pounds tea. Azor
Milne; Clli, two pounds tea. .\lhert Wctmore.

Guides' Trap Shooting— 10 Birds—1st,

shot gun, George Skinner; 2nd, ton of coal,

Harry Crowell; 3rd, Hash light, William
Smith; llh, five pounds of lea, Fred Graham:
5tli, box cigars. Capt. L. T. Brannen: 0th.
case pipe, James H. Sabean; 7th, fountain pen.
H. Waniboll; Sth. watehjfob, drawfand won

by James McLeod; special prize for longest

run, bag flour, Harry Crowell; cuff links for

first five men donated by the Dominion
Cartridge Co.

Open Trap Shooting Event—25 Tar-

gets—1st, casserole, James McLaughlin;

2nd, Gillette razor set, 0. J. Killam; 3rd,

shaving outfit, Bradford Smith; 4th, smoker's

stand, Georgg Skinner; 5th, marble hand axe,

A. W. Walls; 6th, case pipe, Frank Sherman:
7th, fountain pen. Col. McAvity, St. John;
Sth, subscription to Rod and Gun, H. W^.

Barry.

Trap Shooting, Five Hand Team—50

targets—Open to Maritime Trap Shooting
Clubs—prize, silver trophy—won by the

Dartmouth Gun Club; cuff links to winning
team by the Dominion Cartridge Co.
Salmon Fly Casting, distance only—1st,

Hardy rod, Steven Hogan; 2nd, hunting
knife, WOliam Muise; 3rd, reel, James
McLeod; 4th, subscription to Rod and
Gun; Fred A. Graham.

Trout Fly Casting, for distance— 1st,

casting line. Burton Frail; 2nd, 24-lb. bag
of flour, James McLeod; 3rd. casting line,

Fred Graham; 4lh, shirt, William Muise.
Trout Fly Casting, for accuracy—1st,

24-lb. bag of flour, James McLeod; 2nd, box
cigars, Charles Hogan; 3rd, O-Cedar mop,
Steve Glode.

Trap Shooting Event, special 50 tar-
get for Remington pump gun—Bradford
Smith.

Special Long Run Prize, .S15.00 cash—
0. J. Killam.

50 Target Event, 5 >ran Team, for Nova
Scotia championship and S50.00—1st, Dart-
mouth Gun Club; 2nd, St. John; 3rd, Yar-
mouth, $10.00 for best individual score won
by O. J. liillanV, and tobacco pouches for the
winning team from the Dominion Cartridge
Co.

/

Canoe Racing, doubles—1st, SIO.OO, Louis
Peters and Steve Glode; 2nd, two quarts
canoe enamel, James Bower and Ralph
Bower; 3rd, two pairs suspenders, James
Journeay and Louis Luxie. :

'

Canoe Racing, Singles—1st, thermos bottle,
Steve Glode; 2nd, clock. Burton Frail; 3rd^
Hash light, James Bower.

Canoe Tilting—1st, $10.00 cash and 1

dozen bottles of IVfinard's Linhnent—James
Rower and Ralph Bower; 2nd, safetv razor
and nashlight. Burton Frail and Isaac" Smart.
Log Burling—1st. pair larrigans, Jaines

Bower; 2nd, shoes, Austin Jones; 3rd. suit
case. Burton Frail.
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Moose Calling Contest—1st, stove, G. Francis.
H. Allen; 2nd, flashlight, Judson Gray: 3rd,
half dozen can goods, Jefferson McKay;
4th, pair pants, James Armstrong.

Story Telling Contest— 1st, $10.00 cash,
John McEwan; 2nd, cigarette holder, John

Grand aggregate prize to guide making
the most number of points in the several

events, James Bower.
Bear Trap—Miss and Out, prize $25.00

cash, William Smith.
'

Game Protective Organizations

J. R. Inxes

Address delivered before the Wild Life Conference, Montreal, February 19, 1920.

SEVENTY-ONE years ago four Montreal
sportsmen met in what was known as

"Dolly's Chophouse," and decided to

forni a club for the protection and preserva-

tion of fish and game in Lower Canada.
Since the organization of the .\ssociation, its

members have done their utmost to see that

the fish and game of the Province of Quebec
were protected and, today, its membership
includes about 600 prominent Montreal

sportsmen.

The laws of the province of Quebec are

ample for the protection of game but it is a

difficult matter to enforce them. In one year,

the Association prosecuted 200 poachers; this

was the result of the splendid support re-

ceived at an annual banquet held at the

Windsor Hotel when $1,600 was subscribed,

enabling the Association to send out men all

over the country. This Association keeps

in touch with 'all the clubs of the proxince

and receives complaints from all its members.

Immediately on receipt of a complaint, of-

ficers are sent out from Montreal to investi-

gate, and it has become respected and feared

by poachers throughout the province. ' In

one district, 31 poachers were arrested and

fined. The best of laws are useless without

the enthusiastic support of the people.

Most of the work of the Association is

confmed^to the protection of moose, deer,

r.-iribou. game bii'fl--'».iiirl game fish, but the

officers on every occasion endeavoured to

prevent the taking of fur-bearing animals

during the closed season.

Poaching can be stopped, in a great

measure, if only the press will, from time
to time, publish the game laws, and if posters

are distributed to the railway stations and
post offices throughout the province. This
year, the Association will print several thou-

sand in English and French; these they will

post in every clubhouse and railway station,

and thus endeavour to educate the people

to protect the game of the countrj-. It is in

their own interest to respect the fish and game
laws, as it ensures the expenditure of thou-

sands and thousands of dollars by tourists

and others. The clergj' have from time to

time been asked to address the people and to

inform them that poaching is an occupation

entirely opposed to their best interests.

The Association has no favourites and,

while many of the poachers prosecuted are

poor men, yet soihe of the most prominent
people in the province are included. ,

If the sportsmen in other proxnnces would
organize themselves into similar associations

and honestly work for the best interests of

wild life conservation, the enforcement of

laws for the preservation of fish and game
would become much more effective than it

is to-dav.



F. V. Williams

WELL we'd been a gunnin' for bears

for a week and I hadn't seen a bear,

and nary a bear track."—This was
away out on the Pacific Coast in a locality

where bears are supposed to be numerous, and

the man that related this little adverntue

to us is a pretty accurate story- teller. His

stories by the way are cut and dried facts and

personal experiences and he has been there

and knows the why and wherefore. There-

fore its mighty comfortin' to. hear him break

loose and talk sometimes. One of his hands
and arm has been plastered with birdshot,

thrown into him by one of the^e wild gunners
that shoot when the wind stirs the tops of the

trees; but that is another story entirely,

someday perhaps he'll enlighten us with a few
more details and then we'll be able to say a

few things in regard to the man with a gun
and a bunch of "wheels" back of his eyes in-

stead of brains. However, as my friend was
saying he had not even seen a bear track in

a weeks hunt. The"shallaH" bush was hanging
full of blue fruit: there was feed, lots of

it, for all the bear family, but no bear. Park-
er, my friend and guide insisted I was in the
btst bear counln,- on the Coast. He had
bears' hides slrplchcd to dry on the side of

his cabin, he had two others inside on the
floor, and one on a couch and I jokingly told

him I thought he'd shot the last one.

What he thoughl I don't know, what he
did was to grin at mv as if he was humoring
a child and said nothing, and after a good

"breadbasket" full ot not flapjacks, coffee,

bacon and fried partridge we started out

looking for bear again.

.Say I laughed to myself before we'd gone

a hundred yards down the trail. Bear,' ha,

ha, of course Parker meant well, he was sin-

cere enough but he'd just over-estimated the

number of bear in that section of the countrx'

or else the bear had all migrated for parts

unknown. I would not hurt Parker's feelings

telling him so I'd just hunt "Pats" there

were lots of them—Willow Grouse—Partridge
•—or "Pats" is what we called em, so when we
arrived at a certain point in the trail I asked

Parker to carry my rifle for a short distance.

We were both packing a belt gun, Parker had
a .38 on a .44 frame, I mention this as I shall

refer to this weapon later—saying I would go
down the little side trail that branched off at

this point and skirmish about a little and try

and put up some partridge into the trees

where we could have a try at them with the

rifles. Parker agreed—he was alwaj's agree-

able, and started off down' the trail with a

rifle in each hand while I with my little

"six-gun" went away at right angles to his

line of travel intending to join him later by
swinging in toward the main trail.

The country- hereabout was beautiful to

look at, there were patches of shallall

bush of from a half to two or three acres in

extent with their shiny, "varnished" looking
leaves, surrounded by the cedar and fir tim-
ber, it sure was grand scenery and I prowled
along as carefully as I could through the
tangle of undergrowth, expectin' to see a

grouse get up almost any minute.
The scene in front of me held me for 'a

minute. I couldn't but help .idmire it and
as the most careful travelling in that bush
made considerable racket. I paused and tried
to figure out the least noisesome way to pi;o-

ceed. Bangely, Smashe.'y, CRASH, weiit
something on ray left. A slight breeze had
sprung up and w;is blowing directly from mr
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'I saw the tops of some of the smaller trees sway."
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toward that e\erlasting racket. I have never

heard an express train going at full speed o(T

the track through a thicket but I imagine

that it would sound a great deal like the

hnllaballo that w^as coming from thai brush

to the left. I saw the- tops of some of the

smaller trees asway as a commotion down below

shook them up, and that's all I did see.

The crashing and smashing noise in the

bush grew fainter as if the cyclorte that caused

it was tearing away, directly away from where

I stood, "Crack." The sound of a single rifle

shot broke in on the distant tumult, but as

near as I could make out the animal, what-*

ever it was had gone on his way as there was

still audible the sound of his going in the bush.

All thought of grouse fled my mind and I

raced along back to the main trail and ran

at top speed to the first turning and theie

stood Parker my rifle in his hands, and his

weapon lying on the ground. "I heard you
coming and thought I'd wait and we'd follow

that bear together, he surprised me so that

_I dropped the wrong gun, but he's hit and

quite badly at that." I took my rifle and we
started.

To follow the trail the bear had left was an

easy matter, the brush had not only been

broken through but along the way of scattered

twigs and broken brush was splashes ol blood.

Bursting through a fringe of firs we came to

a point where a tree had been blown down.
the bear had evidently followed cl(^e around
the giant roots that rose ten or twelve feet

above the surrounding shallall bush.

"Watch out now, we're close on him."

cautioned Parker, "he's likely lying about that

log," and followmg his remark he leaned his

rifle against a protruding root and drawing
his fprly-four he proceeded along the ;>ide of

the old tree trunk opposite to which the bear

had taken. As for me, I climbed into the

roots of the tree, and right there I made a

foolish move, for as soon as I got to where I

could command a view of the tree trunk, my
foothold was so precarious that I had to use at

least one hand to prevent my crashing back

eight or ten feet to the ground as the hollow

left by the uprooting of the tree was directly

below me.

To use a rifle in this position was out of the

question, but there w-as no need. Almost as

quickly as an animal could have done it

Parker walked along the side of the tree trunk,

which was about breast high. At intervals of

about ten feet he would stop and slap the

trunk of the tree smartly with his left hand,

holding the 44 ready in his right. Twice he

repeated this manoeuvre and at the third

stop with a roar the bear reared himself

directly opposite the man. So sw'iftly did

both man and beast act that it was hard to

follow their movements, the bear hurled him-

self toward the man and struck a terrific

blow at him over the log and missed him by
the fraction of an inch. Parker stepped back
perhaps two feet and the three flashes that

followed from the 44 were so close together

that one not an eyewitness would have told

you some one was using an automatic.

It was all over in ten seconds. Bruin never
knew what hit him after the first shot as that

bullet had hit him 'in the chin' ranged back-
ward up his neck and landed against his

spinal column—a merciful death. And with
visions of the big black robe to be had from
his shining pelt we proceeded to remove it

for transportation back to camp.

Yes this is a true slorj-, for corroboration
we refer you to Mr. R. R. Sliter, c/t Rod and
Gun In Canada.



Big Game Hunting in British Columbia

A. Bry.\n \Villi.\jis

PART V.

WHAT a beast of a morning! Three
inches of snow on the ground and
a fog so thick that you cannot see

twenty yards, and it is still snowing. You
may as well stay in bed for a time, as even

if the fog lifts neither sheep nor any kind of

game up here will move about much today.

You see the sheep knew what to expect

better than we did a^d made for the timber.

A bit of a storni like this would not have

moved them later in the year but they seem

to hate the firfet wet snow, i>erhaps because

they still have to get their winter coats.

You wish now >tou had shot that first ram,

you wouldhave had a prize to sit and gloat

over to-day, you would have tried skinningit

yourself and been able to pass the time

pleasantly in spite of the weather? Yes,

I agree with you in some respects. I think

you could have got close enough to that

first ram to have had a nice easy shot, it was

not too bad a head and you would probably

have been feeling joyous now instead of

gloomy and down in the mouth. Neverthe-

less I want you to remember that at the best

it would have been only a moderate sized

head, secured after an easy stalk and in j'ears

tocome, there would have been little pleafjre

in remembering it. The trop'hies you will

value in future years will be only those that

have been obtained after great difficulties

have beeen overcome or at the cost of great

exertion or through exercising much patience

and perserverance. In a dozen years from

now that goat head you obtained so easily is

quite likely to be lying up in ypur attic,

probably moth eaten and forgotten and

the chances are if you had killed that first

ram it would have been keeping the goat

head compiany. Wait and see whether I

am right or not. I am off to look for the

horses, I have not heard the bell this morning.

Snow and fog. with occasional abortive

attempts on the part of the sun to break

through, for two whole weary dav-s, utterly

impossible for hunting. What are the chances

to-day, the snow has nearly gone but there

is still a thick mist? It does not look very

promising but the mist appears to be moving

towards the north, it is possible we may
have a breeze from the south which would

be splendid. We will put up some lunch and

go up the hill anj'uay as it will be better

than sitting in camp doing nothing. There

is no danger of our getting lost around here

even if a thick fog should catch us on the

top, there are too many land marks to go

by, on the caribou range where all the country-
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is the saiiu' for long distances it is another

thing.

How soaking wet the grass is and how cold

to the feet with only rubber soled shoes,- we

might as well be wading in some glacial

stream. Never mind they wjll soon warm
up when we get on top, look you ean see the

sun. the mist is only hanging in the valleys,

we are going to have a fine warm day.

Let me try the wind. What there is is from

the south, if it only holds like this it will be

all right but we still have to be very careful.

There is a little snow still on top but it will

soon be gone. We will edge off to the south

right aw^ay as that breeze is''sleady. The
sheep may have come up already this morning

but we will look at the basins first and then

have the wind right to hunt the plateau.

Here arc some old tracks but they have

all had snow on them, the first basin is not

far away, w-e will go and see if there are any

sheep there.

What a nuisance! The mist is still hanging

in the basin and it is impo.ssible to see anything

so we will creep along the top, keeping a sharp

look out ahead, until w-e comfi to the big

basin where our rams were and then we will

sit down and wait until the mist clears.

Here is where we were when W'e saw the

rams the other day, let us sit down and take

a view of the country. Back over to the

east you can see the ewe range and to the

right of it where you killed your goat. Away
beyond further still to the right you can just

make out a low (lat topped mountain, that

is where we are going to hunt caribou. Yes
there are caribou closer than that, there may
be some a mile or two to the south of us but

not enough to be worth going after. .Just

the same way there arc moose all round ns

but if you want a good head you must go where
they are very numerous, then you have a

chance to pick a large one> Look to the

west. What a magnificent range of huge
snow- capped mountains, that is the coast

range, it is a great bear country, much better

then here as the streams are all full of salmon
and the bear have congregated there to fish

for them. No, we will not bother with bear
this fall as though their skins are in f,-iir con-

dition up north here and we could find one
or two if we really wanted to, they are not a

patch on what they will be I'n the spring.

There goes the mist and there are the

ramsl They are out three friends, all lying

down. No, not where we saw them before but

away higher up, right in the middle of the

loose rock, just where it begins to get less

steep. Their horns show up plainly, they

are all decent sized but they are too far off

to tell for certain which is the best though

the one in middle appears to show up better

than the others, he is also whiter in coat.

How arc we to get at them? I am afraid

it is still a case of patience. We would go

down below them and make an uphill stalk

as the wind appears to be favourable but I

hardly care to risk a light breeze like this in

the basin and an^'^vay in the position they are

in now you would have to take a long shot,

nearly two hundred yards, and I want you to

get much closer.

It does seem tantalizing, I will admit, to

see them lying there and again have to leave

them alone. You feel certain you could hit

them at 200 yds? I daresay you could but

could you be certain to kill, him dead at that

distance. You might only w-ound him and

then if he were able to get up out of the

basin our chances of ever finding him would
be slim. You must also remember that it

would take us at least two hours to make
the stalk from below and in the meantime
theshecpmighthavemoved and thenwe should

waste a lot more time climbing up again.' As
it is, seeing that they have come up so far it

is only natural to suppose that they will

come right up some time to-day: they do
not like the dry feed they get down below
and probably have not eaten their full and
will soon want more. It is nice and warni in

the sun here so we will just stay and watch
them.

How long have we been here? Nearly
two hours but I think we shall not have long
to wait now. Two of the rams want to move,
the.y have got up several times and laid down
again because the middle ram will not budge.
They are both up again now and one of them
has moved off a little. There the third
ram is up at last. Is he ever going to stop
sniffing the wdnd and move? Yes! he is

dossing the slide over to the left and working
a bit up hill. They may come up one of the
draws or angle off up the sidehill, but which-
ever way they come up we must not s'tay here
as they would surely get our wind if we tried
to catch them coming up. Let us go back a
little way to where we can see them crossing
this slope if they come up this way.

Is there any danger of their smelling our
tracks? Practically none, it is very unlikely
that they would cross this side of where we
were as there is no very good place for them
to come up until just the other side of where
wc were and .inyway I was coreful to keep on
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rocky ground which would not hold our sccnl

like one of those grassy slopes would.
11 docs not look as if those rams had come up

by way of the basin. We have waited another
hoMT and if they had been coming ujj this

way they would have passed bV now. I

think it is safe to go back and see if they are

an^'^^•here in sight.

No they are not to be seen anywhere!
1 am afraid I made a bit of a mistake in coming
away so soon. I would have watched them
longer to make sure which way they were
going. However, it is not possible to do the

right thing every time and I wanted to be
on the safe side. They may have crossed

toano-therbasin andif so weshall find them
again and no harm will be done as I think

the next basin has a draw from which we
could make a down hill stalk, but f expect

they are up. We will move along ajid make
sure.

There is some snow still left all along that

slope ahead of us; if they have come up

any^vhere here we shall soon know just about

where they are.

Thank goodness! Here are their tracks,

Ihey are not very plain as the snow has just

about gone here. 1 began to think we were

doomed to another disappointment but the

prospects are now excellent. They should

be in sight over the top of the hill as there is

a big, more or less level piec* of ground on

the other side. There are some boulders on

the top about fifty yards farther on, that is

the place to spy from.

Yes there they are, about four hundred

yards away, almost straight in front of us.

Thej- are feeding and working to the right

which is very lucky for us as there is no rover

straight ahead and very little to the left,

whereas, if they go a little more in the same

direction, there is every chance of our being

able to get within easy shot of them.

My plan is this. We will go back down

hill, then on west for a couple of hundred

yards and get behind the ridge that runs

north and south, then creep along it to where

I have the sheep to windward and ifthcyslill

hold the same course they should come within

fifty yards of us. We had better hurr\- as

it is necessary to get to our objective before

they move much further.

Here is the draw that will take us behind

the ridge. Stop! There are some more sheep

in full view, another step and they would

have se-en us. They are almost within shot,

five of them, the same bunch we saw bei\re.

What bad luck, it looks impossible to go ahead

as if we scare Ihem they are almost certain

to frighten the ones we are after. If we could
only get twenty yards ahead we would be
low enough to be safe if we crawled. Those
sheep are very unsuspicious, they feed almost
constantly and all have their heads turned
away or nearly so from us. We might do
it but it would require a delicatcmanoeuvre. •

Let me try it first alone, then if all goes well

you can come but when you do you must lie

as flat as a pancake with your nose almost
touching the ground and remember to keep
your eye on me. While I am crossing I will

manage lo screw my head round enough to

watch you and you must never take your '

eyes off the sheep and every lime one lifts

his head signal me by bending your left

knee, like this. I will then lie motionless

until it is again safe to move. Now remember
when you come you are not to use your kneesi

keep your legs flat and drag yourself along

with your finger.s and push with your toes

and also remember you are not lo clear your
throat again as you did a few minutes ago, it

is a thing you do, as do many others, un-

consciously. Now 1 am off!

Well done! You did it like an old hand
at the game and never even shuddered while

you had lo lie with your nose sticking into that

patch of slushy snow. It was easier than I

expected though for a time I thought one of

those sheep had spotted you: he looked this

way pretty hard for several minutes. We
are late and our rams may cross the ridge

any time npw, if they do we must just freeze

wherewe are, no matter how uncomfortable a

position we may be in, until they are out of

sight, even if it takes an hour. Come on,

we have a long way to go considering it has

nearly all to be done on our hands and knees.

Here is our objective! I wonder where

those rams are, they have not crossed the

ridge and may have altered their course, but

they may be only a few yards away Those
other rams have fed down into a hollow, whicli

is a bit of luck as we are now out of their sight.

Crawling through that snow was cold on the

hands, you had better warm yours by breath-

ing on them while I take a spy.

Creep up to me, I can see them, they are

within fair shot, a little over a hundred

yards, the biggest ram is the one on the right,

he has turned away from us now. Evidently

they only moved very slowly after we last

saw them, they are feeding steadilj- and are

quite unsuspicious.

Now look here if you miss your first shot

do not be in a hurn,- to get in a second one.
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;is they are not on the qui vivo the first shot

will only make them jmup and run a short

distance whioiicvcr way they happen to be

facing, then they will slop for a second or two

to locale the danger before making off. That

is the time to take a second shot, after that

the chances are they will be going in earnest

and you must do the best you can at Ihcm

running.

Now then push your rifle very slowly for-

ward and \(k the barrel lie on my cap which

I have rolled up for a rest. Now raise yourself

;h bit, still a little higher, dig your toes in the

ground to steady yourself. Can you see

them? Hold on, do not shoot yet, that ram

is in a bad position, wait until he turns more

this way, not yet, let him get broadside on.

he is coming round, take along breath, now

you have him right, give it to him.

You hit him but a tiny bit too far back,

bcttej shoot him again, wait wait, not yet,

now is your chance, you have hit him again

but toi far forward this time and too low, his

foreleg is broken. He is going now but only

slowly, take your tipie and finish him off. you

misscdjiim, another miss, you are overshooting.

1 fold on, he is too far away now, it is no use

pumping lead after him and making him go

farther than necessan.-. I,ie where you are

until he is out of sight, we are not going to

trj' and chase him, we should only succeed

In driving him into some basin where we
might not be able to follow him. As it is

he is so hard hit he is sure to lie dow.n after

going a little distance and then if we go the

right way about it we should be able to get

in a final shot. /

Yes, it is too bad letting him sutTcr, 1

hate to wound an animal and not be able to

linish him o(T right away. That is why I do

not believe in long shots, Iiut going after

him now would be very- unlikely to help and

might result in his lingering in agony for days.

He has had nearly three-quarters of an

hour now and as I see your limit of patience

is about reached, we will go and see if we can

find him but we must be more cautious than

ever as a wounded ram is twice a< wary as

an unwounded one. We will not try to follow

his tracks, except as a last resource, as he will

watch bis back tracks so carefully you could

not show an inch of your head within shot of

him withput his seeing it, moreover he will

likely choose such a position that he has a

perfect view of the country for a long way
behind him. We will go off to one side and
spy from a distance, every inch of the ground
on the line he is likely to have laki'n. Then

if wc fail to find him we will come back and

dp the best we can to follow his tracks. We
will still follow along behind this ridge, creep-

ing up everj once in a while to take a look,

Now do not get downhearted because

we have not found him yet, we have barely

come a quarter of a mile, it is four times that

distance over to the other side of the plateau

and he is sure to have stopped somewhere

before reaching there. Sit down here and

watch while I follow this deep draw, if he has

crossed it I am bound to see his tracks before

I have gone far. Hold on! What is that

away down in the draw itself about two hun-

dred yards away, among that patch of big

boulders? There is something white there

that does not look like a boulder. Let me
put my glasses on it.

It is the ram! I can just make out his rump
and hind legs, the best of him is hidden by

the boulders. He would never have stopped

in such a place unless he was about done for.

Still we will not take any chances as it is a

long shot from here, it is safer to go back and

follow alonig ttie other side of the rise

and peep over when we are about opposite

him. We should get within fifty yards

of him, if he is alive and attempts to climb

the bank put a bullet right in the middle of

his back.

He is dead! Evidently has been for some
time. Look, he tried to climb the bank but

it was his last effort, he nearly made the top,

look at those marks high up, he made his

final effort <|iere and then came toppling down
dead.

Well, you certainly can be proud of your
trophy, he is a good one all right, not a record

but a good bit above what is generally con-

sidered a big one.

He is a bigger bodied .Tninial than yuu
expected? Yes, a big ram in good condition

is a heavy beast, they are very solid and
compact and weigh a lot more than you would
expect. This one would weigh nearly 300
lbs., some of the Kootenay rams go quite a bit

more. .\re they good to. eat? I should
say so, the very best of all game. We will

butcher him carefully and bring a horse up
to-morrow and lake the whole c&rcase, as
if we cannot use it all ourselves there are

several men along the trail that will be^
only too glad of it. Now wc will must take
the head and some liver and the kidneys so
that we can have kidneys and bacon for

breakfast to-morrow and then make for

CMllp.

Your supper tasted pretty iiood did it not?
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Now you can lip and smoke and feel that life

IS really worth livin.y as you feast your eyes
on your trophy, while I preach you another
short sermon on long range shooting.

Jo-day you got a shot at a little over
100 yds and yet you did not make a clean kill.

I know you are a good target shot and you have
done quite as well at game as I ever expoclcd
you would, in fact much better than most
beginners. You placed your bullet within a

couple of inches of the heart which is a very
small mark as I pointed out to you when we
did our butchering. Now if you had fired

two or three hundred yards those two inches

would have increased to such an extent 33

to have resulted in a bad hit, probacy as far

back as the stomach and we might still be
trying to find him. Yes I know lots of men-
claim to kill sheep at ,300 yds, perhaps they

do, there are some men who are really wonder-
ful rifle shots and can do these things, but
they are few and far between. Why. I lately

heard Of a man who was going about bragg-

ing that he had killed a sheep at 3000 yds.

just think of it. nearly a xnileandahalf. No!
he did not tell me that himself but I heard of

it from three different men that hehad told.

Let me tell you even three hundred yards is

a very long way, when itis measured distance,

to make a vital shot at a sheep, which is quite

a different thing to just making a hit.

PerhajJ^I am a bit of a crank on this subject,

but the pleasure of hunting should be in

stalking your game and the thought of a

wounded beast left to die a lingering death

should be loathsome to every true sportsman.
Above all things if you do wound an animal
so that he cannot get away put him out

of his pain as soon as you can get to him.

If anybody suggests a photograph of a

wounded beast, hit him and hit him hard.

It may never have occurred to him that he
is suggesting an atrocity but it may result

in his seeing it in a different light. Now 1

have finished my sermon I am going to turn

in. Good night.

(To be continued.)

The Mountain Beaver

J. W. WiNSON

ATRUE hermit among his furry brethren,

the mountain beaver of B. C. is little

known outside his own secluded shad-

ows on the wooded hills of the coast.

He is not listed on those i^iringfcohimnsof

furriers' prices that drive men out with

chilling steel traps on frosty days; he is not

sought by the fastidious epicurean wilh the

autumnal gun. Few dictionaries, encycloped-

ias or "Natural Histories" give him mention

or even know of him. He is happy in having

no hLstory, no fame, no man-viewed qualities

that would make for his destruction. The
native knew him and was envious of his

coat, but the toll of the Indian is exacted

no more, since he pi-efers the white man's

shoddy to the fur of the wilderness; the hair

of the beaver is too coarse for the furrier,

so the beaver or "boomer", exists in peace.

An occasionally local name of "Sewellel"

-is now almost lost, further south another

name of his, Chehalis is given to both a river

and town. Thus he is immortalized, but like

so many immortals his name is bandied from

lip to lip by minds that know him not.

He is named as of the mountains but he

likes the lower hills. Round Sumas Lake he

colonizes less than a hundred feet abovesea-
level.

At one spot a little stream, tumbling down
the steep hill, has cut a gulch through a

gravel bench. It was long ago that it did this

and trees have covered the gap, but last year

a little slide came down, banked up the logs

that lay in the bed, and made the little stream

climb over and through.

One little trickle found a way out under a

maple log, which it paralleled for a few feet

before joining the main waters. This was
an ideal site for a mountain beaver burrow.

For he does burrow. In the great struggle

for life and liberty, like the lowlier mole.and

the higher marmot, he learned to "dig himself

in" to escape his enemies.

.\nd the burrow, to suit the taste, artistic

of the burrower, should begin over a tiny

stream. If possible, there-should be a trickle

subterranean, for winter use, for the animal

is active all through the year, and if snow
covers the ground he will'burrow|Lhroughsnow.

The gravelled entrance to this tunnel was
right under the log, and would not have been
discovered but for the bundle of green thimble-

berry tNvags that lay in the front a-drying.
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Iwigs and fern's stems clipped and leafless

re.qularly and uniformly like posts piled up

after splillinfi,—laid across two lower ones to

keep them olT the ground!

These "'fagfiot bundles" were winter proven-

der lying out to cure before being stacked

avay in the underground "root house."

Now the mountain beaver is a "hemiit",

an outcast from trapping circles and hunting

aristocracy. lie is also classed alone among

the animals, a little like the beaver, the

muskrat, the squirrel and the marmot, but

resembling none sufficiently for relationship.

I le is a "missing link" a "rube" a "numbskull,"

anything that denotes lack of character, of

trains, of usefulness,—and yet—to think

of that bundle of six inch stalks being laid

across the bottom ones, so that they would

the better dry! There must be a streak of

genius in this stupid recluse!

Towards the dusk, when everj-thitig was

silent save the singlfig stream, a blunt round

nose and round brow n head, much be-whisker-

ed, peeped out across the trickle with small

beady eyes, flat rounded ears, thick neck and

heavy shoulders followed. Were it not that

the claws scratched on the stones, it might be

imagined he was running on rollers. As the

bison of the prairie, it has developed its

forequarters out of proportion, the heavy

muscular labor of tunnelling causing this deveJ-

opment. The hindquarters taper—but cease

abruptly—something is missing! This crea-

ture that sUirlcd-out of the burrow a muskrat

finishes as a guinea pig, bereft of the appendage

that would admit him with the apes!

Close examination afterwards revealed a

little stub not long enough to be seen beyond

the hair of the body, but as he rolled down to

the nettles for his evening meal he certainly

seemed to be tail-less.

That evening meal would be much like that

of a jack-rabbit in similar circumstances,

grasses, succulent twigs and leaves. When
these give out in the fall, barks and evergreens

serve just as well. When snows hide grass

and twigs it will girdle trunks, take cedar

sprays, or the roots unearthed in its burrowing.

All this is innocent enough, but, as to many a

virile aborigine, the fruits, or vegetables of

civilization are proving its undoing.

On the comparative level benches where
the mountains step down to the level from the

foot-hills, settlers have cleared the wild,

—

just a little, and planted seeds to the while

man's taste.

The short-sighted rodent coming out of his

mines in the twilight finds that another has

been scratching in the soil, and where his claws

have been, spring up luscious leaves and roots

of delight. Onions sweet and aromatic,

bringing no tears to beaver eyes, ,potatoes,

soft and starchy, cabbages, toothsoine beyond

all others, who would gnaw at chips and twigs

where these tender sweets abound?

So the solitary beaver, of long and ancient

lineage, tracing his descent from prehistoric

periods keeping himself to himself as a class

as distinct as Jew or Gypsy, nowcomes under

the ban of the farmer, and is earning—only in

remote corners as yet—the dreadful name of

"pest".

He has been multiplying bravely until this

curse happened. Lynx and fisher had been

driven off by man, marten and weasel dire

sadly reduced. Only the eagle by day or the

horned-owl by night are left to do them
violence.—their enemies were few and capable

of little hann to the race before they incurred

the displeasure of man. Now they must be

trapped from the clearings, and should this

unsatiablc demand for furs ever put the rough

hair of the mountain beaver on its menu, this

link with the past will soon be truly a "missing

one!"

A little further along the lake, a colohy of

"boomer.«" above a new garden discovered a row
of rhubarb along its base, and to the astonish-

ment of the owner they cleaned it all upl

This is certainly an astonishing fancy, and
one that should endear the beaver to

the heart of man, for no other animal but
man himself will ever eat rhubarb with
pleasure! Should the pelt of this animal
ever become fashionable enough to make its

culture profitable, a happy combination could

be made with the pie plant and beaver-hutch,
the farmer shipping the stalks and feeding the

leaves to the rodents!

The dark brown body is just about a foot

long, resembling that of a muskrat perhaps
more than any other animal. It has of

course no use for the muskrats' paddle-tail,

but what it loses behind it gains in the neck.
A somewhat musky odor is detected both on
the animals and at the mouth of the burrow,
but not so prominent as in the rat.

It so often ventures into muskrat country
that trappers have disgustedly thrown it out
of the trap that was laid for the rat. When
so caught, if there is length of chain enabling
the beaver to get down into a hole, the task of

drawing him out is exceedingly difficult.

The trapper would prefer to dig. were the tools

handy, so powerful are the beavers' claws for

digging in and catching hold.

From the number of tunnels and runways
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that arc made by a colony, mining would seem
to be jusl recreation, it is either eating, sleeping

or burrowing, and community runways may
extend into hundreds of feet. Storage cham-
bers are cut round about the nestinsj chamber
which is lined with leaves of fern and hay-like
stuff, usually placed above the other runs for

drainage.

So far as is known, there is only one litter a
year, when two or three young are born that
grow slowly and do not mature until the
following year.

Some who have caught them say they are

easily tamed, caring for little else if food is

plentiful but their captivation has not been
marked with success, the animals soon failing

and dying.

Possibly that spark of intelligence which
prompts them to cut and cure properly their

winter supplies also feeds a love of the wooded

hills for winch no prison qu.irters can make
amends. There is something in the nature

of even this lowly burrower that is not

satisfied with food alone, something that man
himself feels, if it be inexpressible when he

breathes freshness of mountain air and
stretches free limbs over wild heath«r and
fern.

Hill-men living near the haunts of the

animal say the mountain beaver leaves its

runs in the low hills for the winter, and goes

higher up in the mountains. Traced to its

source, the theory is based only on its absence

from the clearing on winter evenings, and

the fact that new earth is thrown out of

the burrows in the Spring, .\gainst the idea

is the very strong fact of the storing of food in

the summer burrows. Some frosty day a

tunnel will be dug out. and tlii- wint'T secret

will then be exposed!

Nelson Junior Rod and Gun Club

The following constitution has been adopted

by the Nelson .lunior Rod and Gun Club.

1. The aim shall be:—The protection and

preservation of all game (game birds, small

and big game, and game fish ) and development

of .good sportsmanship among the youths of

Nelson

2. Motto : Be a sportsman, not a game hog.

3. There shall be three honorary presidents,

the fish warden, game warden, and the

president of the Nelson and District Rod and

Gun Club.

4. There shall be a president whose duty

shall be to preside over all meetings of the

Club and meetings of the Executive. He
shall see that the alTairs and business of the

Club are carried on in a business like manner

and see that the meetings are orderly and

progressive.

5. There shall be a \'ice-president whose

duty shall be to assist the President in his

duties and to preside at all meetings in the

absence of the President. He shall also act

as an advisor to the President.

6. There shall be a Recording Secretary

whose duty shall be to write ail minutes of the

Club and the Executive.

7. There shall be a Recording Secretary

whose duty shall be to write and answer all

correspondence concerning the Club.

8. There shall be a treasurer whose duty

shall be to collect all dues, entrance fees and

all moneys concerning the club, and place all

receipts in the Imperial Bank of Canada, and
shall pay by cheque countersigned by the

President, all pavnnenls authorized bv the

Club.

9. There shall be an E.xecutive Committee
compo.sed of the five above mentioned officers

to transact all the Club's business affairs not

otherwise provided foi

.

10. The President shall be a member of the

Nelson and District Rod and Gun Club. His

duty in this respect shall be to present to the

above mentioned Rod and Gun Club all

matters which the Junior I^od and Gun Club

is desirous of bringing before it.

11. The Vice-President shall also be a

member of the Nelson and District Rod and

, Gun Club. His duty in this respect shall be to

act as deputy for the President and assist

him in all matters pertaining to the Nelson

and District Rod and Gun Club.

12. The Recording Secretary shall also be a

meniber of the Nelson and District Rod and
Gun Club. His duty in this respect shall be to

read when requested by the President of the

Nelson and District Rod and Gun Club

at their meeting any minutes and matters

pertaining to the Nelson .Junior Rod and
Guri Club.

1.3. The Corresponding Secretary shall also

be a member of the Nelson and District Rod
and Gun Club. His duty In this respect shall

be to read when Requested by the president

of the Nelson and District Rod and Gun Club
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at their meeting any correspondence except

that of a private nature and then only by the

approval of a meeting of the Nelson Junior

Rod and Gun Club.

11. The Treasurer shall also be a member
of the Nelson and District Rod and Gun Club.

His duty in this respect shall be to read when
requested by the President of the Nelson and
District Rod and Gun Club at their meeting,

the report of the expenditure of any moneys
which have been granted to the Nelson Junior

Rod and Gun Club by the Nejson and
District Rod and Gun Club.

BY-LAWS
Meetings

1. The meetings shall be held on the third

Thursday of every month.
2. The President or vice-president shall

preside over all meetings and call the meetings

to order promptly on time.

3. Order of Business.

Minutes.

Corresponding Secretary's Report.

Treasurer's Report.

Repoits of Committee. _
5. Left over business and business

arising from the minutes.

6. New business.

7. Talks (if any.)

4. It shall be the duty of every member to

report all cases of violations of the game laws,

with as full details as possible; he shall take an
active part in the prevention of said game
laws.

5. A general meeting may be called by the

President at the request of at least seven
members in good standing.

All members violating the Constitution
shall be dealt with as a general meeting see

fit.

6. Seven members shall compose a quorum.
7. The annual membership shall be $1.50

payable on or before May first each year. *

8. Only members who have paid their

annual membership fee shall be entitled to

vote.

SEPTEMBER MEETING
A meeting of the Nelson Junior Rod and

Gun Club was held in the Y. M. G. A. on
September 16th. Though not largel /attended

the meeting was very interesting oi^ ing to the

fact that during their school holidyS's the boys

had accumulated a score of idei)^ from their

rambles by lake and stream. I

The minutes were read by fthe secretar

and adopted. /

Owing to the President, R. pill going away
for an uncertain length of tiffie. the club saw
fit to elect a new president. S. Murraw was
elected as new' president.

S. Murraw observed that the fish in Six-

Mile Lakes were not as numerous as in former

years. One of the chief causes of this was the

opening of the season before the fish had
finished spawning. It was his opinion he
stated, that if the season for trout fishing in

Bottonwood Lake and Six-Mile Lakes was
opened on June 1st instead of May Isl, the
fish would benefit greatly by it. A motion
was then passed requesting the Senior Club
to take this mafter up with the government,
also to have Cottonwood Lake restocked.

R. Dill made a few statements on the

alarming increase of squaw fish in Kootenay
Lake. These fish are not molested and are

becoming a menace to game fish. He suggest-

ed that the club ask Dr. Morrison to give a
short talk on squaw fish, their habits, etc.,

at the next meeting. This talk should prove
interesting as Dr. Morrison has fished and
knows the Kootenay thoroughly and is a
convincing speaker.

In connection with talks the club thought
that J. Robinson, the fish warden, could give
an interesting talk on the Gerrard Fish
Hatcheries at some future meeting.

Several members mentioned the decrease
in grouse and increase in red squirrels. Some
members thought that if there was a bounty
on squirrels it would help the grouse. This
matter will be mentioned to the Senior Club.

Several members who were at Six-Mile
Lakes reported the Club's cabin begun. The
meeting was then adjourned and the ne.xt"

meeting will be held in the Y. M. C. A. on
Thursday. October 21st.



Greys and Reds

Robert Page Lincoln

SQUIRREL hunting in^.the autumnal

season!

It has its fascination, there is no gain-

saying that. It has a fascination that is

singularly appealing because it is usually a

matter of still-hunting, with a small-caliberecl

rille. observing the highest rules of sportsman-

ship. Squirrel hunting is generally staged

in the latter part of the month of October,

when there is a trifle of crispness to the

atmosphere and the leaves have at least

partly been shed to show up the elusive

fellows, for in the dense foliage they are always

able to hide. The warm and uncomfortable

summer days having flown, autumn has come

upon the scene. The har\-ests have been

gathered in; the corn in the shocks is being

husked out; the potatoes have been routed

oat of their hills and have beeen conveyed to

one great pile in the centre of the field and

there covered over with dry weeds, hay and

earth as a protection from the biting frosts.

The pumpkins are yet lying on the fields in

rotund splendor, giving the nature lover a

glimpse of coming days of pie and content:

and there also the knotted squashes. To

look at them on the fields is to see the oven-

door being opened and the baked triangles

being taken out.

This is essentially the fowler's moon; the

season of gunning pleasures and game bags

replete. The breeding days' ha\e passed

safelv by, and the young of the year's crop

are full-feathered and strong on wing. The

quail have now filled up their bevies, and the

partridge coveys are to be found along the

sides of birch and beechen ndges. So there

are the quail days, the partridge days, the

snipe days, the rail days, the duck days and

not least of all—the squirrel days.

Squirrel hunting is a sport that is annually

resorled to by thousands of the sporting

element who desire to use a little gun with

deadly effect, and who wish to sharpen up

their shooting capacity by being given a long-

distance shot at a small mark, as is only too

often proWded for in this branch of hunting.

The satisfaction of scoring a kill nine out of

ten shots under more or less unfavorable

circumstances is indeed a feat worthy of

attainment. For this reason many are

inclined to place squirrel hunting in the fore-

front of autumnal sports; at least, prc-emm-

enlly, one of the distinct leaders. A-field in

the stubble you hunt over your setters or

pointers, whichever it may be, and these

help you along to gain your end. The same

may be said to be true of other forms of hunt-

ing for various furred and feathered creatures-

^

In squirrel hunting, unabelled, one stalks-

his game and by a superior degree of mark-

manship gets the mark, humanely, both to

prevent suffering to the animal, and so not

to ruin the flesh for food.

An Autumn Hunt: Kverything was made

ready for the coming morning. The coflfee

pot with the right measure of grounds in it

was set on the stove and the food placed >

where we could reach it best without incon-

venience or loss of time. Then the alarm

clock was wound and set at the bed-side.

In the gray of dawn it released its unmusical

strain; I hastily dressed; a five minute

session witl. the wash bowl soon cleared the

webs of sleep from my brain and I was ready

for breakfast. With the hot coffee Pardner

oflered me and a supply of sandwiches wc

made a hasty meal and then putting up a

snack of lunch, we were off.

The light of morning was just paling the

east, and all was clear and gave promise of a

beautiful day. The silence was intense, for

the birds of the summer had mostly fled the

woods, save a few that stay through the

wint*. Walking briskly down the road we

drank deeply of the atmosphere, appreciating

the glow of new life that stirred up in the blood.

Soon we would be cautiously treading the

aisles of the woods, moving along lightly,

noiselessly, ever on the alert for the sly

fellows in red or grey, once again to feel

the rifle in your hands after a long time!

It seems like an eternity when you are in

love with the royal pastime of hunting in

whatsoever manner.

'•We will tr>- out the pasture woods first."

said Pardner as we neared our destination.

"After we have been there we will take in the

woods over at the big swamp."

The morning sun was now gliding into

freshness a'nd charm the tops of the trees:

a dash of golden light that was beautiful and

appealing to all of the senses. The dazzling

rays seemed to search out the heaviest

thicket. On such days as these there is a

tang of coolness in the air; there is a melting
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and merging of all sounds, and the days are
never too warm, and never too cold—they
are, surely, just right. There is a continual
glamor, a continual radiance; a continual
breadth and view. The mists o/ autunm
had lowered their thin veils over the land-
scape and though that beauty would soon be
effaced from the land of nature, still 'while it

remained it was the most wnning of all.

Carefully making my way forward I

peered into the branches and listened for that
betraying signal that would mean the down-
fall of the squirrel who made it. Cautiously
drawing deeper in amo(ig the trees I paused
and listened again. But I heard nothing of

consequence. The art of squirrel hunting
demands of one a recognized rule, without
which there can be no squirrel for supper. It

demands of one a slow and noiseless progress
and much of patient "freezing"" or standing
perfectly still, to a\yait the first move of the
hidden ones. Among inquisitive creatures
the squirrel leads. The hunter enters the
woods; the little fellows will cease their
acorn shelling labors and rest, listening and
watching—but the hunter does not move
from his place of observation. He stands as
though graven from cold stone.

In course of time some curipus and im-
patient fellow will chatter out a challenge, and
will essay an advance upon the intruder, or
will make a nervous scurry as though to
frighten one into doing something—it does
not matter what—just so you do no! slan'l
there so slilL' In between that cluster of
leaves! Your eyes have searched every covert
for sonie evidence of the wily ones but Mtherto
your quest has not been rewarded. But now:
there he is!, Quickly the gun comes to shoulder
and is brought to bear on the small head.
Cnick! Down he comes, hittingthe,ground with
a thud, and lies there, still and lifeless; nor
will one move. Other squirrels are around.
Again the silence will lay its hand upon one"s
surroundings. Bright eyes have witnessed
the fallen form., Bright and curious minds
have sought to unravel the great mystery of
it all, but have failed.

C-h-hirr.' a-chunk-A:' comes an impatient
demaind with a question in it from the right.
The hunter shifts his gaze and smiles ashe
sees his quarry leaning over on a branch, his
all-hearing little ears pricked forward inquis-
itively. The unerring engine of destruction,
(that blue-barreled, twenty-two caliber rifle)

swin.gs ominously into position and the ivory
head at the tip of the barrel holds to that
minute target. Crack! an cchd:- il,.. «ii, ..,,.,.

is broken; the furry body drops to the /eaves
to mark the second kill.

Arid now! A moment before a shot had
rung out sharp and clear across the hill, and
I knew that Pardner had made hi* first kill.

While I was standing there peering into the
thick-leaved places, suddenly, and without

. "warning there was a swaying in the branches
ahead of me, and before I knew it, out popped
a handsome gray squirrel, closely pursued by
a red. It is a well known fact that the red
squirrel pesters the life out of his cousin, the
grey. As they ran along I whistled shrilly
betw^een my teeth, and the two stopped dead
still in their tracks.

A bunch of fur on that bough! .9ee/ There
is his head clearly shown by the rays of down-
pouring sun-light. The gun swung, the eye.
ran along the barrel and a moment later the
animal tumbled unceremoniously out of the
tree. A clean shot; hit at the mark—the
head. The red squirrel wildly ran back -into
the tree. Quickly retrieving the dead grey
I made my way hastily forward spotting the
place where he had made His hasty exit. °And
I was in time, for a moment later I noticed a
branch sway slightly, and there, hidden in
the thickest of the branches was my quarry.

Crack! the rifle spoke again, but I missed.
Again, and more carefully the next time I

caught him p£using; I hit the head and he
plumped down from his retreat as dead as
the proverbial door-nail. I had put an end
to his thieving career. No more bird nests
would he rob, no more lives would he pester.
There I stood for a long time with the silent
trees around to bear me witness. I held
them up and admired them. Note the beauti-
ful tail and the sleekness of the gray. He
had fed long and to repletion upon the wealth
of the woodland, and he was rotund and
prosperous-appearing. I put them away into
the pocket of the hunting coat with a con-
tented smile on my face. I wondered what
Pardner was doing. As if in replv to my
question came the crack of that rifle again.
A moment of silence and then another rerport
that broke the universal silence of the morn-
ing- Then peace again lav over the land
Sbpping m a new cartridge I moved on ahead
with my senses on the qui vire, my eyes
alert to every move and stir about me
Presently I arrived at the side of a giant oak
whose branches exteudcd far out over me. As
r stood there running my eyes up and down
that great length, suddenly I heard the
dropping of acorn shells near me. Instantiv
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I was watchful, searching every nook and watching and waiting for the tell-tale move-

ment. And soon it came. There he was

"' What'a°hrdd'en creature, indeed. But not out on a branch.- a tinge of grey in between

long would he go unseen, for sharp eyes were the leaves. He was s.tt.ng up^'-th a well-
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selected nut in his two paws, turning it around

the while he nibl)led at it. presenting a

huiilorous appearance, of a well-grooined

body and well-fed complacence, thoroughly

content with the world and all that is in it.

The rifle slowly fell into position, the hammer

came back, the fore-finger curled around the

trigger and the pellet flew- on its mission of

destruction. Down he came; a clean hit;

not one hint of misery. Clean shooting, true

to the mark, as exemplified by still-hunting

leads over all and is sportsmanship at its

height.

Q-u-irr! chil-chil-chiti I smiled to myself

and shook my head. Well, of all things.

Thfre was another!

I moved forward very cautiously, stepping

on the spots where the earth was bare, for

the crushing of the dry leaves underfoot is a

warning to the squirrel to be ofi' and away.

In this manner I progressed, pausing every

now and then. All around was silence now
for a time. The sun was creeping higher up
the slant of the heavens and the morning was

a well-foundationed fact. A slight windjust

barely stirred the tree tops now and then.

\ nut-scented fragrance rose olT the earth.

.•\ cool red lay on my cheek. What a morning;

indeed, what a morning. Would it ever

pass away from recollection?

There was the sleek fellow, away up there in

another large oak. I purposely stepped on

the leaves to let him know that he was not

the only one in that neck of the woods and

then "fro;^e", silent, and again waiting. He
was up in the wilderness of that tree-top but

' I could not make hiiii out. At last he could

not bear no longer the suspense of waiting for

me to make the first move so he chirred out

an angry, petulant query and came into view,

his great tail flicking the air. What a brush!

Slowly the gun rose. The bead stilled and
covered the cheek of the creature and down
he fell at the report. Another added to the

hunting coat pocket.

I noticed the next one when 1 came down
the path, strolling along leisurely with the

gun in the crook of my arm. I had been too

wrapt up in my reveries to think of the

present, but now as I glanced up I saw him

run across the path ahead of me, a good,

sprinting squirrel clad in the regulation grey,

and with his tail up over his back. Up he

scurried into the tree and conimcnccfl a grulT

harangue that told me only too well that I

was not needed in that particular locality.

"Now look here, Mr. Squirrel," I had

occasion to rem.irk :<•' 1 planted the gun butt

in the ground and stood there looking up a

him. "I could drop you like a stone from tha'

limb but I am dead game sport enaugh to

give you a chance to hunt out your den-tree.

Can you sprint across the limbs as well as

across the ground. If so, go to it."

And he did. I hurried him with a bullet

purposely sent close to him. With an ex-

cited jump he was off and I was following.

Up to the top of the tree he ractd, and then'

paused for a moment ere he leaped to the next

tree. What a jump, but he made it. Crack!

uttered the rifle sarcastically, but the only

result was a few leaves that eddied slowly

down, just as the grey fellow reached the tree

and paused for a few moments. Stooping low '

I ran along, with my eyes concentrated' upon
the fleeing fellow. Up, up, up, to the very <

tip-top of that tree he went and there rested.

Cracl<! again the rifle snarled spitefully, but no
result. Out and onto another limb he again

leaped. Thither I raced, but was too late.

That grey squirrel, unscathed, had entered a

hole in the^side of that tree before I could aet

into action.

Later, with my pockets bulging I made my
way to the hill on the other side of the^wood

and soon met with Pardner, who was just

rounding the edge of the woods. I saw a

smile of elation upon his face and had a

slinking notion that his success had been of

an unusual sort.

"WTiat luck?" I propounded, tapping the

suspicious looking rise on his coat with my
rifle. "That swell in your pocket must be

-caused by something larger than a matter
of six squirrels—or perhaps it is a rabbit?"

"Wrong," said Paidner, diving his hand
into the oblivion of the outer pocket, and
presently withdrew it with a partridge.

Followed further a matter of four large greys

and one red squirrel.

A Winter Scjuirrel Hunt: Some time in

the latter part of the winter, (along in January
or in February) there will come some mildly

featured days with winds out of a balmy south,

that will have about them the freshness and
rejuvenation of the coming springtime. The
sun will shine out of a spotless heaven,
brtlliant in the morning, and setting still more
vivid and inspiring, amid old rose and gold,

in the west. The snow begins to weaken
and to sink; in the wagon-ruts the moist dirt

shows through"; the winter birds are abroad
with appropriate melodies (such as they be)

and from morning till night there will be a

joy that seems like hope dawning out of

sorrow.
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It was a beautiful day indeed. With our

guns acrois our arms, we started out, slightly

after seven o'clock in the morning, headed, as

though drawn by a magnet for the big woods.

Old charms were revived: a squirrel hunt was

under way.

We could hear far ofl the barking of the

first member to receive our attention and

stopping still we laid our plan of action.

Pardner was to proceed westw-ard, and

myself to the east, finally to meet at the other

end of the wood. How good it fell again to

have that small-caiibered gun in hand. A

plaj'thing, one would say. But take care:

under that deadly aim things fall; and when

they fall, under expert markmanship, they

are liable to be without that enviable spark

of existence. In poor hands the twenty-two

caliber gun may be near to useless. But let

a man who knows his aim take a hand in the

game; who can pick the clay pipes olT of the

revolving-rack in the shooting gallery, even

to the tiniest speck and it is doubtful if even

a moose or a bear would be safe and sound •

before it. .\n ideal squirrel pn: the

twenty-two; a simple little weapon; light,

effective, and a comrade in every sense of the

word.

Hark\ what w^as that? .^bove me I heard

a slight disturbance, and stray bits of bark

came falling down. Standing still 1 scanned

the limbs of a mighty elm near me. There he

•was, way at the top-most branch, peering

dow'n at me. It was a long shot but I made it.

Down he came to take first place ,in the

pocket. It ^vas a red squirrel- I 'was next

interested to see my Pardner (not yet out of

sight) fire, and the next moment pick up a

grey from the ground, waving it in air and

laughing in exultation till the hollow-sounding

woods rocked.

On then and here was another one; out

to try the deceptive 'springtime." He

ran along a log and as I whistled, sat up on

his haunches. Crack', he went to add up the

count in the hunting eoat pocket. Thai was

a grey.

\nother down there in the hollow where

th'e stream flowed. He was noted seated on a

limb and had made no sound; but had been

watching mv approach with suspicious eyes.

The sun came out warmer than ever

The branches glistened and shone damp as

the snow upon tjiem became mere moisture.

Here a nut-hatch ran down a tree-trunk and

paused to eye me with speculation ere he

resumed his insect-gallery delving-operations.

The per^chicadecs fluttered here and there,

sometimes standing on end, their little bills

busy uncovering scale inserts and tree lice in

abundance. Here the brown creepers shyly

hid behind various tree trunks, their forcep

bills busy this day as never before. A butcher

bird with blaring screech winged through the

woods in pursuit of something or another,

and the silences awoke to the echo.

There is another one: a red squirrel. Up
he went, and up. and still up. Picked him

off and he went to fill the pocket. Two shots

rang out below- me. I continued on, my
eyes keener than ever, every covert high

and low being searched for the elusive ones.

Suddenly I stopped. The tinkle, tinkle,

tinkle of acorn-shells was coming down through

the branches; spatting on the snow. Up

there sits a grey squirrel of aldermanic

proportions, testing the virtues of an acorn he

has^ brought up there from a hole he has just

dug in the snow. Bang\ the gun speaks

sharply and down he too comes. Squirrels

are out everv-^vhere. Pardner and I are

having the time of our life.

Note: The squirrels construct their winter

nests in close-limbed treeS: often in large

birches, more generally in the oak trees.

Some of the squirrels have hollow trees for

their homes: others make an old crow-nest

the foundation of their winter quarters,

building a dome over it. Wherever it is

placed the material and architectilre is much

the same; having a soft, silky lining of the

finest shreds of loose-hanging bark of grape-

vines, or the ashes, wound with coarser fiber

of the same material, the whole making a

round ball as big as a derby hat, or bigger.

Entrance to thist is had throiigh a hole, only

laige enough fof the little animal to squeeze

through. The thin-stripped fiber serves to

close up the hole after the squirrel goes in,

and no doubt after he is in, he fills the door

up. behind him. In the hollow trees one wUl

find bushel baskets full of this fine-drawn

fiber material till one wonders how in the.

world the little creatures were able to obtain

it all. and how great must have been their

work in collecting it. During the snappiest

weather, however, the squirrels ensconse

themselves in these nests and are quite out of

reach of the stinging cold.
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Telescopic Sight Talks

R. E. Herrick

OF all the cantankerous, obstrepeious, fair,

false deceivers, there is nothing in the
' shooting game that can hold a candle

to the rifle telescope when it is on a rampage.

It is the vampire of the game and no mistake,

and ere it is mastered it is like to make its

would-be-conqueror feel like the traditional

"rag and a bone and a hank oi hair," but « ith

all its faults it is one of the most enjoyable

features of the art of shooting, and there is

no question but that a first class scope in a

first class mounting on a favorite barrel is

"a thing of beauty and a icy forever," for,

unlike the rifle barrel itself, it doesn't have to

be doped with ammonia or nitro-solvent after

each day's sport, and, barring accident, will

last anyone a life-time.

There has been a mistaken prejudice in

the past against allowing telescope sights

entering many classic meets, but I believe

that idea is passing. Not long since aglass

sight was barred in the N. R. At indoor match-

es, but during the past few years they have

been admitted, and the users thereof are not

always at the top of the lists by any manner
of means. Putting ten successive shots in

the li inch circle of the 2,5 yard indoor target

is far from being a matter of sighting only.

There are a whole lot of us that can't hold a

gun steady enough to do it regardless of

sights. Then again in the 1919 National

Mal(^hes no less than five events permitted

the use of telescope sights.

Given a really good set of iron sights in

good light conditions and a man having

normal eyesight can hold his own with the

telescope. However, there are conditions

under which the glass has a great advantage,

and one of these is in the case of the shooter

troubled wth as tigmatism. or whose eyesight

is failing from old age or similar defects.

This man with a suitable telescope sight can

bring his shooting back to where it had been

with normal vision. Then again at long

range under adverse light conditions, such as

haze, fog, darkness, etc. the scope comes into

its own.

An example of the latter was seen at the

National Matches last fall. On the morning
on which the Wimbledon match was called

the conditions were such as to render it nearly

impossible for shooters using the regulation

rear sight on the U. S. Springfield to get

proper definition of the target, but John \V.

Hession, using a telescope sight rang up 19

bulls out of 20 shots.

From a hunting standpoint the telescope

has both advantages and disadvantages. They
are cumbersome to carry and subject to dis-

arrangement as a result of being struck or

dropped, and require considerable practice

for effective use on running game. On the

other hand they may be used at limes when
iron sights are out of the question. For
example, in early morning and late evening

the glass may be used to good advantage,

particularly if fitted with a picket instead

of cross hairs. To get an idea of what may
be done in this way will say that with one
glass we have, one could pot a cat at night

with only the light coming from an arc light,

and slill better results might bo secured from
a picket coated with luminous paint.

It was the good fortune of the writer to

witness an exhibition of telescope shooting at

the Small Arms Firing School, U. S. A. during
which scores were fired at 800 yards range at

nine o'clock at night with only the light from
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a lantern shining on the target. Also with

the light of a match on the target. And
later with no light on the target except what

came from a faint moon. The targets were

not discernible with the naked eye, yet these

men were registering fives and close fours at

a distance of a half mile. Some of the

reticules in the scopes were fitted with pickets

dropping down from the lop of the field rather

than rising from the bottom, Uke the ordinarv'

sight, the claim being that better .-csults were

secur«;d against the horizon, as for instance

against the top of a trench. Cross hairs

would have been out of the question in this

sort of shooting.

One advantage the telescope has over the

iron sight is the power to shoot toward the

source of light and retain clear definition. If

you have ever had occasion to shoot toward a

rising or setting sun you will know what 1

mean.

One feature in telescopes has been changing

during the past few years, and that is the power.

Used to be not uncommon to see telescopes

of 8, 10, 12, or even up to 20 power. To the

best of my knowledge there is but one maker

of telescope sights in the United Slates to-day

thai will manufacture a telescope ritle sight of

20 power. These powerful glasses were used

on the old hea\T single shot rifies, and shot

from a re^. To attempt to fit ore of these

to a modern, comparatively speaking, light

weight rifle, would be the height of folly.

For° remember as you increase the power so

do you increase the error of holding, and

the average man has trouble enough trying

to hold a 5 or 6 power glass steady enough to

do off hand shooting. It's the same proposi-

tion as lr>'ing to hold your high power range

telescope on the target from a standing posit-

ion.

There is really litUe use of such high

powers in modern shooting. To me the

greatest advantage of a telescope is the

ability to focus two objects at the s;une tune

on different planes. That is, it is the function

of the telescope to focus your cross hairs or

picket on the bull's-eye and keep both in

focus at once without loss of definition, and

that is something vour normal eye can never

do Either the front sight is slightly fuzzy,

or else the bull's-eye is, as it is a physical un-

nossibility to focus both at the same lime, any

more than it can be done with a camera.

The onlv alternative is to use a small peep,

comparing with the smallest slop of your

camera, which will cut out the rays of light

exceot for those parallel to the line of sight,

and llius sharpen the images, hut lliis run

only be done at a sacrifice of a large amount of

available light, so herein lies a very important

:>dvantage of the telescope sight.

Summing the advantages of each system

of sighting would lead us to believe the ideal

combination is both telescope and iron sights

on the same rifle. Get some sort of com-

bination which will admit of slapping the

telescope on the rifle in the shortest possible

time without interfering with the iron sights

and with the minimum of trouble. Then

when in rough country take the scope off and

carry it in a scabbard or in the pack, and when

conditions are adverse for iron sights slap on

the scope, say for early morning or late evening

shooting. As the light gets better take off

the scope and use the iron sights. This is a

plan we have endeavored to follow with our

own rifles, and find it is well worth while.

The average individual is likely to over-

estimate the advantage of a telescope sight

on first sighting with one. ICverything ap-

pears so clear and the picket looms up like a

lighthouse in a fog and it seems almost impos-

sible to miss, yet—it has been done. A

telescopfe sight may appear to be in the pink

of condition, if I may use the phrase, and yet

not be worth a linkers d—, and only because

it is out of adjustment. To explain thus we

had best go into a brief description of some of

the tNTJes of telescope sights. The simplest

type is the three lens system, as used by the

Winchester Repeating .\rms Co. There arc

but three lenses, we say. yet if they are

achromatic len.ses each will be made up of two

pieces of glass cemented together and ground

as one lens. One of these will be made from

flint ghuss and one from lead glass, the two

combined correcting errors inherent in each.

Hence the increased cost of achromatic

lenses.

However, like the army mule, their virtues

are greater than their shortcomings .and if one

likes flatness of field and absence of color

fringe then by all means pay the extra price

and get achromatic lenses. Not that they

will shoot one whit better than non-achrom-

atic, but Ihey will pass more light, which

in turn will pcmiit of shooting under poorer

light conditions.

The three lens system requires the use of a

lens of about 2 inch focus for the eye piece.

Then ahead of this is a small lens of about

1 inch focus, which serves to invert the image

and lastly the objective of around 5 inch

focus. T/he ra>-s of light on coming through

the objective lens come to a focus at two diff-
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eronl points, one beUvecn objcctivi' and invert-

er lens and the other between the inverter and
eye lens, either of which place may be used as

a location for the cross web or picket. At no
other point in the scope would the cross web
be visible on looking through the glass.

One advantage these chree lens scopes have
is that by properly proportioning the focal

lengths and power one can secure almost anv

Regular cross hair recticule as it appears in
field of view. ^

reasonable amount of eye relief. In fact the

writer has one such glass that has a five inch

eye relief and a 6S inch at 100 feet.

A better system however is the four lens

system, which is similar to that used in

terrestrial telescopes, except that it has

been modified to allow of more eye relief.

This sj^tem pennits a wider field of view

than the three lens type, but is more dilTic^ilt

to^build. In the latter type of glass the rays

of light come to a focus at the focal point of

the eye lens and again at the focal point of the

whole eyepiece combination. If crossweb

is fitted at the fonner place it is essential that

the lenses in the eyepiece be absolutely im-

movable in their mounts, for. unless they

are optically centered in their mounts, any
rotation of any of the intermediate lenses will

cause the cross web to appear out of the center

of the field and any continued movement
will destroy accuracy. It costs money to

mount lenses perfectly true to their optical

centers, and this explains one more reason why
there is so inmli \:irlati(in in the prices of

telescopes.

Now to get bark to where we left otT. We
stated that a scope may appear to be in^ood
condition, but no accuracy will result on

account of being out of adjustment, and this

is something that every telescopi' sight user

should learn. Note I have said thoy arc

"out of adjustment." which implies that

nothing serious is the matter with them, but

in order to co-relate the two terms in case

someone uses the other one in your hearing,

we will give it. Parallax! Bluey, but that

surely looks bad. .Mmost as bad as arterio-

sclerosis, or some such high sounding phrase

so relished by our modern M.D.'s. It isn't

as bad as it looks, however, for remember that

our common table salt has a high-brow name
of sodium chloride, and common chalk is

calcium carbonate, and even our genial editor

is of the genus homo.
Now to get at this here parallax stuff. The

first thng we do is to focus our objective lens,

or the lens nearest the muzzle of the rifle.

This is exactly the same as focusing a field

glass, and remember in a field glass, also rifle

scopie, first rack the lens clear out and then
focus, when racking back toward the eye.

Otherwise eye strain will result if the glass
is used for long periods of time. After
focussing this objective lens sharply on a
distant object lock it in place securely
with whatever method is used on the
glass at hand. Then turn to the cross web, or
picket pbint or whatever the sighting point
may be. Loosen the reticule containing the
web and move it back and forth until it app-
ears to be sharp and coear. Lock it and place
the scope in a vise or some other solid rest

i

tmproved picket with horizontal cross hair.

so that it will remain steady. Point the
scope at a tack head, or some object that is

small enough to catch up slight deflections.
Then, while looking through the scope sighted
on the lack head, move the eye from right
to left within the limit of the field, .\gain
from top to bottom. Now, if our crossweb
remains in an abolutely stationary position
the olass is i)ri>i>.-rlv f.icussed and ready for
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business. But if it persists in roaming around

the landscape it is necessary to move that web
to a pjace in the field where it will remain

stationary on our object as long as the eye

remains within the limits of the field. If the

scopfc is used in firing when the web will not

pass this test, then there is absolutely only

one way in the world in which accuracy can

result and that is that the eye be held in

Flat topped picket with cross wire.

exactly the same place for ever^' shot, and

that is mighty hard to do. Better spend a

little more time on focussing it properly.

Do not get the idea that it is necessary to

re-focus the scopfe for each and every range

over which you desire to fire. If focussed

at say 200 yards it will not need any change

for focus for from 7,i yards up to the limit

of range, and for hunting ptirpbses this

will be sufficient for all ranges. However, for

utmost accuracy it would have to be focussed

agaiji if shooting at 2.t or 50 yards, but I acm

referring now to the focus of the objective

lens. If the cross web is coriVctly focussed

vou may re-focus the objective for different

ranges without altering the correction you had

for original test. It is quite similar to the

field glass idea again.

Supjjose we have a scope and would like to

ascertain the power of it. Point the glass

toward some object having considerable

contrast with its natural surroundings, and

having some easily identified dimension.

A chimney on top of a house is a good sub-

ject. Keep both eye^s open and by bringing the

objects as seen by either eye into close relation-

ship with each other it will be easy to approx-

imate how many times higher the chimney as

seen through the scope, appears as conip.ired

to ihe normal vision. This plan is not

absolutely correct, but for low powered scopes.

say up to 5 power, it is sufTiciently accurate

for our use.

One feature of telescope sights we have not

touched on in this article, and that is the

matter of reticules. The reticule is the ring

carrj-ing the cross web, or sighting picket.

Here is a question that every shooter will have

to decide for himself. To some, simple

cross hairs are quite satisfactory. T. K. Lee

I believe, prefers this type. Personally

I don't like them and can not use them

successfully. In shooting at a bull's-eye,

with the simple cross hairs one endeavors to

exactly quarter the bulls eye and here is

where the writer falls down. In getting

the vertical hair in the center the horiz-

ontal one gets too high or too low, and in

endeavoring to cut the bull in two with the

horizontal hair the vertical hair goes on a

rampage, until, from looking at them too

intentty the whole combination goes up in a

haze.

Last year the writer ordered a 4 power

scope from an American maker, and with

it ordered two reticules. One to be the

regular cross hairs set at right angles to each

other so as to quarter the field, and the other

to be a straight picket or post, having a flat

top and square corners. In addition this

reticule was to have a light cross hair biscdimi

Approximate appearance of bull's eye in cross hair

reticule. Cross hairs may usually be seen against the

color of th.' hull however.

the field horizontally, and set just below the

top of the picket. This cross wire was merely

to be used' to prevent canting the piece when

target shooting, and in judging for lead

when hunting. However, this reticule when

received proved to be not flat on top, but more

nearly resembling the profile of the back of

a camel. Sent it back and the maker, after

about five months time returned it, saying
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he rould not bcllcr il inui-Ji. iluwevcr, it

did shoot fairly well, Init did not satisfy us.

and, in a soU of do-or-die spirit we dismounted
it. .\ trip to town resulted in a pnrkagc of

needles of the smallest persuasion we could

find. Pullihg the eye piece out of our range

telescope gave us a high powered niicVoscope,

wilhjwhich to operate. Getting a good supply

of chloroform, knives, forcepb pliers, etc.

Correct hold of improved picket.

together we proceeded to our job of vivisection

of said reticule.

Experimenting a little with our needles
showed that by breaking the point off by
means of a pair of pliers a good square break
resulted in a large number of cases. Others
splintered and left rough corners or bent
under the strain. Selecting a sample that had
broken squarely we set it into the reticule,

checked it up for height with the microscope,
corked up the chlorofonn, gave our patient
some fresh air and he regained consciousness
in place in the scope and the first glance
through it caused us to howl from pure joy.
\Vc had accomplished a feat that the pro-
fessional telescope maker had fallen down
over. This reticule inniiediately began mak-
ing go6d on first t«,'ing it out. It is easy to
define a.gainst any target, and does not
cause the eye strain a set of fine cross hairs do.
Our sucne.ss in this venture prompted

us to alter the cross hair reticule, so. breaking
the pbint off another needle, and setting it

into a small piece of wood for a handle we
proceeded to grind olT the sharp corners so as
to'make a picket shaped exactly like the ones
on the old picket fence around the little

red school house, each angle of the point being
ground to about 90 degrees from the per-
pendicular. This picket was set into the
reticule so the cross hair bisected the picket
at the point where the angle joined the
perpendicular side of the picket, as shown

in the illustration. For our own eyes this

is the most satsifactory picket we have ever

used. It is much easier to tell if one is

holding too high into the black than the

regular fiat top, and either is easier to hold,

in our own case, than are the cross hairs, as

the error of, hold is apparently not magnified

so greatly. Either of these pickets can be

seen in light that absolutely put cross hairs

out of business, which is a point to be con-

sidered in a hunting glass. We have never

used ah aperture picket or multiple cross

hair reticule and can see no reasonable use

for them. In iron sights their usehasadvan-

tages, but in a scope the focus of the image

and the focus of the picket or cross hairs is

exactly in the same plane of vision, hence no

accomodation-of the eye muscles is required.

Besides it is a nuisance to be obliged to

change reticules every time one changes tar-

gets having difTerent sizes of bull's eyes.

The mounting of telescope sights is a subject

on which alone an entire volume might be
WTitten. Particularly is this true as regards

high powered rifles, which have a tendency to

separate themselves from anything not secure-

ly fastened to their anatomy. Suffice it

to say that there has never been a telescope

mount manufactured to date that might be
considered too solid. Probably the best
type of all is the taper fitted mounts which
only draw themselves on the tighter in firing.

Sh.iwiiisi lii'W readily an incorrect liold may be
distinguished.

and which may be depended upon to come
back to exactly the same place every time they
put on. Some authorities contend it is

necessary to have both front and rear mounts
secured directly to the barrel itself, rather
than one on the barrel and one on the receiver,
as it would appear reasonable that the barrel
and the receiver might have different rates
of contraction and c\p:,i.>;inn which would
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result in wide groups. This does not seem to

hold good with the Knoble mount, however,
which is not secured at the receiver end by

As buH appears in reticule with cross hairs aud
Hat top picket.

other means than the pressure of a spring

against the receiver bridge. We recently

received a letter from Knoble in which he

mentioned winning four turkeys in six shots

at 200 yards using a 4 power scope and his

own mount on a 30 inch barrelled Spring-

field ,rifle. The target being a square plate

of glass measuring 214 inches on each side

hung in the center of a 12 inch black bull.

One beauty of the Knoble mount is that it

permits placing the scope very close to the

normal line of sight. Most mounts arc placed

too high, which will not permit of "freezing"

the face to the slock, and as a result the said

stock is mighty likely to intrude itself so

rudely as to cause a ppinful swelling around

about the vicinity of the S\\}4 of the SKJ^
of the rilleman's physiognomy, resembling in

outline about fifteen cents worth of "Ualtlc

.\x" that has slipped its moorings and gone

adrift, said bump being guaranteed not to

enhance ilf nersonal pulchritude of the

As bull appears when using regular flat topped picket
and horizontal cross hair.

shooter, and on returningjhome is quite likely

to be the subject for sundry sharp cutting

remarks from the better half.
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An Innovation in American Sporting Rifles: The .250-3000

Savage Bolt Action, Model 1920

A. D. Fraser

VKRILY. 1920 is the year of surprises

—

widespread Bolshevism in places high

and low; the League of Nations trj'ing

with puny strength to totter to its feet; the

Ouija Board taking the place of the tijiie-

honoured oracle; niillionaires and hoboes in

azure overalls. These portents and other*

have we obser\-ed. lately, still another wonder

hasyevealed itself to our wandering eyes—

a

bolt-action rifle of the sporting (not the mili-

tary) type manufactured and thrown without

warning on the market by an old and reliable

• American firm of ftre-arm producers!

True, we have had for some time the New-
ton's and the Rosses; but ten years ago the

Xewton Company was in the state denoted

by the Latin phrase non cral. while the Ross

Company recei\ed such a stupendous jolt

from the War that its present state may
justly be described by the expression non est.

I'urthermore, the arms manufactured by
these companies are—^with one exception

—

rilles of a highly specialized and distinctive

typ*', "too good", as w-e have often heard it

put, for the average sportsman. Nor must it

be forgotten that the Ross rifle, while a

product of the North .\merican Continent,

is after all a possession of Our Lady of the

Snows. All credit, then, to the enterprising

.Savage Arms Corporation of Ulica, N.Y. for

breaking with tradition in their newly-devised

.2.W-.3000 Boll Action Model 1920.
'

It is quite true that we have long enjoyed

Ihe privilege of the bolt action in American
.22 calibre-rifles, but while it is perfectly

correct to use the term "sporting" in con-

nection with this brand, it is, I think, more
properly designated a "miniature target-rifle."

It unquestionably is not a sporting arm
in the sense that, e. g.,.thc .30-.30 is. Onthe
other hand, if we are not mistaken, the

Winchester Comphny did, some forty years

ago. produce for a short time a bolt action

rifle to handle the popular .45-70 cartridge

—

possibly other calibres as well—but their

attempt was abortive. The enormous degree

of popularity lent to the lever action by the

early repeating arms of that vcn.- compair.-.

and the romantic associations of the type
with the wild bulTalo and wilder Indian

fighling-days in the West ruled the bolt

action out of court for generatioiis. The

"small boy"—and consequently his son," the

man—was wont to repose his faith in the

lever action, so that, after having jnade

"another red demon bite the dust, by a

lightning throw of the lever of his trusty

weapon," he might be ready to down still

another. Hence, the bolt action was rele-

gated to the tender mercies of "sojers" and
other connoisseurs in the art of marksmanship.

The deluging of Europe with the Huns
has brought about many changes in even

far distant regions of the earth. In this

continent it has—among several other things

—

ripened the time for the appearance of the

bolt action. BetweenApril of 1917 and Nov- ji

ember of 1919 fully two millions of the youth 11

of the United States were brought, by the

course of events, into intimate association

with the militar^' bolt action rifle, and learned |

something of its real virtues. These virtues. !

once appreciated, bring about a decided

change and conversion of heart. The returned

soldier has forgotten his lever action dream,
and demands a hunting arm of similar pattern

to that with which he brought down the boche
in the front-line trenches. The ear of the

Savage Co. was the first to hear the call;

hence, we have .the bolt action .250-3000

already completed.

The rifle itself is new, but not so its cartridge.

The latter was manifested to the world

half a dozen years ago, and the popularity

of the same has increased in a degree alto-

gether out of 'proportion to its size, being
at the present day, in all probability, the

most widely-used of any of the "new" shells.

Not only is it a first-class cartridge for the

deer-hunt, but it has proved its power
repeatedly on the bodies of large and life-

retaining animals like the moose and bear, to

say nothing of the great African fauna. With
the rifle originally produced along with the
shell w-e have all becomemore or less familiar.

It is similar, in all essential features, to. the
old 1899 Model of Savage arm, but possessing

.

a somewhat eccentric-looking stock and a

pistol-grip—the whole of the regulation "-

pounds weight. This, then is the rifle that
has been superseded by the 1920 Bolt ATocfel

Action.

The new arm is a much more sightly object
than the old. Its lines are slim and graceful.
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and its weight has been reduced by a full

pound, so that it depresses the scale at a

few ounces, more or less, above the six-pound
mark—the small variations between the

weights of individual arms being due, natur-

ally, to slight differences in the density of the

wood of thf stock. The latter is composed
of a single piece of timber, and extends to

writhin ten inches of the muzzle, thus afford-

ing a good grip well up forward for the man
who reaches" out" with the left hand. The
grip is very good indeed, and is set far enough
back from the trigger to satisfy the requir-

ments of even the loag-fingered type of

individual. There is, furthermore, a good

substantial drop to the stock both at comb
and heel, so that the long-necked sportsman

has no cause for grie\'ing._ The corrugations

of the butt-plate hold the arm in the proper

position when firing.

One cannot altogether understand the

action of the manufacturers in furnishing

the butt with that sharp-pointed toe; it is

difficult, w^e must confess, to see its purpose.

Greatly improved as the new stock is over

that of the 1899 Model, nevertheless, this

feature-^which we cannot but believe object-

ionable—has been taken over holus-bolus.

In the case of the old gun—this peculiarity

was condemned by everj'one with whom I

ever- had occasion to discuss the matter, and

one of my first acts, after becoming pofsessed

of a .250 of that model, was to remove the

defect. Fortunately, this is easily accomplish-

ed by anyone having some little skill in the

use of tools. We recall having performed the

operation, in this instance, with a pocket-

knife alone. After cutting olT a third of an

inch of offending walnut, we slightly straight-

ened out the butt"plate, replaced it, and

—

enjoyed real comfort thereafter. But, in

the original state, this toe dug into the

shoulder-muscles ver\- uncomfortably, and

to explain its retention by the Savage Co.,

we can only conjecture that our cousins

to the soutli of the line must be blessed with

a somewhat different anatomical structure

in this region.

Like all really up-to-date rifles, the Model

1920 has its stock finished in oil—a vast

improvement over the old shiny, varnished

variety. An excellent feature too is the fonn

of the safely-device which is similar, in

essential features, to that of the Savage Mode!

1914 .22v'calibre. As far as convenience is

concerned, it is undoubtedly the ver\' best

that w^e can hope for. \Mien one is ready to

fire, it is possible—as in the case of a modern

shot gua—to slip the "safely" by a single

motion of the thumb, without remo\ing the

hand from the grip. The Mauser and Mann-
licher systems are slow and clumsy in com-
parison; and, so far as I am aware, the de-

vice is an altogether new one where bolt-action

arms are concerned. Hence, the Model 1920

is a most convenient arm to handle in quick

shooting under hunting conditions, as well

as in rapid firing, both grip and forstock being

also nicely checkered.

As with the majority of modern anns, the

trigger is corrugated, with a view to certainty

of grasp. The form of the trigger itself is

a little peculiar on account of its sharp

curvature, but it improves on acquaintance.

The "pull" is really very fine, and much
superior to the generality of arms, ancient

or modern. It is a point on which manufact-

urers ought—in our opinion—to specialize

more, so much real value does a good pull-off

impart to.any gun, and a rifle in particular.

The old-fashioned heavy drag of the trigger,

after all, gains little or nothing in the wa>' of

safety; it is not in thfs quarter that the ten-

dency towards accident lies. The Savage

Corporation is to be congratulated on their

courage in thus breaking with an outworn

tradition.

It is not incumbent on one to say a great

deal regarding the barrel of the new model,

inasrnuch as it has been taken over without

altcralion from the weapon of 1899. That

is to say, as regards internal dimensions,

including chambering as well as boring,

reaming, and rifling;—all are identical.

There is, needless to say. a difference in this

respect that the former model was of the

take-down variety, while the new arm has its

barrel rigidly attached to the receiver.

Doubtless the producers were right in nego-

tiating no change. I do not think that 1

have ever heard or read a word of adverse

ariticism touching the barrel of the 1899

though it se«ems safe to prophesy that

lamentations will be heard from time to time

because there has been no alteration in the

twist of the rifling such as might accommodate

a heavier bullet. However, the Savage

"peoplc"we.rc not willing to go that length,

and in all probability the plaudits of the

average gunman will act as a buffer to the

wails of the rifle- crank. It is only the de-

signer who has produced a faultless weapon

that can afford to cast a stone at the new-

Savage.

The sights of the rifle are good enough for

ordinarv- requirements, but will not, of course
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suit the expert. It is fair to say that they are

as good, but not I think,' better than the

average factor\- sights of twentieth-century

pattern. \ "white metal front and sporting

Hat top rear sight" are all very well in their

place, but one must cast about for something

better if he has aspiiations to do fine shooting.

The front sight is easily replaced by a gold

or ivory bead, or a Y. M.; but unfortunately

there is no thoroughly satisfactory rear

aperture sight to fit the arm available, at

present. But the Lyman Company do not

as a rule lag far behind when a new ami makes
its appearance, and we are not surprised to

learn that they have just designed and

modelled, and are preparing to manufacture

a "peep" sight which has met with the

approbation of the Savages. This sight, I

understand, is to be attached to the tail

block of the breech bolt, nol to the cocking-

piece. It will thus occupy a decidedly more
stable position than if the cocking-piece were

to be requisitioned for its supYiort. The
latter practice is frowned upon by the Savage
Co. Certainly it has its disadvantages,

although it affords at any rate a good loijg

sighting base for the shooter. If one is able

to adduce arguments against the take-down

system, he may employ almost identical

arguments—though differently applied

—

against the practice of mounting the sight

on the head of the cocking-piece. The
conditions, on analysis, are found to be

strangely similar.

The bolt handle of the .250 is long and
substantial, much likethat of the new Enfield.

The powerful camming action of the bolt

itself promises a satisfactory extraction.

At the same time, the strong locking-lugs

give a much firmer support to the shell, when
in the process of detonation, than did the

bolt of the old model. Much of the reloader's

trouble with badly stretched cartridge-cases

will thus be obviated. In respect to this

feature, the lever-action bolt can hardly be
supposed to fullij bear up under the strain of

a chamber-pressure of 50.000 pounds to the

square inch; but with the boll which locks

near its head the case is altogether different.

It is goin,g to be a pleasure to reload the little

shell and thereby take money out of the

pockets of the cartridge manufacturers.

Perhaps, after all, the ultimate virtue of

any weapon lies in its accuracy. With
regard to this point we cannot—in the case
of the Model UI20—speak from actual exper-

ience. All tests conducted without the aid of

an a|)erliire real sight, a telescope sight, or a

machine rest must needs be of little scientific

accuracy; so we await the appearance of the

Lyman "peep." This much may, however,

be said: The rigid breech and one-piece

stock of the new product will certainly not

tend to diminish the accuracy of the cartridge

as jud.ged by the lever action arm. Indeed,

the accuracy should, if the majority of

riflemen are to be believed, be somewhat
bettered. Thwe will be less vibration of the

barrel, and what is more impbrtant, the line

of sight should be uniformly in a position

directly above the axis of the piece. Herein

lies what we may term the lack of continued

accuracy of the take-down model. Theoret-

ically at least it is haidly possible, in reassem-

bling the arm, to invariably rotate the barrel

each time into exactly the same position.

Occasionally the fault could actually be

detected when one was using a rear sight

mounted on the tang, when the error of fire

would be greater than when the open sight

—

which was at any rate always in line with the

front sight—was employed for aiming. .Again,

with a take-down arm, after several thous-

ands of rounds had been fired, a tendency was
sometimes observed to "shoot itself loose,

—

'

i. e., the barrel became to a slight degree,

loose in its attachment to the receiver. This

while not perhaps actually interfering with

the accuracy of the barrel in the strict sense

of the term, nevertheless, occasioned a

variation in the zerox>f the rifle—which in the

long run amounts to practically the same
thing. Accordingly, we may look for con-

tinued accuracy in the Model 1920. at the

very least, and probably even a shade finer

absolute accuracy than the old type possessed.

Now the accuracy of the .250-3000 cartridge,

when shot in the 1899 model rifle, was, with-

out dispute, for moderate "-anges let us say,

highly satisfactory even for the marksman.
We have on record the findin'gs of several

distinguished experts which were published
soon after the appearance on the market of

the earlier weapon. Their experiments were
limited in the main to ranges not exceeding
200 yards. At this distance one experimenter
had no difficulty in securing 10-shot groups
of 5 inches; two others that I recall got
groups of 1

1 ^ to 4 inches, and I have photo-
graphs of others as fine as 314 inches obtained
at the same range. It is but fair to state
that the rifles were in all cases biand new, and
no rapid-fire, with consequent heating of the

barrel, was indulged in. .After making many
comparisons of results at that tinie, I came
to the conclusion that the rifle was capable,
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under favourable conditions, of nesoliating
regularly groups of a sliade under 5 inches
at the 200 yard mark. This, according to
accepted standards, constitutes "gilt-edged"
accuracy. At longer ranges there is more room
for doubt, though we have the oft-repeated
assertion of the Savage Co. as to the rinc
making possibles at 800 yards. It is note-
worthy that at a range of .200 the flight of
the bullet is surprisingly free from the in-
fluence of the wind. I recall having in com-
pany with a friend—shot bull after bull on
the old Canadian military target (6-in.) at
this range, while a 25 knot gale blew at 3
o'clock, and that too without altering the
zero position of the windgauge a particle!

Apart from all other considerations, the
Model 1920 will unquestionably be amply
accurate to meet the demands of the most
exacting hunter.

The general features of the cartridge of this

interesting weapon—its quarter-inch calibre,

its— 87-grain bullet, and its 3000 f. s. muzzle-
velocity—are well known. Thanks to the
improved form of magazine of the new rifle,

these little bullets with their soft fragile tips

ma> be loaded into the chamber without fear

of defacement. The Du Ponts are constantly
experimenting with new- powders, and now
one—whose name recalls a U-boat—No. 16
may be used in the .250 shell, imparling to

the bullet a velocity of over 3300 f. s. and an
energjf of but a few f. p. short of a ton,

—

truly a mighty power for so tiny a weapon!
If velocities are to be unifonnly increased in

the future, we shall be able to dispense al-

together with the eteva'ing property in our

rear sights.

\ word may be added in defence of our

contention that the new .260-3000 is verj- '

nearly, if not quite, an ideal hunting arm for

this continent. Few of us will ever have the

opportunity of encountering lions and tigers

except at the zoo, so we may reasonably leave

them out of our consideration. In the

first place, the recoil of the weapon is so light

that no one need fear it. A heavy recoil,

—

there is little use in denying it,— is a draw-

back in the case of many high power lilles,

ancient as well as modern. The .250willnot

bruise the shoulder of a child of five jears,

male or fema'e. It is true, notwithstanding

that one must accustom oneself to the exceed-

ing sharpness of the report W'hich seems, from

the shortness of the barrel, unpleasantly near

the fare; but this one soon becomes used to,

since no pain follows it. Then, the aim may
be caught very rapidly, it requires time to

steady down a heavy barrel when one shoots
in the ofT-hand position. The featherweight
occasions no muscular strain, and the front'
sight finds the quarry in a Irirc. In these
respects the gun is simply in a class by itself

in regard to ability to hit the mark. The
trajectory is flat, we may say, for practical

purposes up to a distance of .300 yards; at
least the average good shot would be unable
to better himself by an adjustment of the
elevating scale in so far as olT-hand shooting
is concerned. Hence, as has been so often din-
ned into unwilling ears by the modern rifleman
the chances of securing a telling hit on game
are at least a hundred percent belter—at

distances beyond, let us say, eighty yards—
than with . the antiquated high-trajectorv

rifle.

A great deal of poppycock is still being
written on the subject of the effect of the
high-velocity bullet on animal tissue. One
of the chief objection cited is the complaint
that it fails to smash through hea\-j' bones.
Quite so! We grant that the contention has
sometimes a foundation. But, on the other
hand, one of the great virtues of the class

which the .250 represents is that it makes
it easy for the hunter to shoot clear of these

very "heavy ones," and to find a vital spot

instead. He points and fires and if theaim be
correct, he secures a hit on the desired spot.

No need of a careful estimation of the "line

of fire angle" as w^e used to say in the arii-

lerj'; the enemy is to be engaged with "open
sights." Still another point; when the game
is to be seen running across Ihe line of fire,

the extreme velocity of the bullet does away
with the necessity for providing for any great

amount of "lead." At 150 yards, e. g., the

.250 bullet is travelling at fully double the

speed of even the fast "old-timers," so

there is no necessity for pointing out into

empty space in front of the animal in the hope
of dealing a mortal, or at least a disabling,

wound. One often hears, too, of the high-

velocity bullet being a menace to the safety

of thickly-settled communities. The fact is

that the truth lies in the opposite direction.

The fast soft-nosed bullet does not ricochet

and screech over the country-side; it dies a

natural death at the point where it impmges
on the earth, bursting into fragments. But

—

one is in danger of becomingly wearisomely

enthusiastic.

It is the year for surprises, as \ve said in the

beginning, and there may be others of greater

proportions awaiting us for all we know.

About the time of the initial appearance of
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the .250-3000 Model 1920 ri/le, the enter-

prising Savage Corporation absorbed the

stock and plant of the world-famous Stevens

Arms Co. of Chicopee Falls, Mass (I had

almost said; lock, stock, and barrel). What
mav not arise fron this combinaLion?

Queries and Answers

Information Concerning the Present Manu-
facture of the Baker Gun.

Mi'. H. Lloyd Fylsom of the H. & D. Folsom

Arms Co., 314 Broad>vay. New York, writes

us that—the H. & D. Folsom Arms Co.,

has purchased the gun department of the

Baker Gun and Forging Co. and are moving
their machinery to Xorwich. Connecticut,

where the Baker guns will be manufactured

under the supervision of the H. & D. Folsom

Amis Co.

The Editor has been familiar with the

Baker gun for a great many years and has

no doubt that this excellent make of shotguns

will be made 'vith the same care and workman-
ship as has always been characteristic of this

make of finearm.

Mr. Folsom also tells of some experiences

with the .33 Winchester, that are so interest-

ing that they are printed for the benefit of

the readers of this depafrtment.

Mr. Folsom's letter is as follows :

—

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Depl.

I notice on page 184, of your July issue that

you received an inquiry concerning Baker
Guns, and we would like to explain the

situation.

We purchased the gun end of the Bakei
Gun & Forging Company outright some
time ago and have been moving the machinery
to Norwich, Connecticut, and as soon as we
can get it going, we will be tun.ing out Baker
Guns in quantities, both in the single barrel-

trap gun in its various grades, and also the

double barrel gufts in their various grades.

There naturally is a certain amount of delay
involved, owing to this shifting of machinery,
and getting things started, but before ven.-

long we expect to reach a good production.

While W'e are in the act of writing you, it

occurs to the writer that in some previous
issue he saw an inquiry in your paper (I feel

sure it was in your paper) as to the merits of

the 33 Winchester and I believe you stated

that you would be glad to receive word from
somebody who had used that rifle.

A number of years ago I did considerable

shooting in Africa, where it gave the utmost
satisfaction on various sizes of game, except
the very heaviest. On the heavy game the

rifle was not tried out at all but its execution

seemed to me to be as satisfactory as the

405. Except for the holes of entrance, it

was extremely difficult to tell the difference

in effect on tissue of the two bullets. In

other words, their effects seemed almost

identical, which is saying a lot for the .33.

This may seem like rather an unusual

statement, but so far as my own personal

belief is concerned, it is a fart.

THE H. c<t D. FOLSOM ARMS CO.,

(Signed) H. Lloyd Folsom.

A Rifle for Moose.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept.,

Kindly send me infonnation regarding

following guns, also what one you think best

for moose, and bear. .250-3000,—.303Savage,
—.30-1906.

' Will the .250-3000 knock a big bull moose
down?

E. L. Evers,

Montreal, Canada.

Reply—Of the rifles mentioned I would
be sure to select the .30-1906 loaded with the

180 or 220 gr. soft point bullet. The .250-3000

Savage would knock the moose down, if you
hit him right and would be fairly certain kill

it; but, many times one is liable to hit them
wherever possible instead of being able to

pick the proper plac^and under such circum-
stances 1 would prefer a heavier caliber to the

.250-3000..

Editor.

Re-loading the .303 British.

Editor Guns and Ammunition Dept.,

As I was just reading an article in your
valuable magazine about the different weight
bullets that the .303 British shell is loaded
with, 1 thought it might be of interest to some
of the readers of Rod and Gun to know how
I reload this cartridge. *

I use 48 to 50 grs. of Du Ponts No. 16
powder and the 150 grain .30 caliber 06
bullet. Du Ponts say 48 grs. of No. 16 will

give this bullet 3000 ft. sec. muzzle velocity.

I had this load tested by an expert rifle shot
at the Long Branch ranges and at 500 vards it

was very accurate. The rifle I use is a Ross
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with a 27 inch barrel. The shells have to be
re-sized before re-loading as they all swell

more or less.

I have tried, these loads on wood-chucks
with good results, and am an.vious to try

them on deer this fall.

P. A. Cooper,

Toronto, Ontario.

A Rifle for Coyotes and Geese.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Depf.,

How can f obtain a model 1897 .22 caliber

lever action Marlrn rifle. Can it be obtained
from the factory or through a local dealer?

About what would the present price be, in

Canada.

I would like to have a rifle for shooting

coyotes and geese. How would the .25-20

Mailin or Winchester be for this purpose.

Would you recommend one of these or some-
thing large like a .30-30? What is the accur-

ate shooting range for the above rifle?

G. T. H.

IJoydminister.

Rfphj—l understand that the Marlin

rifles are not being made at this time. About
the only way to obtain a 1897 model, would be
to buy one second-hand. A new one without

any extras, would very likely cost about

Sl.^j.OO or $50.00 in Canada, if it could be

obtained.

I would suggest that you would insert a

small advertisement in Rod and Gun and

probably you could obtain one in thismanner.

The .25-20 Marlin or Winchester would be

all right up to about 100 yards, but beyond

that range you would miss too many shots

by under or over shooting. A .25-35 would

be about your best bet in a commercial rifle.

The .250-3000 would be a little better for

coyotes, but would tear your geesetoo badly

to be recommended for .that purpose, unless

you use reduced loads. Everything considei*

ed a .25-35 woiild be a very satisfactory rifle

for shooting up to 200 or 250 yards, beyond

that you would miss too many shots, due to

errors in estimating the range. Your best

rifle for this purpose would be a rifle shooting

the 86 grain bullet at about 2000 to 2500 f. s.

This would do the work on geese and would

also be a good coyote rifle. The only way

to obtain this, would be to take a .250-3000

and ro-load it.

Editor.

breech loading shotgun, made by H. I'ieper

of the International Anns Company, patented
Apr. 1881. Unfortunately I lost the works
off the right side, hammer, springs and side

plate. Could you kindly advise me where
I could send for such parts, or some reliable

gunsmith who could repair the same.

W. R. Breault,
Centreville, Ontario. '

Reply—You will probably have considerable
difficulty in obtaining parts for your 10 gauge
Pieper. I understand that the Pieper works
were taken over by the Gennans during the
late war, but they very likely are working at
the present time.

Try Francis Bannerman's .Sons, Broadway,
,New York; Abercrombie & Fitch or Schover-
ling, Daly A Gales, all of New York City.

The gunsmith of Von Lengerke & Antoine^of
Chicago, lillinois, might be able to supply you.
In case none of these firms can furnish the

necessary parts I would write to the m.-inu-

facturcs in Belgium.

Editor.

Parts for a Pieper.

Editor, Guns and Ammunilion Dept.,

Ijhavc a valuable 10 gauge double bar'-el

Speeding up the -32 Snerial.

Ediior, Guns and AmmunilioY Dept.,

I would like ^Icnow whether the cartridges

that develop /2400 f s would spoil the bore

of the average .32 Special rifle model 1891

which shoots the 2112 f. s. cartridge. My
rifle is a carbine and an excellent, hard hitting

weapon, but with the bullet speeded up to

2100 f s, in the brush this rifle would stop

almost anything as it would do fearful execu-

tion with the 187 grain soft point bullet. If

this high velocity bullet would not hurt the

bore I would like to use it.

Will you please tell me where I could

obtain cartridges?

Would a bullet of this high velocity do

better work than the .250-3000 Savage?

McClure Carter,

Balhucst, N. B.,

Reftli)—It is very natural to expect that

there will be more erosion at 2100 f.s.than at

2100 f s, in the .32 Special, but this difference

would not be enough to be worth worrying

about. Any good high power rifle would

last about 2000 rounds for extreme accuracy

and nearly all of them will give good accuracy

at 3000 to 5000 pounds. Very few hunters

have an opportunity of doing this much game

shooting in a lifetime. In fact, many hunters

do not shoot over 50 to 100 shots a year, from

which you can see how long your rifle would

last.

For average shooting I believe that the

cartridge which you mention would do better
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execution than the .250 Savage on hea\y game;
but there is always a difference in opinion on
this question. It depends upon where and at

what range you hit your game and what kind

of game you are shooting; and, then again,

very few people will use the two loads suffic-

iently under identical circumstances to make
an absolutely certain statement.

The only way to obtain these cartridges

would be to load them yourself. Buy the

empty shells, powder and metal cased bullets.

Just as a word of warning—don't guess at the

powder charge.

Editor.

The 45-70 at Long Range.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept.,

In looking over a copy of your interesting

magazine of July 1920, I noted on page 182
in your "reply" about the Winchester .45-70
that you considered it a very good range gun,
and stopped there leaving the impression on
your reacjers that the cartridge was purely
a short range, affair.

Now, my falker was considered quite a
shot and at ranges of 70li. 800 and 1000 yards
using the 405 grain bullet fo, 700 to 800 and the
500 grain bulletforlOOO yards he was able to
produce scores of 47 and 48 out of 50 frequent-
ly.wth enough 49's to make it interesting.

It is a useful and powerful cartridge and can,
having a straight shell, be easily reloaded
with the following bullets—300 grain Express.
330 Grain Gould Hollow Point, 405 Marliii
Flat Point or Winchester Round or "Big Dick
500 grains who knocks them down so that
they st;iy put." These bullets are all accurate
at the the various ranges, the light ones at
300 yards and as they get heavier the range
increases, while the striking energj- does not
fall ofT so rapidly as with lighter bullets.

Hope this «ill interest you, "Winchester
.45-70" and your readers. No, I am, not a
subscriber but am a fairly constant rea«ler.

Dr. F. Bourne Lake,
Boston, Mass.

Reply—Yon wUl understand of course that
my reply in the July Lssue of Rod and Gun to
the inquiry of .45-70 treated of the .45.-70 for
game shooting and not for target shooting.
I am very well a^varo that the .45-70 was one
of the most popular calibres for use for long
range target shooting for a great many
years and that most excellent scores were
made with it but this fact docs not make it of
any use for g.ame shooting at long range.
The man who will use a .45-70 for game shoot-
in" at 300 to 500 yards is seriously hniulicapp-

ing himself because the cartridge has too

high a trajectory over 150 yards to be of very

much use for killing game in the hands of

anyone but a most excellent shot and a super-

expert estimator of distance.

The 45-70 will kill game if you can hit it and
for use up to 150 yards I doubt if there are a

half dozen cartridges used in America that

can equal it in actual killing power but it is

not a good long range gun for game shooting.

I believe that you will agree with me about

these deficiencies of the .45-70 for long range

game shooting.

Designing a Gun Rack.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Depty,

Would be pleased^if any of your readera or

yourself could assist me in the designing of

a gun rack. The kind I want, is one where
I can see my guns. I have several sets of

deer horns and think they would work in,

but how, is what I want to know.

Maybe some reader has had previous exper-

ience along this line and would be kind

enough to enlighten me with a few ideas which
will be very much appreciated.

R. W. Fairman,
Toronto, Ontario.

Reply—Will someone who has built gun
racks please give Mr. Fairman a good descrip-

tion of the best type to hold from 4 to 6 guns.

Editor.

Various Rifles for Deer and Moose.
Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept.,

I am thinking of buying a gun for deer and
moose and am undecided between—a .35

Remington Automatic, .250-3000 Savage,
.30-30, or .303.

Personally, I have a leaning toward the
automatic .35. but would apt)reciate your
valuable opinion on- this matter. Some tell

me however that the .250-3000 is the strongest.

R. W. Anderson.

Reply—This inquiry involves the personal
opinion of the Editor, more than ballistic

infonnation; but, I believe it should be
answered from the slaadpoinl of ballistics,

rather than from the standpoint requested.
For moose I would prefer the cartridges

mention in the following ratio;—.35 automat-
ic, .303 Savage, .250-3000, .30-30 Savage.
For deer I would prefer the same ratio, except-
ing for some purposes I might prefer the .250
to the .35 automatic. I would prefer a
cartridge of the type of the .30-1906, 180 to
any of those mentioned. 1 believe it is a
mistake to use a very light bulloi on moose, but
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Cross salion of pine showing 13-inch penetration
oj Dominion 30-30 Soft Point.

Steel rait showing holelmade by
Dominion 30-30 Soft Point. ^

Penetration
and Speed
^that is why the new Dominion
30-30 MetalHc Cartridge immedi-
ately won its merited position as

a sporting cartridge.

through 13 inches of softlpine,

across grain.——through ;? s" steel plate.

through a steel rail.

200 feet more per second.

—These are records of the new
Dominion 30-30—undisputed, un-

challenged—which make the

Dominion 30-30

Soft Point Smokeless

the first choice of users of 30-30 rifles.

—This is the cartridge which has a

velocity of 2,187 feet per second, and

the penetration shown in the illustra-

tions, a genuine high velocity cart-

ridge with the shocking power de;

manded by big game hunters.

Dominion Cartridge Co.
Head Office, Montreal

Halifax Toronto
Edmonton

Sudbury Winnipeg
Vancouver

H-inch steel plate showing penelfa-

ifon of Dominion 30-30Soft Point.
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the .250-3000 Savage rifles are so very handy

and easy to carry and shoot with, that the

excellence of the rifle to a large extent makes

up for the deficiencies of the cartridge. All

of the cartridges mentioned have their strong

and weak points, and which to select depends

to a large extent, as to whether you prefer-

a

high velocity small bore, or Ihe 2000 fs type

of rifle.

Editor.

The .405 Winchester.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dipt.,

I am thinking of buying a .405 Winchester,

but I do not know much about it so I am
asking your advice on it.

Is the .405 rifle for moose, deer and caribou?

Has the .405 Winchester more hitting

power than the .250-3000 Savage and the .303

Savage?

\Vhat is the hitting power of the .30-30

Remington?
Is the .30-30 Remington strong enough for

moose?
Axel, .\nderson.

Reply—The .105 caliber Winchester is the

most powerful rifle both theoretically and

practically that is made in this country.

It is, undoubtedly, the most effective .American

rifle for use on moose, caribou and other heaxy

game.

At 100 yards the .405 Winchester has an

energy of 2464 ft. lbs.; at 100 yards, the .2.50

Savage has an energj' of 1375 ft. lbs.; and most

of the commercial .250 cartridges do not give

a velocity of more than 2800 f. s, so that the

energy would not be more than about 1200 ft.

lbs. at ItX) yards. From this you can see

that, theoretically, the .405 is twice as power-

ful as the .250, at the average game range. I

believe that actually, it would be more than

twice as powerful, because the .405 Winchester

has a heav>' bullet which would smash bones,

while the .250-3000 has a very light bullet

which does not have very good penetration.

The .30-30 Remington, otherwise know nas

the .30 Remington Rimless would have an
energy at 100 yards of about 1150 f s, so

that it would be much the same as the .250

Savage. Either of these latter rifles are more
pleasant to shoot than the .405 Winchester,
due to the very much lighter recoil, but they
do not have the smashing power of the .405.

Editor.

The .45 S. A. Colt

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dcpt.,

, Here is a question for your Guns and

Ammunition Department. In the February

number is noted a question by David .\.

Schemnitz, of Toronto, Ontario., Page 1050

1051, concerning the S. \. Colt Revolver.

Your answer has caused me to lay awake

nights. While I am not bias in this respect,

yet the S. A. Colt is my choice of revolver.

Your answer is in part as follows: "I do not

believe it will prove as good a targetweapon as

some of the other models of Colt and Smith

& Wesson .\nus which permit of a cleaner

and shorter s.veep of the ha;n:ner."

Now I don't doubt, that comparing the

special target models with the S. A. Colt

but what itwould be out done at the targets.

Nor yet, to compare the .22 Single shot or the

.38 Special. But the single action. Colt can

be had in target model by special 'order. I

have one in .45 Caliber, and I have good reason

to believe that it is very accurate.

But here is the question: Will you define

what is meant by a "cleaner sweep of the

hammer" as compared with the Colts and

S. & W. modern revolvers?

Trusting that you won't loose so much sleep

as I have over this, I remain yours for Rod
and Gun in Canada.

Chas. E. Hastings.

Vancouver. B. C.

Reply—I did not expect that my reply about

the single action Colt would cause anyone to

lose any sleep. What I referred to was that

all expert target shots that I have met, and
I have met a good many of them, prefer the

handling and the trigger pull of the .38

Specials to the .45 Single Action. In spite

of all that we hear and see written about
the .45 Colt being such a wonderful weapon
I have neve^ actually met an expert revolver

shot who used one of them for target shooting,

and I think you will find that the percentage

is so small that there is really no use in

comparing the .45 Colt single Action with
the .38 Officers' Model or .\rmy Special

or Smith & Wesson Model 1905 or even
with the .45 Colt New Service target

although the 45 Single Action has made
targets which probably would compare
very well with the .45" New Service.

Personally I like the shape of the stock of the
Colt Single .\ction. When you have said

that you have said about everything that is

to be said in favor of the weapon, except
in the matter of strength, and very few people
buy a revolver simply because it is strong.

All of the Colt and Smith & Wesson revolv-

era are strong enough and it is my opinion
that for average shooting, and in fact for
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You Save Middlemen's Profits
when you order

Guaranteed

By Mail, "Direct from
Trapper to Wearer"
Because we buy the Raw Furs

direct from the trappers for cash, i

Then we select the best and make
them up into beautiful Hallam Guar-
anteed Fur Garments A\hich we sell

direct by mail to you.
This docs away with all middlemen's pi"-

fits and cxpeiises, so that Hallam's prices are
very low.

No matter where you live in Canada you
can take advantage of our mail order service,

the prices are the same to everybody—cvcrj'-

whcre. You are sure of satisfaction, for

Hallam's guarantee is to satisfy or refund the
money. No questions arc asked. You are
the only judge.

<--

pP F"F Hallam's 1921 Book of Fur Fash-
ions. In this lioautifully illustriilcd

l)ook you will lind what leading people will be wearing this

season. The articles are illustrated from genuine photo-
graphs of Ilallani Furs, Coats and Sets as Ihoy really ap-
pear i>n live neople. The book contains 48 pages and is

crammed full with bargains from cover to cover. Send
for your copy to-day. It will be gladly mailed free on
request.

rhe coat or mulT illustrated here will be promptly sent you on
receipt of money—satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.

Address in full as below

(Department No. 662)

Limitctl

TORONTO

Handsome coat of Hudson Coney,
trimmed with finest Natural Austra-
lian Opossum. It is 36 ins. long;
lined with silk poplin and finished

with sailor shawl collar and full

belt. The Opossum trimming con-
trasts beautifully with rich black fur

and makes a lovelv garment. M230.
Delivered to you $247.50.

Australian Opossum Muff to match,
melon shape, lined with velvet, and
a soft down bed. Complete with
cord and ring. M23I. Delivered
to you $49.50.

L

The Largest in our Line in Canada
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almost any shooting, a man is very foolish

to buy a .45 Single Action in preference to

such a really excejient weapon as the .38 Colt

Officers' Model or Smith and Wessen Model

1905. To my way of thinking it is like compar-

ing a $2.00 watch to a $100.00 watch for

workmanship. There may be some people

who must use a revolver for a tack hammer
and sometimes for a hatchet and then occas-

ionally as a revolver and possibly even as a

club, but I think you will find that that

number is constantly decreasing and for thai

reason I believe it is better to advise the use

of a revolver of good workmanship which

uses a cartridge of moderate power so that

the marksman is likely to hit something when
he shoots "at it. The truth of the matter is

that the average man will do most wonderful-

ly poor shooting with a .45 caliber revolver

and the fact that a few experts by plenty of

practice are able to do reasonably good

shooting with it does not prove that it is a

good weapon to suggest for the use of ordinary

marksmen.
We have had so much literature about the

part that the .45 Colt has played in civilizing

originally uncivilized parts of Canada and
the United States that the weapon has

acquired a popularity that 1 do not believe

is deserved. The truth of the matter is

that in recent years this good old gun has

been very largely superceded by weapons
of more modern design, most of which are

made by the Colt Co.

Editor.

The 32 Special in a 32-40.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept..

A friend of mine has a .32-40 Winchester
rifle which he wants to sell me. He has been
using 32 Winchester Special ammunition in

the .32-40 rifle.

Will you kindly advisemeif it is satisfactory

to use the 32 W. S. ammunition in the .32-40

Winchester rille? Will it damage the gun?
Was out last night to try it and fired some
32-40 Dominion cartridges and also some of

the 32 Winchester special ammunition, but
the W. S. carried up better.

P. E. Finch,

Viking, Alberta.

lieply—You can readily see whether the

.32-40 Winchester has been injured by using

32 special cartridges by noticing whether
the lands of the rifle are badly worn at the

breech. Clean the rifle carefully and look

carefully through it from the breech toward a

strong light. In case it is a solid frame rifle.

put a piece of white paper in the breech then

look from the muzzle and you might be able

to see something, but I doubt very much
if you can tell, unless you can look through

the barrel from the breech. I have never

heard of anyone using 32 Special ammunition

in the .32-40 and would certainly not recom-

mend it. There is no reason to suppose that

this combination would be accurate.

The 32 special would of course carry up

better than the .32-40 bec|use the velocity

is much higher, unless you use the .32-40

high power cartridge which should not be

used inWinchester rifles with soft steel barrels.

If the action of your rifle is good and strong

and the barrel is in good condition, there

is no reason why you should not buy it.

Editor.

Reloading Information.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept.,

Last fall I bought a .22 Hi-Power Savage,

and although I have never tried it on large

game, it seems to me that the bullet is not

large enough to give the necessary shock

that will knock a big buck or a black bear

out at the first shot, unless it went through

the brains. But I must say that I like this

rifle on account of its light weight, light

recoil, flat trajectory and high velocity.

It is also a very good arm for small game, and

the ammunition is cheaper than for the others.

I have been in correspondence with the

Savage A^rms Corporation, and they tell me
that they have never recommended this

rifle for anything larger than deer and black

bear, but that, by actual hunting experience

it has been found effective on such animals

as grizzly bears and moose, but I have not

the information as to how -many shots it

took to kUl these large animals. I am desir-

ous of inflicting the minimum amount of

suffering, and want to kill the animal at the

first shot, or at least stop it so its suffering

can be ended immediately by the second shot

through the brain. Do you think this rifle

is good enough? I have had opinions that

is it just as good as the .30-30 or .32 Special.

Last month I saw an article in your maga-
zine about using the .30 caliber 150 grain

pointed soft nose spitzer bullet in the .303

Savage. Could this bullet be used in the

.30-30 Winchester and Savage wth 33.5

grain No. 16 Du Pont powder, and what would
be the trajectory at ranges up to 500 yards,

also the energ> at the muzzle and 100 yards?
Would this be a safe load, and could the cart-

ridges be use'd in the magazine of both rifle
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You know that the Savage ten-shot auto-

matic aims as easily as pointing your lineer.

The shape of its handle—often imitated, but

Vinning Target

1 ne snape or us uaimic u.i.c.» >.."v"..--, --

never equalled—does that. Here is the absolute,

world-beating proof that the Savage shoots as

straight as it points.

rantain T K I cc US. R.. has ' won the Pocket

n..ow!"cMon^^% of the United States with the .380

RxVAGE .Automatic. Model 1917.

This is ine first time in the history of the United states

Revolver .\ssocialion that any automatic pistol has beaten

the revolver. It is the greatest target victor>- that any

automatic pistol has ever won.

It proves that the longer barrel and 'he locked bre^h

give the Savage not only higher velocity and greater power,

than any other pistol can gel with the same ammunition,

but also much greater accuracy.

A miniature reproduction of Captain Lee;s rhampionship

group is here shown Standard .XmenVan TarBet-twentv

Vards—five .=i-shot strings, each in a 20.sccond lime limit

—score 213.
, f

Remember that the Savage is the Champion Pocket Uun.

.32'calibre. 3H i"- barrel 19 ounces. 11 sMs. J2|.00

.380 calibre. 4M in. barrel. 22 owces. 10 slr'ts. S26.0O

See it at vour dealer's, or write Dcpt. K-1 for de.«ription

If vour dealer cannot supply it. we will ship one prepaid

onreceipt of money-order for price.

Sav!;vc3E .\]R>is Corporation*
Sl,an>n. Pa. Utica, N. Y. ChicopeeFaUs. Mass.

lisecutivo and Export Olliccs, 50 Church Street.

New \ork City

Owners and Operators o

J. Stevens .\rms Company. Chicopee Falls. Mass.
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or only in the Savage. It seems to me that

this would be a very effective load for large

game if I should decide to exchange the .22

Hi-Power for a heavier one?

What is the best alloy for cast bullets to use

in these Hi-Power rifles for target practice and

sanall game; is tin or antimony the best

to mix with the lead, or some of each, and how
much of each? Which is the heaviest and

toughest, and least liable to scrape off in the

barrel.

C. J. Johnston,

Montreal, Canada.

Reply—The .22-Hi-Power Savage is, of

course, very light for moose shooting, although

occasionally we find someone who uses it

for that purpose. Some times it is successful

and some times they are failures, depending

considerably upon how the moose must be

hit. Personally, I would never recommend
such a light cartridge for this use.

The 150 grain soft point spitzer bullet

makes a good load in the .303 Savage. It

could also be used in the .30-30 Winchester
and Savage with the load you mention of

33. ,5 grains of DuPont No. 16. The muzzle
velocity would be approximately 2400 f s.

The 500 yards trajectory would be something
like y2 io \i like that of the factory load.

The only way you can use this in the Win-
che.ster would be—one cartridge in the barrel

and one in the magazine,'but the Savage would
handle the usual magazine full.

A good alloy for cast bullets is—10 parts of

tin, 10 parts of antimony and 80 parts of

lead. 10 of tin and 90 of lead also makes a

very good alloy. The antimony is harder

to melt and is inclined to make the bullet

brittle if too much of it is used, but it is

tougher than tin. All of them will lead

more or less, and the solution of the problem
is—to use cast bullets with low velocity

loads or metal cased ones exclusively.

At the present price of tin, antimony, and
gas or coal, you do not save very much in

using cast bullets unless you fire thousands
of shots a year.

Editor.

A Rifle for Deer and Moose.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Depl.,

I intend going on a moose and deer hunt
this coming season and wish to have a little

information as to what kind of a rifle to use.

Which of the following ^^inchesters would
you prefer—.30-30. .LI-IO. .38-55 or the .45-70

Which of the four would have the most
stopping power on such game as moose and

deer? I prefer the .44 Winchester, which is

sighted for 2000 yards and has a point blank

range of 250. What is your opinion on it's

2000 yard shooting and it's point blanl^

range off 250 yards? Do you think the .44

is as accurate as either of the other three

which I have mentioned?

\ friend of mine has a .44-10 and he uses

the soft point smokeless cartridges. Can you
purchase the same size, loaded with cordite

and would it be safe a load for the Winchester?

James T. Naupfts.,

Halifax,' N.S.

Rfpli/—Of the rifles mentioned I would
prefer the .45-70 for deer and moose, but I

would be satisfied with the .30-30 for deer

alone. The .44 Winchester or any other

.44-40 lifle is absolutely worthless for shooting

at 2000 yards. It does not have a point

blank range at 250 yards by any means. If

you purchase this caliber rifle, do not sight

it for a longer range than 100 yards and then

be prepared to hold over your game or raise

your rear sight on longer shots. The same is

true of any of the cartridges that you have
mentioned, excepting the .30-30 which has a

somewhat flatter trajectory.

I would pirefer a rifle shooting a cartridge

like the .35 Remington automatic, the .30-

1906 with the 180 or 220 grain bullet, or the

.35 or .405 caliber Winchester. All of the

guns that you have mentioned will kill

both deer and moose if you hit your game
right, at short range. Some of them are

rather light for use on moose. The .45-70

would prove a much better killer than the

others you have mentioned, but it is losing

popularity in the favor of the sinall bore
high velocity rifle of about .30 caliber.

Editor.

How to Keep From Losing Crippled Game.

During the past years I have owned and
used nearly all of the highpower rifles made
in America, and English rifles costing up to

•SI 50.00. The rifle I now use is a .44-40

Carbine and I get all of my deer and killed

three bears with a hit in the head. The 4 1-40

is just as good as anything and no meat is

spoiled, while, a fox worth $300, shot with a

.14 is worth something, and if shot with
a .303 and .35, etc., it is worth nothing. The
.44 holds twelve cartridges W'hile the others
hold only five or six. I believe that the .44-40

H. V. is good for anything in Ontario. I

have put four shots with a .405 into a moose
before I got him, and have always got my
game by following this practice when hunting:
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THE BRILLIANT
SEARCH LIGHT

For Hunting, Trapping, Fishing, Etc.

The only lamp designed for this purpose. Sl.ines 300 to

600 feet. Burns carbide at a cost of about }4 of 1 cent an
hour. Single or double lens. On the market 18 years
Illustrated catalog mailed free on request, and we will give you the
name of our nearest Dealer. .Sold by the leading Canadian Fur
Houses, and Hardware & Sporting Goods Dealers.

BRILLIANT SEARCH LIGHT MFG. CO., 529 So. Dearborn, Dept. 5, Chicago, III.

If You Enjoy Good Coffee
DO THIS-

Order some "SEAL BRAND" m.ide from the

choicest upland berries, grown in luxurious tropic

hills, full of spicy nourishment and stimulating

fragrance—the beans cleaned, blended and toasted

with rare skilL

SEAL BRAND
Then in making, allow a tablespoonful of coffee to

each cup desired, pour boiling water on it, simmer

five minutes, clear with a dash of cold water.

Your dealer sells "SEAL BRAND", whole,

ground, and fine-ground, in I2, 1 and 2-lb.

tins, hermeticallj' sealed, so that the

coffee reaches you rich in its

original strength.

CHASE fa. SANBORN
MONTREAL. 8

COOEY RIFLES
cc

22CAL. CANUCK MODEL
The "ACE" of 22 Calibre Rifles

MADE IN CANADA BY the

H. W. COOEY MACHINE & ARMS CO.. TORONTO. CAN.
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If I fire at a deer or moose and think that

I hit hini and he runs away, this is what I do

—

1 go right to where he was standing or running

and look around and see if I can find any

blood on the ground. If some is found, I

sit down and take a smoke for ten or fifteen

minutes and then get up and walk slowly

along the trail watching closely for signs of

blood. The chances are that after the deer

or moose is hit, he will run not over 100 to

200 yards and then lie down. Then the first

thing he does is listen and look back on his

back track to see if anything is coming

after htm, he will immediately jump up and

run off as soon as he sees^or hears it coming

and will continue this procedure as long as

sufTicent strength is left to keep it up. If

the hunter will wait fifteen minutes or so

the game is easily found lying down within

100 or 200 yards and is usually dead or so

weak from loss of blood that it cannot get up.

In this way it is easy to secure the game and

it saves losing many cripples and much hard

work.

As 999 out of every 1000 deer are killed

within 100 yards of the shooter, the .44-40

Carbine is strong enough.

I have tried this method of hunting in

over fifty cases, and always get my deer and

I believe i£ other hunters would follow the

same prodecure they would be more successful.

An Old Deer Hunter.

GOOD ONTARIO SCORES.
The rifle matches are commencing for the

faJl season: and although the opening matches

usually show poor results through lack of

practice, the Burlington and Dundas clubs

were the exceptions as will be seen by the

following scores. They used the standard

Canadian 25 yard target for .22 calibre rifles:

1st shoot of August 26th|at the Burlington

range, 12 men, 5 consecutive shots.

Dundas Burlington.

R.DjTiient 47 R.-Harradance 47

C. Wilson 47 G. Elsam 46

W. F. Patterson ... 47 W. B. Ford 46

D. Moore 46 J. McCay 45

A. Book.' 46 T. Mc^err 45

M. Brooks 43 W. Jennings 45

H.Thompson 4.3 P. Brookinge 42

S. Hughes 41 A. Ford 40

R. Kelly 40 J. Robinson 42

A. Mason 40 L. J Smith 39

W. Van Mere 40 F. Blessinger 38

J. McNeice 40 W.Metcalfe 38

Total 510 Total 513

Second match at Dundas on Sept. Sth.^

9 men, 7 consecutive shots.
' Dundas.

W.F.Patterson. . 70

C. E. Dickson 68

H. Thompson 67

W. Van Mere 66

H. Buttrum 65

.T. McNeice 64

S. Hughes 64

R. DjTTient 60

A. Mason 60

Burlington

J.McCay 68

W. B. Ford 67

W. Jennings 67

T. McKeer 67

G. Elsam 67

W. Metcalfe 67

A. Harradance 66

P. Brookinge 65

J. Robinson 65

Total 584 Total .599

Another Extinct Bird

Editor Rod and Gun in Canada.

Having read the story of the^ Passenger

Pigeon, in September Magazine, as being

extinct or gone for ever, I thought I would ask

about another bird of fame and game, and
the finest of shooting birds. It is called the

Marlin. I shot these fine birds about fifteen

to eighteen years ago, in California, near Los
Angeles. You could go anywhere, in the
fields of Fillarea, Grass Fillarea as we should
call it, and jump them up; singles and doubles
sometimes four and five at a time, they act

like a curlew, or peewhit, if you killed a few
out of the band, in flights, and leave a cripple

to decoy, you could clear the rest of them out

quicker than I could write this little storj',

but I have never slaughtered them myself
like that, w^hen I thought I had enough of

the birds to eat and take home, I quit at that.

I remember well, when I could shoot all day
at them and could have killed hundreds, but
I never was a game hog and don't like one.
In those daj's there was no limit that I know
of, on these birds in California. I think this

bird is also extinct and gone for ever; perhaps
some of your readers could throw some light

on the Marlin Bird if you publish this little

story of mine.

Yours respectfully,

Henry E. Simon.
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The Out-of-Doop
Man Knows

He knows that his best defence against cold weather
and ill health is in a suit of fine, dean, pure wool, that

fits comfortably and does not irritate the skin. That is

why he' chooses

—

46 kh

CEETEE
THE PURE WOOL

UNDERCLOTHING
THAT WILL NOT SHRINK
"THE WOOLLEN UNDERWEAR

WITHOUT THE ITCH"

"CEETEE" is finer and lighter than ordinary under-

wear, made onlv from the very finest Merino wool, scoured

and^combed until it is absolutely clean.

"CEETEE" is knitted, on special machines, to fit the*

cun.'es of the body. That is why it fits so comfortably.

Order it from vour dealer

—

Look for the sheep on ever\- garment.
^

>»



The Game Laws from the Standpoint of the Fur Dealer

AsCHER Pierce

Address Delivered al the Wild Life Conference in Montreal, February, 1920

'T'HE rapid advance in the price of furs

within .the past few years, and the unpre-

cedented demand for them bj' the public,

their use in summer, as well as in winter, for

ornamental, as well as for useful, purposes

has brought about such an exploitation of the

fur industn,' that it behooves us to be extremely

careful and zealous of its protection.

The game laNvs which are found on the

statute books of our province have, of course,

been enacted for the protection of the fur-

bearing animals. As in the case of all laws,

those most directly afl'ected by them often

find them very troublesome, but in all civil-

ized communities it is now a well-recognized

principle that the interests of the state

predominate over the 'private interests of

the individual.

Knacted with the above object in view,

the game laws alTect the interests of the

sportsman, hunter, trapper and dealer direct-

ly, and the public al large, to a greater or

lesser degree, indirectly. The interests of

these differ!ent classes are not always the same
and, on the surface, they sometimes seem even

to clash.

From a commercial and economic stand-

point, there is no doubt that it is in the

interests of the public that there should

be a plentiful .supply of furs, and that they

should be able to procure them at reasonable

prices. The best way of keeping down
prices is, of. course, a plentiful supply of furs.

From a historical and sentimental stand-

point, it is sullicient to point out that the fur

business is Canada's oldest industry. It goes

back to the earliest days of Canadian history

when Canada was still under the French flag

and even before the time when the French

king gave to the company of One Hundred
.\ssociates, amongst other rights and privileges

a monopoly of the Canadian fur trade.

In the interests of science, also, our fur-

bearing animals should not be exposed to

ruthless and indiscriminate slaughter, thereby

bringing about their extinction.

Important as the game laws are, however,
to the persons abovementioned, they aremost
important to the fur dealer. The fur industry

is his very bread and butter. He is the one
who enables the hunters and trappers to

market the products of the chase, and the

consumers to procure the furs so earnestly

desired by them.

Whilst the other classes have only their

special interests to consider and regard the

game laws only from their own special stand-
point, the fur dealer must necessarily take a

broader view and conception of the situation

and consider the intcr^-sts of the community
at large. It is in his interest, as well as in the

interest of all the other classes, to demand the

enactment of laws wliich would bring about
theexploitationof the fur trade to the maxi-
nmm, consistent, however, with the retention

of the fur industry as a permanent asset to

Canada. To deplete our foiests of fur-bearing

animals would mean to the fur trade "Killinc
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Target on the UJi iiio\i.s the pos-
sible score of 100, plus a 5, made
atlOCOyards by Lt. L A. Yamo;
U. S. N., tn ivinning the H'':m-

bledon Cup Match.

Target on the right shoivs the pos-

sible score of 100, plus a 5, made
at 1000 yards by Mr. R. ff.

Stoics, D. C. Ci'vilian Team, in

ivinning second place in the

Wimbledon Cup Match

Hercules Powder
Makes New World's Records

in N. R. A. Matches

IN the N. R. A. and Ohio State Matches held at Camp
Perry, Ohio, August 11th to 19th inclusive, Hercules Pow-

der was used in making three new World's Records at 1000
yards, and by nearly all of the winners of the high places in

the most important long range matches. In each of these

competitions riflemen were allowed to use any ammunition

they preferred.

In the world famous Wimbledon Cup Match, the winners of

the high six places, among 800 entries, all shot Hercules Pow-
der. These scores included two possibles of 100, plus a 5,

three 99' s, and a 98.. They are the only possible scores ever

made in the Wimbledon Cup Match.

In addition to iii.ilcing a clean sweep in this long range championship,

Hercules Powder was used by the winners of 1st and 3rd places in the

Catrow Cup Match, 2nd and 3rd in the Members Match, 1st in the

Governor's Cup Match, 2nJ and 3rd in the Leech Cup Match, 1st in

the Presidents Match with a record score of 296 out of 300, 1st in the

Herrick Trophy Match with a record score of 1735, ai^d' 1st, 2;id, 3rd,

and 4th in the Adjutant General's Cup Match. In winning this match,

Mr. John Hcssion scored 10 consecutive bullseves at 900 yards and 31

consecuti\e bullseyes at 1000 yards, making a new World's Record for

consecutive bullseyes at 1000 yards, in match shooting.

No such scores have ever before been made in National Competitions.

HERCULES POWDEJ^ CO.

1023 Orange Street

Wilminetcn Delaware
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the goose which lays the golden egg."' It is

clear, therefore, thai to the fur dealer all laws

governing the hunting and trapping of the

fur-bearing animals and the marketing of

their skins are of the utmost importance.

The effectiveness of the laws on the statute

books of the different provinces for the pro-

tection of fur-bearing animals is, of course, a

matter which should be carefully studied

by, and be under the constant supervision of,

naturalists and experts who are familiar with

the life, habits and character of our fur-bearing

animals. It is not my purpose to point out

the defects of the present game laws, but I

may perhaps be permitted to draw your

attention to some means whereby they may
be made more effective.

According to the laws of the province of

Quebec (Article 2312 R.S.Q.) it is permitted

to hunt muskrats between November 1 and

June 1 north of the oOth parallel of latitude.

South of that parallel, the close season is

between November 1 and May 1. In the

interests of the animal, as well as in the

interests of the trade, the open season should

only be, say, during the months of March and

April. It is true that the muskrat becomes

prime in January. In our severe cold w'inters,

however, when the lakes and rivers become

frozen over, the muski^ts generally build

themselves houses, except in some parts

where they live in burrows. The hunter who
follows them in Januarj' and February often

destroys their houses and kills the whole

of the family. From the market standpoint,

the skin of the fall rat in Canada is poor and

is not very profitable. As a result there is

grave danger that, unless sufficient protection

be given to the muskrat, this valuable animal

will in time become depleted without any

benefit, either to the fur dealer or the trapper of

the community at large.

In the past, it was found necessary to limit

the open season for muskrats to one month
during the year in order to give them more
protection. With theii" increase it was
apparently found that the open season might

be lengthened. Would it not be worth while

again to examine the situation to see whether,

in the best interests of all concerned, the

open season should not again be shortened?

The same remarks are also applicable to the

beaver, otter, mink and other fur-bearing

animals.

Since November the 1st, 1917, the open
season for beaver has been from November 1

to April 1. It is a question if, under the

circuiDstances, the open season should not be

shortened, tomake it, say, from November 15.

The prices for the skins of animals killed in

the close season are so low that there is no

doubt that it would really be in the best

interest of all concerned it the close season

were lengthened. Better skins would be

the rule which of course would mean h^her
jirices to the hunter and trapper, more profit

1 the dealer, and better value for the money to

the public. ,

Another subject that requires attention

is the enforcement of the game laws. Article

2312 R.S.Q. forbids the hunting of the animals

therein mentioned during the close season,

while article 2339 R.S.Q. proN^ides fines and
penalties to fur dealers who are found in

possession of skins of animals killed in the

close season and, in addition, makes such skins

liable to confiscation. From legal standpoint,

it would therefore appear that the hunter,

trapper and dealer are, theoretically at least,

on an equal footing.

I do not know, however, if the same degree

of watchfulness, is exercised by the game
inspectors over th^hunters and trappers as

over the fur dealers. Under the law, half of

the fine belongs to the prosecutor. As a

result, the game inspectors find it more
profitable to watch the warehouse of the fur

dealers than to Avatch the hunters or trappers.

If the game wardens exercised an effective

super\;ision to prevent the illegal killing of the

animals during the close season, it would strike

the evil at its root.

I do not absolve from blame the fur dealers

who buy skins of animals killed during the

close season. Many dealers, especially the

smaller ones, are short-sighted regarding this

matter.

Those in authority might also bring to the

attention of the fur dealers the reasons why it.

is in their own interests that the game laws

enacted for the protection of the fur-bearing

animals be respected, and the dep^lorable

results which must inevitably follow to the

fur trade and fur dealer unless such laws in

fact prevail.

Certain species of valuable fur-bearing

aninjals have become extinct'or are threatened

with extinction through ruthless and indis-

criminate slaughter. Let us hope that we shall

profit by the lessons of the past and that in

future, there will be hearty co-operation be-

tween all the interests engaged in the fur

trade so as to retain permanently this first

and lucrative Canadian industry.

This, in my humble opinion, should be the
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Kills Squeaks—Prevents Rust]

^\^len you're off for a few clays' trip be

sure there's a hnndy can of Imperial House-
hold Lubricant in your outfit.

Just a thin film of this clean mineral oil

is sufficient to protect your guns or fishing

tackle from rust. It contains ino free

acid to harm the choicest equipment. Will

not gum or corrode.

The four-ounce handy oiler with the con-

vertible spout is especially convenient for

oiling phonographs, sewing machines, door

hinges, or typewriters. Imperial House-

hold Lubricant keeps everything around

the home running smoothly. Ask tor it

at any Hardwa.-e or General Store.

IMPERIAL OIL LIMITED
Power Heat Light Lubrication

OCK
N°44

- Givesyoaafeelineo! real comfort and

the assurance ol perfect piolection while

exercisine- Opening beneath Patent

Bap A. Small amount ol material be-

tween thishs C. Perfect pooch B. Welt-

bound webbine. Can be cleaned br

boiling without Injurr to rubber. Fiu

perfectly. Can't mb or chafe. Ftnest

quality elastic webbing. Ask yoor dealer,

and if hi will not supply yon wilh

MIZPAH JOCK No. 44, send us $1.50

and waist meisotement and we will send by mail.

rhe Walter F. Ware Co. Dept. C. Phila.. Pa.

lakers of the Celebrated Sanito Suspeosory^^SO

OPERATIONS
UNNECESSARY
HEPATOLA removes Gall Stones, cor-

rects Appendicitis in 24 hours without pain.

Registered under Pure Food and Drug Act.

^ SOLE MANUFACTURER

Mrs. Geo. S. Almas
230 4th Ave. S. Saskatoon, Sask.

Box 1073

ITHACA
WINS

Tools Randall of the
vaudeville shooting
teara "The Randalls
v.nn the Woman's
( ' rand American Han-
dicap in 1919 and
aeain in 1920. Mrs.
Harry Harrison fin-

ished second this year.
Both shoot Ithacas.

CaUJoffoe Free

rviuble srons for game
::-li>.00 up.

Mnf^e barrel trapguns
, :..00 up.

Ithaca Gqd Co.

Ithaca, N. Y.

Box u
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purpose, object and scope of our game laws,

and I am satisfied that if the government will

bring the proper light to bear upon the fur

dealers, they will be lirst to do all in their power

to see that the provincial game laws are

obeyed both in letter and in spirit.

Protection from the Song Bird List of Upland Game Birds

E. R. Kerr

MANY years ago when Bob-White first

arrived in Essex County and other

Lake Erie points and ultimately spread

throughout South Western Ontario, the

sportsmen of those days were exceedingly keen

for, and interested in, the sport of upland

game bird shooting. This they enjoyed with

their fanner friends and spent many pleasant

days afield in the fall of the year.

Over-shooting by both urban and rural

residents coupled with severe winters and

attacks by predatory birds and animals de-

manded and ushered in periodical closed

seasons. As a slight increase in quail _ the

following year was notable, all proclaimed

that the closed season of the previous year

had worked wonders and restored in Ontario

the noble sport of upland game shooting, and

an open season of two weeks instead of one

month was declared. The whittling down
process was continued until only a remnant

seed stock demanded and obtained a long

closed season and the ban again put on to

expire in 1923.

Have the sportsmen of Ontario really los(

interest in upland game birds? Have the

sportsmen of OntariOi during the past seven

or eight years of closed season, caulioxisly pro-

te.ctcd their reputations and carefully studied

the quail and other upland game situation in

South Western Ontario? It is true that some
of the sportsmen of Essex and Middlesex

have. In Essex County, notably the Miner
Farm and Point Pclee, Boij-While is holding

his own and increasing splendidly due in

great measure to the periodical and consistent

attention of Game Warden Finlayson and
Mr. F. H. Conover on Point Pelee and Mr.

Miner on the Kingsville Game Reservation,

of which Mr. ^Tiner^s farm forms the present

most important part, to "whittling down"
and "extermination" of predatory birds and
animals. Throughout the balance of the

quail belt, witli the exception of 1.5,000 acres

held and controlled by approximately one

hundred and fifty sportsmen fanners of

C.landeboye who are constantly and intcrest-

i-dly engaged during (he winter months in

f «ding and sheltering of upland game birds

and protecting them from attacks and de-

predations by crows, all owls and hawks,

weasels, etc., etc. Predaceous birds now far

outnumber the upland game birds. If both

urban and rural sportsmen do not at least

express an anxiety for closer relationship and

communication and understanding as to the

future, and jointly prepare a systematic at-

tack on predatory birds and animals and un-

scrupulous gunners, they can say "good-bye"

to future upland game shooting in this Pro-

vince.

Some truly sincere and conscientious rural

sportsma'n conservationists and protectionists

express the belief that quail and other upland

game birds should immediately be added to

the "song bird list." Allow me to say most
emphatically that the "song bird list" will

not intji-ease the protection for quail any more
than an eight or ten year closed season has.

The fight now before us is the reduction and
extinction of predatory birds and anin^als

during the winter months. Some naturalists,

ornithologists and other professional men of

note, keenly interested in conservation on a

sane, sound and constructive basis of game
birds, undoubtedly will take me seriously to

task when I assert that the greatest stumbling
block to game protection is the mass of liter-

ature spread far and wide in behalf of the pro-

tection of species of hawks and owls. Wheji
one sees the Marsh Hawk, Red-Shouldered
Hawk and Barred Owl destroy nineteen out

of twenty-five quail, I, for one, seriously doubt
the sincerity and truthfulness of the state-

ments sent out yearly by Government agen-

cies for the "careful" and "cautious" conser-

vation in the interests of agriculture of these

and other species of hawks and owls. To
save Bob-White, the daily consumer of ap-

proximately three hundred and fifty noxious

weed seeds and insects, and increase him suf-

ficiently to guard and ser\'e the interests of

agriculture and alTord future recreation with

the gun for true Ontario sportsmen, both

rural and urban sportsmen must immediately

engage in a mutual and never-ending on-

slaught on all hawks and owls, with the ex-

ception of the Barn On\1, during the winter
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Only three working parts

— the simplest gun made

The lock mcchrir.ism o! Ihe Fox Cun
is thr simplest an<i strongrst known.

The hsinnier strikes the primer direct.

climin:<tinBthe usual delicate, tronble-

some firins pin. Made heavier where

the ere.at«t strain comes—unbreak.1t)le.

The raainsprine »« ro-""'^ *=* '""^ ''"'^!

piano wire, carefully tempered and

tested. It is permanently euarantced

aeainst Lreakage.

The scar is made of special drop-

(orecd steel. It «*» witlistand long.

hSd service, always giving uniform

results. AH parts are guaranteed;

should a defect be lound at any time.

replacement will be made gratis.

—''and this is my Hrst year

of gunning!"

WHEN November brings ibr lure of the open—when you

can hear the call of migrant ducks above the city's din

—

Do you gratify that age-old instinct to go a-hunting.> Or do you

stifle it and deny yourself the pleasure and benefit of a few

wholesome days in the open—days of relaxation in which care

has no place, nights of genuine rest under the stars' Probably

you have been on the point of eoing several times—then make

your start this year.

Much of the enjoyment and success of your trip will depend

upon you: gun. It must be hard-hitting, smooth in action,

dependable, a gun to justify your pride and others' admiration,

and above all it must be perfectly suited to you individually.

Fox Guns combine every desirable feature with the very best of

materials and workmanship—"The Finest Gun in the World."

To help you in your choice, ask for our little booklet on "How

to Choose a Gun."

A. H. FOX GUN COMPANY
4660 N. ISlh ST PHIL.VDELPHIA
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months of tho year. Yes; that is a broad
statement, but it is true. And if some of our
authorities will attire themselves in heavy
clothing and suitable footwear and face the
blizzardly cold and winds of the months of

December, Janiiarj' an3 February, they will

not be very slow in becoming convinced.
Some men will doubt me, but. Jack Miner
will not. •

To meet the situation promptly and eflec-

tively both urban and rural sportsmen of this

Sportsman's Paradise must immediately begin
the organization of urban and rural game pro-
tective associations, study well their respec-
tive districts, and suggest to the govern-
ment that powers essential to a successful
raid on predatory birds and animals be
granted. In addition to this the appoint-
ment of sportsmen District 'Game Wardens
and County Overseers to work in sympathy,
harmony and co-operation with the Game and
Fisheries Department is a truism that cannot
be underestimated or denied.
The urban sportsmen of this Province must

affiliate and join hands with the rural sports-
men and place in their proper category the

devastators and farmer-property disrespect-
ing persons. No one can blame the farmer
for his present impression of and mood toward
tjie word "sportsman." Gates torn from
their hinges and thrown down, domestic
fowl slaughtered by the hundreds, swine,
sheep and cattle, as well as farmers in the
fields husking corn, "peppered" with fine shot,
are crimes against sportdom and a disgrace to
the fraternity of Ontario sportsmen. Is it

any wonder that some farmers, to get even
with Ontario* sportsmen, are seriously con-
sidering elevation to the song-bird list of all

upland game birds? Undoubtedly the pre-
vention of sportsmen 'afield is the aim -and
motive, and I believe it is up to the urban
sportsmen of this Proviiice, the sportsmen
of conscience" and big-mindedness, to take a
greater interest and responsibility in the
interests and welfare of their rural brothers
and ban forever from Ontario fields the snake
in the grass, the outlaw, the devastator and
man that has no respect or conscience.
The bell is ringing in Ontario. Do you

hear it? There is work to be done quickly.
Will you heed it?

Fish Hogs at Work near Port Rowan, Ont.

We have received several reports lately
from readers who have visited the famous
bass grounds at Port Rowan. In each in-
stance they tell of the illegal catches made by
the tourists, princijially from the United
States. The limit for black bass is eight per
day, while some of the informants state that
as many as fifty and sixty are taken in one
day. We are in receipt of the following letter
which should attract the attention of the
Department to the illegal practise.

The Sportin' Editor Rqd & Gun
Dear Sir.—

Fer some spell back, the boys Nvaitin' round
the store fer the mail to be sorted, hev been
atalkin' bout the way them fellers from Buf-
falo, Cleveland an sich places hev bin ashowin'

their breedin' w^hen fishin up Port Rowan
way. It peers thet them America fellers
donU carry a addin' marchine in their outfit,
fer the boys do say thet its nothin to see them
come in with from 40 to 100 bass.
Now from where I set, it looks ez though

you hed better yell "shame"' right smart et
them critters, an jest give them an inklin' of
jest what might happen if the gaine--xrardens
of that district ever wakes up.

I sorta kalkeriate thet you best hint to the
fellers actin' as game-wardens tHet their job
don't read like a marriage Lisence, an thet
when its time to draw straws fer these jobs
again, they might find thet they be out of
luck fer once.

Fish-a-getably yers,

Bill.
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Why suffer baldness
You cannot afford to look old

in civilian life

A perfectly designed and un-
detectable covering or Toupee
exactly representing the hair as it

should be is the unfailing remedy.
Send for illustrated boolilet or call

and see for yourself.

W. T.PEMBER
Headquarters for Gentlemen's Toupees

and complete Wigs.

129 Yonge St. Toronto.

Fire Arms! FireArms!

We Buy, Sell and Exchange Fire Arms

No matter what you want or

have in this line, write us and if ^ve

can't do am-thing for you we will

advise ^ou promptly and clearly.

Large Assortment
of hiah grade Shot Guns, Rifles,

Revolvers, Auto Pistols, Ammm-

.

lion for Odd and Standard Fire

Arms, Hand Cameras, Prismatic and

Field Glasses, Hunters' Supplies and

all kinds of Sporting Goods.

Careful attention to all enquiries

Write for our Catalogue

LEVINE BROS.
435-7-9 St. James

Montreal
Tel. Main 8609

Canada

TJE had almost made the timber
** I'dgc—but the quirk, accurate

bead I drew with mv L\-man Sights

beat him to it.

make quick, ^l;: _ .

'
i -

No. lA Combination Rear Sifiht

shows the front sight riose up in a

large circh* and centres your eye

on the fropi. sight and game. Has
two sizes of aper-

ture which are built

into the sight: can-

not be lost. Can
be changed from
one to the other
with a flip of the
finger.

No. 4 is the best

front sight made
for hunting. It nas
the clear white Ly-
man Ivorv- Bead
protected from in-

jun.' by surround-
ing metal.

No. (> is a Com-
bination Crotch
and Bar Sight to

take the place of

the regular facton.-

sight, which should
be removed when
you equip with a

L\-maii Rear Sight.

_^y(W Xo. 6 allows use

«^^^% of crotch or bar

^I^BI at x^-ill. Both leaves

^^^9 fold down flat when
No. 6, s2.ao not in use.

(tor R^-mmston .^^ y^yr dealer's.
Model 8. $2.50) ^^ ^^^g ^5 y^yr

make, model and calibre, and also

ask us for folder showing our most

popular sights.

LYMAN GUN SIGHT CORP.
MidiUcfield. Conn.

No. 4, $1.50

135 West St.



Will Improve Fishing in Manitoba

IN
an interesting letter from Secretar\

Carter of the Winnipeg Fishing Club we
are given details of the formation and

constitution of the latest addition to the list
of fish protective associations in the prairie
provinces. In part he states:—
As you are doubtless aware, good angling

is not to be had very close to Winnipeg al-
though the Red River at Lockport was until
this year generally to be relied upon to afford
fair sport.

At the commencement of this season it

became evident to a number of anglers of
this city that due to illegal netting and other
causes such a? pollution of the river, the ang-
ling at Lockport was a thing of the pa.sl.

(This view has been borne out by the re-
sults attained at Lockport this season.)

Several gentlemen met together on May
20th, 1920 and decided that it was time for
the anglers of Winnipeg to organize if they
wanted to practise their favorite sport. The
result of that meeting was the forming of
The Wmnipeg Fishing Club with Mr. J. •£

Costello, President, and the writer as secre-
tary. I am enclosing a copy of the objects of
the club and would like piarticularly to draw
your attention to clause E.

Since organizing we have decided to lo< ate
a pemianent fishing lod^'e at Lake Brcrcton
on the Canadian National, seventy miles
east of Winnipeg.
This lake is about five miles'long and from

one to two miles wide, it has an outlet into
the Winnipeg River on the north and is fairly
well stocked with pickerel and pike.

Mr. F. C. .Armstrong, the Canadian Nation-
al sportsman's representative, has informed
us that the lake is an ideal one for the pro-
pagation of black bass and this is what we
hope to have eventually, a lake in Manitoba-
where any angler can get black bass fishing,

I may add that we passed a resolution at
our last meeting that Rod and Gun in Canada
be the official publication of this club.

CONSTITUTION.
Name.—The Name of the Club shall beTHE WINNIPEG FISHING CLUB.

.,
Objects.—The Objects of the Club shall be,

(a) To benefit fishing and angling conditions
generally.

(b) To provide periodical meeting places, for
'

discussion, etc.

(c) To stop all illegal netting and ffshing in
the Province.

(d) To arrange excursions, week-end trips;
competitions, sweepstakes, tournaments^
etc., etc.

(e) To legislate toward a Club fishing pre-
serve, with the necessarj' accommoda-
tion.

Officers.—The Officers of the Club shall
be, a President, a Vice-President, Secretary
and Treasurer. These officers shall hold theu-
appomtments until their successors are
elected. There may also be elected Patrons
Hon. Presidents, and Hon. Vici-Presideats!
Iwo Auditors shall al.so be elected.
Executive.—An Executive of nine membere

of the Club shall be elected annually, and
from this number the Officers of the Club
shall be elected.
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Shooters Who Know
'T^HOUSANDS of sportsmen whose names were known tJiroughout the country-side

and whose experience goes back three or four decades have found that the teads
listed below are all that any shooter needs.

These are the Standard Loads. They are standard because they do the work best.

Keep this list handy. The loads are for 12-gauge guns.

Large Ducks
Smail and Medium
DucLs

Grouse. Pftrtridee,

Prairie Chicken.

.

Pfaeesaata
Geese
Wild Turkey
Squirrel, RabbiU. .

Doves, Pigeons. . .

.

Quail
Snipe, Woodcock. .

Shore Birds
Sora Rail
Trap Loads.. . . . .

DUP0^4T
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Meetings.—There shall be monthly meet-

ings of the Club, at such regular time and
place as may be appointed by the Executive.

The Executive of the Club shall meet at 8.00

p.m. on the first Tuesday of every month.
Fees.—^The annual meeting shall be held

in April of each year. The annual member-
ship fees shall be S3.00, payable at the be-

inning«of each year. A donation at each

meeting of the Club, to cover incidental ex-

penses is also expected.

BY-LAWS.
President.—The President will be the

chief executive of the Club. Preside at all

meetings, and be a member, ex officio, of

all committees.

Vice-President.—The Vice-President will

act for the President during his absence.

His specific duties will be the increase of

membership of the Club.

Secretary.—The Secretary will keep a

correct list of the names and addresses of all

members of the Club; a record of all busi-

ness transacted, including committee reports,

collect all membership fees, and other monies
due the Club, and hand same over to the

treasurer. The Secretary- will have charge

of the correspondence of the Club.

Treasurer.—The Treasurer will receive

all monies from the Secretary, deposit same
in a chartered bank, pay out on the order of

the Executive, and generally be in charge

of the finances of the Club".

Executive.—The Executive shall be the

governing body of the Club, and transact all

business, for the Club. They shall be es-
,

pecially charged with the maintenance of

good fellowship, and enthusiasm in the Club'.

Committees. --Committees shall be ap-

pointed at any general or executive meeting
for such purpose as may be designated.

Each committee shall contain one member of

the executive.

THE WINNIPEG FISHING CLUB.

Organized only last May, and with little

or nothing to offer prospective members as

an inducement to join but "hopes," the Win-
nipeg Fishing Club is enthusiastically and
merrily ^'gettin thar."

At the first meeting in May, 13 (lucky

number) joined; "June, July and .\ugust

meetings saw additions and the membership
now approximates fifty, all anglers, and, need-

less to say, all good fellows. .\t the June
meeting the officers for the year were elected.

President, Mr. J. E. Costello; Vice President,

Mr. P. L. Leach; Sectv.-Treas. Mr. Walter

Carter, P. O. Box 2333, Winnipeg; a good and
progressive executive was also elected.

Being somewhat late in starting the ac-

tivities of the year, it was determined to

confine the work to "scouting" for a per-

manent fishing location, and on July 31st a

party of over 30 journeyed to Lake Brercton,

on the Canadian National Railway, and 70
miles East of Winnipeg, to "size up" this

lake. From reports at the next meeting of

the Club, a most enjoyable time was exper-

ienced, everybody caught some fish, some over

twenty.

Lake Brereton was found to be a^sheet of

water about 3 J2 miles long, north and south,

by about 2J^ miles wide, and nearly oblong

in shape, containing about 8,V2 square miles

of water. There were quite a few islands in

the lake, one of about 45 acres, the rest being

small. No very deep water at any point,

the maximum depth being 17 feet. Scrub

balsam, cedar with an occasional poplar and
willows. At the north end the lake is fed by
springs, and is the home of the fighlingest

pickerel, (the heaviest weighed 6 lbs.), and
the scrappiest pike to be found aimvhere.
(The heaviest pike taken weighed 15 lbs.)

Another party, about 20, journeyed to the

lake on Labor Day, i.e., they went on the

Saturday preceeding "der tag," returning to

Winnipeg on Monday night. The second

party fully endorsed the enthusiastic econ-

iums of the pioneers, and the Club will soon
get arrangements under way to adopt this

lake as the fishing G. H. Q. of the Club.

Should satisfactory arrangements be made
with the owners of the lake and islands it is

the intention of the Club to erect a permanent
fishing lodge and boat house on the island.

Provision will also be made for the poor mis-

guided benedicts to build small cottages,

that their respective spouses may accompany
them and join in the piscatorial frivolities.

Presuming that the arrangements c«n be
satisfactorily made, and the lodge an ac-

complished fact (if only upon paper) it is fur-

ther the intention of the 'Club to stock the

lake with small-mouth black bass, and pos-

sibly, lake trout.

Then, Mr. Editor, we"ll have something
to offer prospective members, and we'll

"be a blowin* and a growin'."

Winnipeg should be an anglers' paradise.

Actually summer from .\pril to October,
and with the noble fted and the far reaching

Assiulboine flowing right past our doors, the

lamentable fact must be recorded "there"

ain't a darned fish in "em," and anglers must
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FREE
For5Days Wear

We'll send you a genuine Gophir Gem,
mounted in solid Hkt gold, so you can wear
it free for five full days. IF YOU CAN TELL
IT FROM A DIAMOND-SEND IT BACK.
Gophir Gems are cut like diamonds, stand
ail dlansond tests, and are guaranteed for
a lifetime.

Simply send your name and address for
our new Gophir Gem book. Select from it

the goods desired. After flTe days free trial,
if you want to keep them, pay on Instal-
ments aa low :?.s $1.50 monthly. No rad tape,
your credit is good.

Send today for booklet, and full details
ot our free trial, easy payment plan.

The Gophir Diamond Co., Limited
Dept. V-II HO Yonge St. Toronto

RAISE GIANT RABBITS FOR US
Big money in furbearing rabbits. We furnish

you with stock and tell you how to house

and breed, etc., and pay you good price for

all the young vou raise from ourstock. Book

—

"TheRaising'and Care of Rabbits" which gives

full information is 10c. Send for it to-day

and get into this money making business.

Kindly send stamps.

The Riverside Rabbit Supply Co.

Dept. 50, 2443 High Street,

CHICAGO ILLINOIS

S^^

W. F- NVE

^POKTSmNS PWENff'

I Odorlesf, colorless, clean to use,

unaffected tv climatic changes,

Nyoil positively keeps rust

away from firearms and fisn-

ine tackle aud makes itself so

J eenerallv usefol as to become
Indispensable to tlie outdoor mM.
I ibe steady growth ol its popularilj

I among sportsmen is <»"«««
'J;*

I
sarisfaction obtained ''o™ "•

I use. Ask your dealer Large handy

lean, o5c. postpaid. J^^' "i""'',
' */

' AVm. F. Kye, >ew Bedford, Mass.

:atin^
ana Bog*. FUe* rUflNGSl

Fie-, Roache. mfA

B-S-A-
.22 Bore Match Rifle

Super-Accurate Target Pattern

This famous British

made rifle, fitted with the

B. S. A. No. 8 back-sight

and No. 19 combination

foresight, has been used

for many years by prac-

tically every prize winner

in clubs and open meet-

ing competitions, includ-

ing many successful

competitors in the Cana-

dian Rifle League.

In tlie hands of a good

shot this super-accurate

rifle is consistently capa-

ble of grouping within a

two-inch circle at 100

yards, or a four-inch

circle at 200 yards.

Its accuracy is remark-

able and, providing the

barrel is properly cared

{or, will retain its accur-

acy after firing many
thousands of cartridges.

Us careful construction

and perfect balance as-

sures a hfetime of effic-

ient service.

ManafactartJ by

B. S. A. GUNS LTD.

Birmingham, England

Canadian Agents

FRASER COMPANY
10 Ho.pit«l St. Montreal

Stocks in Montreal

Write for /Ihilrakd Calahg

ami Rifle Bookl't

Sole Agents forU. S. A.
j

PRODUCTION
EQUIPMENT CO.

5-9 UoioD Sflutre . New York J
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wander up to 7(1 :intl 100 miles away to enjoy

their sport, liolh these rivers Have pickerel,

pike, and gold-eyes farther up. and they

appear loo farthei down. But just in the

neighborhood of Winr^ipeg—nix. This mat-

ter will be taken up by the Club, the cause

will be found and the remedy applied.

Just now we are youngvand lusty; we know,

however, where we arejgoing. and we will

'git thar or bust."

Brook Trout Fishing on ttie Gatineau

L. J. McGiNNis

Up
the Gatineau by train, then by foot into

the mountains and over five miles of

land scourged by past forest fires until

nothing remains but innumerable charred

logs and stumps coupled with solid masses of

huckleberry vines and branches, to the most

beautiful of trout streams after fighting our

way through 15 feet of well nigh impenetrable

undergrowth bordering it on both sides. But
it is worth the fight, for there lies the stream

10 to 30 feet deep, a mass of pools, eddies,

currents, backwaters and small channels.

with a si-\ foot sandy beach, just the ideal

spot to cheer the heart of any enthusiastic

fisherman.

But now to business, it is pouring rain,

rapidly growing dark, all wood is wet and

sodden, w-e are cold and hungry, but not

down-hearted.
,.

In half an hour we are successful in getting

a good fire going from chips from the under

side of the old birch log nearby. Pot boiling,

tea made, lunch all ready and-iast but great-

est, the rain stopped and everything trans-

formed by a beautiful sunset. Lunch over,

rods fixed and a few casts before it gets too

dark to see. Nothing doing on the Cowdung
fly or Silver Doctor, but a nice big fat juicy

d^' worm curling enticingly around the point

of the hook does the trick and the first strike

is struck. After five minutes play a beauti-

ful 11 inch brook trout, all gold, red and silver

in the sunset rays, is landed. This is the

first and last beauty for the night. .\ good

fire (well protected from the underbrush^

lots of hot coffee, a good bed in the now dry

sand around the camp fire and everj-thing

comfy for the night.

The first grey streaks of dawn sees us at

the good old game and before the pot boils

four good ones have been landed from the

little eddy just around the bend.

Breakfast over, it is decided to move a

few mUes further up stream. As it is im-

possible to follow the bank for any distance,

it is necessary to break through to openground.

desert the streams entirely and travel over-

ground.

Three miles tramping and we are on the

stream again. Everything appears more
rosy here, if possible, than further down the

stream yester-cve.and how the good old trout

do bear out our hunch. By noon another

dozen beauties all averaging 12 to 15 inches

have been landed.

No more fishing now' in the heat of the day.

A good meal and rest before resumption

of duties, .\bout five o'clock we are at it

again. They rise to the flj' occasionally but

stand in a queue for the worm. A frog is

tried (lightly hooked through the hind leg)

and has no sooner touched the water than

he is raked into a capacious maw. This one

is of a good weight and puts up a fight well

worthy of his name. After about five min-

utes up and down the stream, in and out, up
in the air and down to the bottom, he is

brought along side on a short line, but is

apparently an old hand at avoiding the land-

ing net and after the net handler has culti-

vated two wet feet and expended a stream of

words on trout and their bad habits and the

rod wielder has lost his footing on the narrow

bank and nearly joined Afr. Brook Trout in

his native element, he is swung on the bank in

a more or less dilapidated net, a real beauty
19 inches long.

Another 19 incher is landed very shortly

and by dusk 13 more good ones have been

added to the string. This makes a total of
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HAPPY y.

nEnoRiES d
Live them again in

The Canadian Wilds

The glories of the chase, the tang of the dear pure atmosphere

:

the thrill of the "Out of Door" is calling you!

Resident Sportsman's Representatives—

F. C. ARMSTRONG, COCHRANE. ONT.

N. McDOUGALL, PORT ARTHUR, ONT.

will gladly furnish advice and assisUnce in compIeHng plans.

For Copies of OUT OF DOOR Booklets, -write

Passeoger Traflic Department

TORONTO : MONTREAL : MONCTON : WINNIPEG :
VANCOUVER

Canadian National Railiuaqs

J^ ^2E is:
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32 trout, 8 small ones of which have been

immediately returned to the water.

Another lunch; more hot coffee and a good

nights rest after a glorious day.

No fishing is done next morning and we
pick a good pail of big juicy huckleberries and
prepare for our hike to the little wayside

station for the noon train home.

The Song of the Angle

The following verses are taken from Salter's "ANGLER'S GUIDE" published in 1822;

and have been sent me by an old and valued friend and brother Angler, Frank Harrington of

Chiswick, London (Eng.); one whose cherished possessions is an original copy of the book

and a life-sized portrait in oils of the author. ->

Tyeth Bounsall (^n Old Country Angler)

Of all the Sports and Pastimes

That happen in the Year
To Angling there are none, sure.

That ever can compare.

We do not break our Legs or Arms,

As Huntsmen often do.

For when that we are Angling

No danger can ensue.

For Health and for Diversion

We rise by break of day.

While Courtiers in their downy Beds,

Sleep half their time away.

And then unto the River

In haste w-e do repair.

All day in sw-eet amusement
We breathe good wholesome Air.

9
Our Constitution s6und is.

Our Appetites are Keen

—

We laugh and bid defiance

To Yapars and the Spleen.

The Gout and Stone are often bred

By lolling in a Coach

—

But Anglers walk, and so remain.

As sound as any Roach.

' The Jack, the Pikcihe Salmon,

The Barbel, and the Bream;
Afford good Sport, and so the Tench,

And Perch, will do the same.

Through Meadows by a River

From place to place we roam;

And when that we are weary
We then go jogging Home.

Our Inn is snug and cosy.

Our Host the "Old Times" sort

—

His Cheeks are red and rosy.

Himself a Keen "Old Sport".

At night we take a Bottle; •

We Prattle, Laugh, and Sing.

We drink a Health unto our Friends,

And so, "God Save the King."

The Sleeping Robe of Comfort

Viith the approach of winter, the trapper

explorer, guide or outdoorsman, who has to

spend some part of his time away from civil-

ization, will look over his kit, carefully making
necessarj' repairs in some articles and new-

purchases in others. If there is one thing

above all others that makes for the comfort

of the traveller in the barrens it is a good
sleeping robe. By this we mean a robe that is

warm for the sleeper, light for the carrier and
lastly, durable. This rare but necessary

combination is to be found in the Arctic

Eiderdown Sleeping Robes of the Woods
Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Ottawa. These
robes which have stood the test of vears in

the far North, are made of eiderdown filler

in cambric, covered bj' eight ounce, shower-

proof shelter tent duck. The lining is ex-

ceptionally soft, long staple wool kersey.

Imagine if you can sleep comfortably in the

snow- with the thennometer at forty below?

This seems highly improbable but it is what is

actually done year after year with Woods
Aatic Eiderdown Sleeping Robes. In the

ordinary sleeping bag the occupant is forced

to spend hot nights at the same temperature but
in the robe if the occupant becomes too warm
he can unstrap one or two of the fastenings

and allow cool air to enter the robe. This is

a decided advantage over the ordinarj- bag.
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LVfRJOHNSONSAr^Tj^sa^mmmmmi. Automatic

L V E R

<<That Shot Saved My Life'

At some moment in your

life your means of protection

may be the deciding factor

between life and death. Be

readv for the emergency. Get

an Iver Johnson today.

The perfect rifling and true

alignment of barrel and cylin-

der assure penetration and ab-

solute accuracy. Drawn tem-
pered piano-wire springs

throughout make the Iver

.Johnson alert, ready for use on
an instant's notice—today or

years hence.

And the Iver Johnson is the revolver

that can't go off by accident. Drop it.

thump it, or "Hammer the Hammer.''

These three booklets free. Send for the one that interests you.

"A" Firearms; "B" Bicycles; "C" Nfotorcycles.

It vour dealer hasn't in stock the particular model you want wntc u..

SeR JOHNSON'S ARMS & CYCLE WORKS
157 River Street, Fitchburg, Mass.

^, ,
717 Market Street.: San Franclscc.

99 Chambers Street. .'Jew \ork

Jver Jonnson Single and

Dniible BC'el Sholgans

aimbine. accuracy and
dependabilUy. and s,are

nioderaleig priced.

Jnr Jvhnson BtcycUs
iirt^ jrorld-famed ("f

fusu ridino, strenoth.
nnddurability. Models
and prices to suit

ereryone.



Hounding vs. Still Hunting

J.\MES Dickson, o.l.s.

It has just occurred to me that I should like

space in the columns of Rod and Gun for a

brief reply to an article entitled, "Still Hunt-

ing not Popular," written by Mr. N. B.

Hollister, \vhich appeared in the July number
of your magazine.

I shall not inflitt a long tirade upon your

readers, nor state which I think is the proper

method of ' killing deer, hounding or still

hunting, but simply narrate my own ex-

periences, and the results of my observations.

In the exercise of my profession, it has been

my privilege to see the results of the different

methods of taking deer. Mr. Hollister is

evidently a keen and intelligent sportsman,

and his views and the conclusions he arrives at

are the results of his own personal experiences.

I am not one of those "swelled heads," who
considers that everjone who does not see eye
to eye with him is always in the wrong, while

he alone is right. I have been over a good part

of the province including a large section of

New Ontario, so that my opportunities of

seeing the results of different methods of

hunting have been first class. I can, there-

fore, give expressions to my conclusions

without prejudice:

In my time I have only shot three deer; one
still hunting, one on a runway, and the third

while .seated in a canoe. The last deer's tail

was v\'ithin less than sL\ feet of the canoe, when
I fired a charge of pigeon shot into his head;
and although the man paddling was doing his

utmost, the animal had sunk beyond reach
of my hand before I could lay hold of it. It

sank like a stone and no one 'has ever seen it

since.

I have never been a member of a hunt
club, or of a hunting party. One point, the
true sportsman will never lose sight of, that is

to disturb the game as little as possible and to
avoid anything that would be lil<ely to drive
them from their natural haunts. They will

also be careful to keep their killings within the
limit of the natural increase.

When I was seven years of age, my parents
emigrated from the old land and went right

into the back woods in the county of Renfrew.
They had to clear a space for their humble
shanty. I shared fully in all the hardships
of [jionecr life until twenty-four years of age.

At that thne the woods were literalh alive with
all varieties of animals and birds. Almost
nighth we were serenaded by wolves, and it

was nothing uncommon to be wakened during

the. "small hours" by a ruction in the hog-pen,

as Mr. Pig was protesting loudly against being

converted into pork by Mr. Bruin. The
sheep and young calves had to be housed each

night at sundown in a wolf-proof building.

Only a few of the settlers ever indulged in

hunting, or even owned guns; but those who
did, could go out and kill a deer at any time.

When one was killed, a joint of generous size

was always sent to the nearest neighbors.

Breech loaders were not even thought of, and
quite unknown, in those days. Most of our

guns were old-fashioned flintlocks and the

local store keepers always kept a stock of

gun-flints on hand.

Of course, whenever a dog saw a deer he

gave chase, but soon gave it up as he realized

there was little or no chance of overtaking

it, except in the crusting season. On rare

occasions, a man with a gun happened to be
around and killed one in front of a dog, which
naturally came in for its share of the spoil.

This seemed to awaken slumbering facul-

ties, and in a year or two there was not a cur

in the country which would not pursue deer

as long and steadily as any hound. Then
almo.st everj' house developed its quota of

deer hunters. There was great slaughter

for a few years and it was a rare house which
had not a goodly store of venison laid by for

winter use. In a very short time, however,
this wholesale destruction began to tell on the

deer. They seemed to melt away like snow
beneath the April sun, and from that lime

on, the sight of a deer was something to talk

about.

Then the dogs, and nearly every house kept
two, began to hunt on their own account;

and from the middle of March, when the

spring crust began to form on the snow, until

the fawns were sufficiently grown to care for

themselves, the dogs would neglect their,

home duties for half the day and return at

night, their well-filled bodies attesting the

death of many a deer and fawn.

In this County of Victoria, fifty and down
to even thirty years ago deer were very
plentiful; but everyone who took any interest

in hunting used hounds. The deer were to be
found in almost every large block of woods
and there were no restrictions as to the num-
,ber a man might kill. Now, however, if one
wants even one deer, he must go a day's
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Hunt This Fall in

Real Haunts of Red Deer

THE HIGHLANDS OF ONTARIO
Maganatewan River, French River, Muskoka, Georgian Bay, Lake

of Bays, Timagami and other Famous Regions.

OPEN SEASONS
Moose, Deer, Reindeer or Caribou

Nov. 6th to Nov. 20th, both days inclusive.

In some of the Northern Districts of Ontario, including Timagami, the
open season is from October 25th to Nov. 30th, both days inclusive.

Write to any Agent, Grand Trunk System, for full infi)nn,ilion,or to:—
E. C. ELLIOTT, C. E. HORNING,

District Passenger Agent, District Passenger Agent,

Montreal, Que. Toronto, Out

TORONTO'S TWO LEADING HOTELS
The Walker House and Hotel Carls-Rite

"The House of Plenty" •'The House •( Comfort"

-A towa is no finer than its Hotels, and is often judged by the Hotel Accommodation

provided for the travelling public, as also .the Restaurant accommodation provided.

One wonders if citizens fully appreciate" the debt of ciw gralitute they owe to the hotel

man and restaurant keepers who arc helping to keep the town in the forefront of progress.

Travelling men and tourists are the' best press agents any town ever had. They

are constantly going from place to place and, since hotels and restaurants are essential lo

their comfort" they naturally consider hosteleries as an important item in any town's make-

up.

"It's p fine town," says the jovial salesman, "best hotel on my route.

Sometimes the hotel does not suit him. and then his opinion of the town is e.xpressed in

words that bite like acid.

The man who maintains an up-to-date hotel is not only domg a good stroke of business,

but is DprforminB a public service as well.

We rea™e oi duty to the Public at THE WALKER HOUSE or THE HOTEL CARLS-

RITE in Toronto. The next time you are in this great city we would thank you for your

patronage.

We specialize on the AMERICAN PLAN.

EUROPEAN PLAN if desired.

GEO. WRIGHT and E. M. CARROLL,
PROPRIETORS
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journey from home into an unsettled district

to find it.

In the north half of the county, also

Pelerboro and Hastings, and on east to those

bounded by the Ottawa River, scarcely thirty

per cent, of the land is cleared and under

cultivation. Going along almost any tra-

velled road, one is constantly coming across

ab&ndoned farms; where families had spent

several of the best years of their lives, in a

vaii» endeavor to eke out a living. These

farms are rapidly being filled up with growths

of new timber. In travelling through the

woods* one frequently stumbles upon the

remains of an old fence, or house, in a thick

growth of young trees. If the woods are

properly protected from fire, in a decade or

two they will afford an ideal protection for

wild life, as it was before the trees first re-

ceived the stroke of the woodman's axe.

I am well aware that to abolish hounding
would mean no venison to the large majority

of hunters, simply because they would not

know how to go about getting it. No one
could shoe a horse correctly without having

learned a blacksmith's trade. As little can

any man be a successful hunter until he has

undergone a course of practical training. The
man who hunts with hounds, has nothing to

do but fill the magazine of his rifle and choose

some spot where he will be completely hidden
from the fleeing victim. Nothing short of a

severe attack of buck fever can save it. The
hounds which have been put out by a con-

federate, give ample warning of its approach.

The true sportsman will always give the

game a reasonably fair show. With the still

hunter, things are entirely different from the

man W'ith the hounds. The ears, eyes, and
nose of the game are constantly on the "qui

Vive" for the slightest scent or noise not

common to the woods. The faintest taint

in the air, or even the breaking of a twig, is at

once noticed, and as soon as located, if it

means danger, the animal is up with its flag

and off. Against these instincts the still

hunter must watch all his craft and wood-
lore. Then, when he has bagged his game he

has earned his meat, without even the assis-

tance of the dog. Should the hunt terminate

in a blank, he has still had a few hours of

healthy exercise; which will do more to

toughen his muscles, and stimulate his

stomach, than could be got in any length of

time, waiting on a runway for the baying of a

hound.

In the province of Ontario, there are five

forest reservations where neither hunting nor

trapping is allowed at any time; with a united

area approximating to that of the united

kingdoms of Belgium and Holland. All are

heavily timbered, and each has been in charge

of a staff of guardians for several years. Game
has increased in numbers so raipidly, that they

now fill the woods and waters in countless

hordes. Their protection involves a heavy

annual outlay, without return. Why does

not the government adopt the system of the

cattle ranchers, and annually kill off the sur-

plus stock? Why not-,send out a party of

skilled hunters and trappers each autumn to

do this? Tons upon tons of first quality

meat could be placed upon the market, at a

cheaper rate than we are now paying for the

poorest parts of a hog or steer. Enough fur,

in addition, could be taken to pay for the up-

keep of the reservations, and add a handsome

sum to the government coffers as well; without

encroaching upon the natural annual increase.

As matteis are at present we are simply in-

curring a large annual outlay in protecting a

huge ranch for the benefit of the wolf and bear.
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About Your Own Vigor
Sent Free To Men
MR. READER:
Here is something I have to offer you absolutely fori

nothing—a Iiltle private book of special information-
about the legitimate uses and unnatural abuse's of
manly visor; about the preservation of manly strength
and its possible self-restoration; an illustrated pocket
compendium^of 8.000 words 72 pages and 30 half-tone
photographs, reproductions—which I am very pleased
to send by mail, absolutely free of charge, in a plain,
sealed envelope, to any man, your.g or elderly, single or
mamed. who writes for it

Over a million of these books have been thus sent to
applicants all over the world since my free offer first
appeared. Publishers are charging as much as $2 (or
books on sex subjects, while my book is Iree. There-
fore, reader, if you would like a great fund of inside
information relating directly to the subject of manly
vigor, all put in perfectly plain, easy-to-read language.
with many hints that you can surely apply to your own
self no matter how strong you may be, or how nervous
or run-down you may be—if you want to know the facts
about this particular subject, given to you without a
single scare, then fill in the coupon below, send to me and
receive my book, sealed, by return maiJ. In one part
of this littlf publication I describe a mechanical in-
vention of my own. which I call the SANDEN VitaUzer,
something you wear at night as an aid to the restoration
of lost or waning strength; but you are not expected to
get one of these appliances unless you decide for your-
self that you want one. The book is complete, and
there is absolutely nothing you are required to buy or
pay, either now or in the future. Tnerefore. please
send your name and address to-day. SANIDEN,
Author.
MANHOOD! The quality which rules the ^orld to-

day. My friend, there never was a time in the history'

of the human race when real, sturdy manhood, manly
vigor and manly courage counted for as much as they
do now, this very minute. No matter what your years,
whether you are 20 or 60. you must be either entirely in

the race or entirely out of it. It is invariably the fellow
who proves up the stronge!!t in this human strength that
forges to the front, while weaklings stand aside; it is he
also who is in most demand and most sought after by
women and men in his community, simply because he
radiates that marvellous magnetic influence which only
an abundant vigor and rugged manly health can radiate.

I believe any man can hope to completely develop or
restore this same vigor of manly strength, no matter
what his past follies mav have been, provided he is

willing to REALLY MAKE THE EFFORT; and pro-
vided. of course, he is not weighed down by extreme
old age or is not incurably diseased- To my mind, the

road of the one who wants more vigor is perfectly plain.

Manhood Wins in All \\ alks of Life

but it is a road that any man MUST travel if he attain.s

the highest ideals m respect to his own manhood. Sef
information in mv free book.
As to the SANDEN' Vitalizer. previously mentioned,

will say it i.s a little mechanical appliance, weighing but
a few ounces, which you wear at night This Vilalizrr
generates and sends forth a certain soft, penrtrating
force which I Call Vitality- It apparently drives this
Vitality into your nerves, blood, mascirs and organs as
vou sleep. It is quieting to the nervous system—or. at)

least, so users say. Men write that it takes pain out
of the back and restores vitalitv in 00 days Remember
the general information of the free book is independent
of this Vitalizer. and you are not expected to gel one of
these little appliances unless you want to You can
write me later as to that if you so desire. With special
attachments, my Vitalizer is used by women as well a^

men for rheumatism, kidney, liver, stomach, bladder
disorders, etc. If you live in or near this city I should
be most pleased to have you call in person at my office,

where you may see and test the Vitalizer free of charge.
Satisfaction guaranteed in every case. Or if incon-
venient to call, do not fail to write for the free booklet.

TO GET FREE BOOK PLEASE USE COUPON
If you live too far to call, or if vou cannot call, please till in the coupon nclow and send it. You will receive

free, sealed, by return mail, our 72-page illustrated book. containinR 8.000 words, a complete compendium of useful

information for men. young or elderly. 3in;3le or married, who want the truth about the subject of vital strength,

its preservation, its possible self-restoration and its le«itimate use-; and wunton nbuses 'S ou set it aH free

R. G. SANDEN CO., UO YonSe St., ToroDio. Ont.

Dear Sirs— Please forward me your Book as advertised, free,

sealed.

N jma. . . . - —«- ~— —

Address.—.~.———- —

—

——



A Yellow Page from the Past

Robert Page Lincoln

WE followed the edge of the stream. A
log Nvas zig-zigging its way toward us

and on it sat two muskrats. Jim

steadied the boat as best he knew how in that

swift current and I picked up tlie rifle. Crackl

One muskrat fell off of the log; the other rat,

evidently its mate, was too suprised to move
and in a moment followed the other. By
rowing swiftly out of our course we were'able '

to pickup both the rats before the current took

them out of our reach. They were in fine,

prime condition, being spring rats; of a dark-

brown color that glistened in the sun. When
the pelt was removed it was found to be

creamy and was devoid of the blueness that

always spells the early fall or unprime pelt.

They would bring us on the fur market from

twenty to thirty cents. Jim made no comment
as we continued on for he was studying with

great intentness the shore, ever on the look-out

for a place to set a trap. Under an over-hang-

ing bank we made two sets. In the mud was
a mink track. A trap was set in the water

and covered with a wet leaf; then the chain

was stapled to a sunken log at the water's

"

edge. The second trap was fastened to a

sunken log also, though it was set in an arrow-

head, flag-bed where the rats had been feeding,

as signs proved. Thus we went on making our

sets. Further up T shot three rats and we
were able to get two of them though the third

got away from us; the current being too

strong, it was swept on and away.

Here lay a log, jutting out from the bank
and there was ample evidence that the ra'ts

used this log as a resting place after a swim in

the spring floods that were now on. There
were droppings all along the log. At a

suitable place Jim cut a hollow in the surface

with his hatchet and there placed a trap. It

was connected in this instance to a hay-wire to

give the creature, when caught, an opportun-

ity toleap into thewaterand so drown, not only

saving a hide but preventing any suffering on
the part of the little brown fellow.

Here at a bend we found more evidence of

mink and at a convenient place under the

bank a portion of a muskrat body was attached

to a root and a trap was set directly under it

and craftily concealed, after which somewater
was sprinkled over the set to take away any
hint of human presence that may have been
left. The trap ring was then connected to a

wire, and tied to a root.

Here under the bank was another well-beat-

en mink trail. We studied it carefully and •

finally Jim found the place he was looking for;

an ideal place, indeed. A slick, some two

inches off of the ground, lay across the trail^.

Every mink in running along that trail leaped

over that sticb, the paws seeming to hit alw'ays

on the same identical place, whether on one
sidp of the stick or the other. Just where

this pad-mark, on the right side of the stick,

show-ed itself, Jim dug a little hollow big enough

to admit the trap, so that the pan of it presen-

ted itself exactly where the pad-markhadbeen.

In running along the trail, and when leaping

over the stick, the mink would drop," one

might say, into the trap. When the set had
been made a leaf was laid over the jaws and
water sprinkled over all. Then the chain ring

was attached to a wire and tied to a stick

driven into the bottom with the hatchet.

Further up the stream, there was a tributary

of some size and while I was to continue up the

river, Jim was to go up this tributary and set

some of the traps. We parted then, each

going his way.

"Don't set any traps on the other _side of the

big cotton-woods," said Jim upon leaving.

"Meet me right here in about an hour or so."

A short ways further up I had the good

luck to shoot a pickerel in very shallow water

that would go to nine pounds in weight. What
"u monster he seemed. In the wgter he had all

the appearance of a whale, but out of the water

he seemed larger yet. I wondered what Jim
would think and my heart beat gladly at the

thought of the coming congratulations. I

cut the pickerel open for his entrails, for I

intended to use these as a bait for my net

mink. Finally I found a place with many
signs around. I dug a hollow in the bank,

sloping upward, allowing, however, a matter

of two inches of water to be in the bottom.

Into the back of that hollow I thrust the

pickerel entrails and allowed a few bits to lie

around outside, handling them with two sticks

so as to leave no human scent adhering to the

lure. Now in the bottom of the bank-hollow

I set a Number I Newhousc trap and wired it

to the bank. It was an elegant set, I thought,

and right where the mink must pass in coming

or going along the stream.

Having set aU of my remaining traps I

sent down the stream again and soon rejoined

Jim. I found him in a high state of excitement.
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"Guess what I found, young fellow," he
broke out with. "Just you try and guess

what I found. We have struck a gold mine
this time. Just trj' and guess, will you?"

"I can't," I said, my mind running the

gamut of a thousand things possible to find in

that country. "I can't think, Jim; not for

the life of me. I give up-."

Jim stroked his goatee and wagged his head.

"Ever hear of otter in this part of the

world?"

"Otter!" I exclaimed, surprised enough, and
catching his meaning. "You don't mean to

SHy you have come across otter here, do you?

Ii so, where?"

"Just that. There are otter here, and more

than one of them. Only just now have I

found their hold-out. It's up the stream here,

and we are going right up so you can see for

yourself. We will come back in the morning

and make a set for them. I am glad now I

'

brought along those two Number 3 New-

house traps."

Jim's discovery had resulted in the further

finding of a slide, a genuine otter slide, and

furthermore it had been used very recently.

We waded in the water so that we would leave

no signs of our presence in the neighborhood.

At the time we viewed the slide we were across

the creek from it. There was no hint of otter

around although we stood there for some time

watching. Jim explained the why and where-

fore of an otter slide. It is formed on a bank

with a gradual incline: it is muddy and wet.

Down this the otters slide in play. When

slippery with mud an otter can ride down this

slide at a lively clip, plunging with a rush into

the water below. Then he will come out to

the surface, swim ashore and repeat his perfor-

mance, not one time, but time and time again,

especially if many otters are in the frolic.

"So that's an otter slide," I exclaimed in

wonder.

"You bet it is," answered Jim, nodding.

Thafs it,—and a better place to plank down

a trap I ain't never seen. If we don't just go

out and get one of those otters at least then I

am missing my guess. Come along down here

if you want to get a good idea how big that

Ijiggest fellow is. I have trapped some m my

day but I have yet to see a dog otter that

rould make a longer track than this n."

I followed Jim to the shallows, and there in

the mud, sure enough I g«zed upon olter t^acks

for the first tim.^ Between the forefeet and

the back feet there must have been the space

of a yard. Nor were the trf^s,^''^">

.viH.m-. The remains of a pickerel, roce^l>

killed, lay there on the shore, on the sands.

He must be a monster of his kind, was my
instant impression. Jim was exultant and
showed it only too plainly.

"I miss my guess if that fellow ain'l on a

board stretcher before the week is out." Thus
.lim delivered himself of his thoughts.

That night we had clay-baked pickerel for

supper. While Jim built a fire to gel a good

bed of hot coals 1 went down to the stream and

procured a pail full of blue-gray clay. This

clay was pasted over the body of the fish to a

thickness of from one half to one inch. It

was then sunken in the coals and allowed to

bake there for about twenty five minutes

when it was rolled out, the clay crust broken

with the hatchet and we had a treat indeed.

Early next morning Jim awakened me by

banging on the dishpan. I rubbed sleep out

of my eyes and slid out of bed to find that he

had breakfast ready. On the floor lay the two

large traps. The evening before Jim had

smoked them in branches of the tamarack to

kill any odor that clung to them. So then,

after a wann breakfast, we selected some small

traps and set ou*. Our traps of Ihe day before

yielded up seventeen rats and one mink; some

of these had torn hides, caused, said Jim, by

the fighting of the males among themselves.

When we arrived at the tributary stream Jim

went ashore and there cut a pole about six

feet in length, to one end of which three sticks

branches out, thus forming a stop. This was

the sliding pole upon which the otter-trap ring

was to be inserted so that when the otter was

in the trap it would be drowned. After the

pole had been scrupulously trimmed of snags

we went up the stream. When we arrived at

the slide Jim moored the boat; then he set

ardently to work. Numerous signs about

now showed that the otter were in the neigh-

borhood, and no mistake. It was Jim's

intention to set the trap in the path used by

the otter in climbing to the top of the slide

—

that is to say, where they came out of the wat-

er to renew their sport skidding down the

incline. The otter in swimming down ashore

places his fore-feet on solid surface and drags

himself out of the water. When his fore-feel

sink to this unyielding place and he begins to

pull himself ashore his hind feet sink to the

bottom of the stream; when he then uses them

to push up, so to speak, to get a foot-hold.

Where these feet had shown signs of making

an impression Jim planted the trap with all

the ingenuity thai years of study had made

possible. In coming ashore al the slide it was

gauged that Ihc otter would step into the trap.

\
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The trap itself was covered with light weeds
and then the trap-chain ring was slipped onto

the sliding pole, which was, with some labor,

staked in the stream to point down with the

current. The top of the pole was some three

inches under water. Thus when the otter was
captured he would plunge into the Stream;

the weight of the trap would lieep him down
and the trap-ring would not get over the stop-

branches. All was now in readiness for Mr.
Otter.

You can imagine how interested we were

the next morning as we went the rounds.

Would there be an otter in our trap that was
the question we asked ourselves over and over
again; and we covered our route as quickly as

possible so that we would lose no time in

making our destination. Arriving at the

scene we could see no visible evidence of otter

life, or any life for that matter. But when we
moored the boat at the slide, Jim gave vent to

a low exclamation.

"They've been here: they've been here,

sure enough. Just wait till I locate thai pole.

It was soon found.

"He's on, boy, he's on," shouted Jim. "We
got that otter. We got that otter. He's as

heavy as a ton of lead!"

First appeared the chain, after that the

grim-looking old trap and thereafter appeared
the wet and bedraggled and absolutely drown-
ed otter. This was surely an event. Otter it

was: he would go well over three feet and
would weigh something like twelve pounds.

Jim classed him as dark-brown at a glance,

and it should be worth anywhere from fifteen to

twenty dollars.

'"The best thing about it all," said Jim, "is

that he did not get to shore to raise up trouble

and so frighten away the others. Now we will

be able to ^get another one here, mark my
word."

We did not leave the place again without
making another set, yet this time it was
slightly different from th'e former set. It was
made at the bottom of the slide. The otter

in skidding down would plump right smack
into the hair-triggered trap with deadly results.

First a sort of a platform was made three

inches under water at the slide-bottom by
jamming sticks into the slide. This platform

was braced from underneath with skilfully

adjusted, crotched sticks. On this platform

the trap was wet, the trap chain was connected

to a wire, and the wire was attached to the

pole in the stream.

."Now I ain't saying that we will get one in

this trap at all," remarked Jim, when everj'-

thing was fixed up ship-shape. "It all de-

pends, you see if the otter are here, and if

they will be using the slide again."

Jim was right in his deductions, however,
for three mornings thereafter another large

otter lay drowned at the end of tjie trap-chain

Patching Rubber Boots

For every boot in the country that is patch-
ed right, there are a hundred that are patched
WTong through a lack of knowledge as to how
to go about the process. Merely to dab on
some cement around the injured spot on the
boot and stick on a patch, letting it go at

that, will not result in finished work, and yet
that is the way most patches are put on. The
correct way to patch a boot is as follows:

Clean the spot around the puncture or tear

so there are no grease patches, sand or dust
thereon. With a piece of very fine sandpaper
brush a little around the puncture so as to

roughen it, so that the cement will catch
hold. This done, apply your first coat of

cement around the aperture. This coat is

light, just a thin application. This is per-

mitted to dry for about five minutes when
another and heavier coat is applied and this.

too, is allowed to dry but just enough so

that it is very sticky and tenacious in its

hold when you lay your fingertip on it. You
have already cut your rubber patch, this

being pure rubber, with or without the holland

cover; this being the cloth that adheres to

the commercial self-cure gums. If using the

self-cure gum, strip off the holland co\ er and
put it on uncured side down, first having
touched a little cenient to the under-side of

the patch. The patch should be large enough
so that it will cover one half inch either side

of the puncture or tear in the boot. Press

down the edges carefully after which insert a

wooden block or some hard affair in the boot
directlj' over the injured place and very easily

tap down the patch. The result should be

a patch that is practically irremovable.

Robert Page Lincoln.



Packsacks and Tents

A. F. Wallace

1N0TE in the last issue of Pod and Gun, a

good oid-time packsack, illuslrated by
Mr. Haines. We used lo call them a

'"Lumberman's Tussock," and to my way of

thinking, they are the best of ail. In old

days we used lo take a piece of harness lea-

ther, and cut it about ten inches long, and

^14 oT 3 in. wide, cut a small hole in each

end, slip it onto the cords before tying it up,

then place them where the cord comes across

the shoulders, this prevented the cord from

cutting or chafing the shoulders. A stark and a

seamless oat sack, cut off and hemmed to the

length desired, was the "stake." Yes, Mr.

Haines, they are mighty good pack sacks,

regardless of any price.

I wish to chip in my share, and here illus-

trate a tent fire. Long ago I swore off on

sheet iron stoves, and reflector bakers, simply

because I found something better, (to my
notion) and as it gets some cold up there in

the "Mc Cloud Countrj'," as we used to call

Western Canada, a fire you must have in the

- late hunting and trapping season. If you

. have a good tent of the "Sibley," pattern,

with a smoke hood, you can heat your tent

nicely this way. (See fig. 1). When you lay

out the circle for your "tepee," dig a trench

'8x8 from the center to the outside, and cover

with' flat stones, if at hand; if not, bark, and

cross sticks to hold it up, and make tight with

dirt to within 18 inches of the end inside of

tent, and one foot outside also. Over the

opening in the tent lay some old gas pipes,

or. if none, then some green sticks for grates.

On this build your fire, and you will not be

bothered with smoke. Use dry wood if you

can get it, and keep some in the tent, along

with some birch bark; by so doing you can

have a bright warm fire quirk when you get

in late, or when you turn out in the morning.

Anotherwayforan"A,"orwalitent. Take a

piece of sheet iron along, say 2 ft 1^ i». ^ de..

and V/i OT b ft. long, depending on the size

of the tent, cut whatever holes needed to

cook on, but at the end cut a cross and turn
up the four corners of it. This is your pipe
collar, and for this heater it is best lo have a

damper in the pipe. To use this rig, dig a

trench in the lent that the sheet iron will

comfortably cover, and set up your pipe.

That's all there is to it. .\t night roll in a
log in a gooC bed of coals, and you have

TIG I.

No. 1 shows floor of round lent. No. 2 shows 8x8 inch
trench lo ^vc fire draft. 3-^hows location of fire,

showing sticks used for grate. 4-shows coveriog of
trench, made ol flat stones, earth, etc.

Steam heat all night, and besides it warms
and dries the tent floor. You can use Ihe

trench on this rig lo get away with the smoke

by building up a chimney of slicks and clay

at the outside opening. It will have to be

tried on a cold night, lo be appreciated. I

like these two ways of healing two different

kinds of tents belter than a sheet iron stove.

Regarding the Reflector Baker: I have used

them, and do not like them. They can be

used for only one thing. They require a

special reflector fire, which lakes time and

trouble lo make; but Ihcy will bake nicely if
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properly handled. Of late years I have used

just my fry pan and tin dish. (See fig. 2).

It's just your fry pan sel in your pressed tin

dish. Place your biscuits or other dough in

the tin; set 3'our fry pan in on top; rake some

hot ashes out of the fire to set your pan on,

and place some coals in the fry pan: Svhen

they get black, throw them out, and replace

with fresh ones. Same with the bottom.

With this baking, you require no special fire

or wood. You can lift the pan off, and see

how things "are doing;" and the fry pan and
tin dish can be used for many other things.

FIG.n, \

l-shows the fry pan. 2-shows thetindish into which
the mixed dough is placed. an4 covered by fry pan
containing hot coals.

Not so with the ''Reflector Baker."" But I

realize the fact that what suits me doesn't

suit everybody, so, every man to his "own
notion." If what suits me suited everybody
else, then everybody would want my "squaw
and papoose," and that wouldn't do at all,

at all! I could discuss this subject to some
length, that is, cooking utensils and baking,

rations, etc., but mosl men. I know, over in the

McCloud Country, don't need any pointers:

usually they can give some, and mighty
good ones too. A whole bunch of my people

are settled around Saskatoon, on the Sas-

katchewan River, and are doing fine. One
was here to Ndsit this summer, and we had
"heap talk," over old times in the Old North
West in Dak. and Minn., of years that are

gone: and this puts me in mind, it will soon
be time to go to the woods for the fall's hunt,

with rifle and trap. Some months ago I gave
a method for trapping timber wolves, and it

was the only one of many that I ever knew,
to "make good." I hope the readers of R.
& G. will use it this winter, and by so doing
protect the deer. And it is time to begin to

prepare for this set next month. Look up
your back numbers of about Jan. or Feb.

1919.

.\ coyote set that did well for me in Minn,
and Dak., in days gone by might serve for our
Saskatchewan readers. I will give it here.

Where coyotes are using, or running, find a

low place: on any high spots around it, set

No. 3 Newhouse traps, or No. 4 Jump.
Exca^•ate a place for the traps and lay the

dirt on a piece of canvas; lay two sticks cross-

wise in the bottom to keep the trap from

freezing down; lay a piece of writing paper

over the trap, with an "X" cut over the pan.

Cover with fs in. of dirt, and leave natural.

Let them stand thus for a week or s,o—for the

scent to blow off. (arrange, if you can, so

mounds- will be 10 to 2.5 ft. from bait). Now
tie a piece of raw hide on your shoes, horse or

beef hide, hair side out. Take a large bait,

anything that will interest a coyote, (prairie

dog, hor.se meat, sheep, or beef head) and

place it in the low place, and stake! Place

3 or 4 old horse shoes or other pieces of iron

around it, so coyotes will not feed on it,

but instead, they will go to the high mounds
to howl. (Here's where your traps are).

Use grapples on your traps, pressed down in

the earth at bottom of trap holes. Don't

go any nearer the set than where you can

see it with a spyglass. This set, if properly*

made, will spring in ' in. of snow. Don't

be in too big a hurry to ijet results: have

patience, and the results will come if any

coyotes are around. Alake the set just as I

have here described; don't add any "patents"

to it. (Of course the dirt on the canvas must

be carried far from the set, and scattered).

This method made good for me on the prairies

of Dak. and Minn.

It make me feel very sad to here of the pass-

ing of Mr. Haddon. R. & G. has certainly
9

KiGm.
The piece of leather, with two small holes punched
into it, for pscksack.

lost a good Trapping Editor, and the country*

a good citizen. We will all miss him. As .

my thoughts turn back across the last 40

years, I call to mind several outdoor friends

who have passed across the last divide.

"—Their bones are dust;

Their Rifles, rust;

Tljeir souls are with the saints, I trust."

Here is an article for all of us. Who of us,

when the ice had first taken, and the bread in

the larder had run low. has not wished for

just such an arrangement as that described

in the foregoing article? If you have any
,

more like these up vour. sleeve, come again.

M. U. B.
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Raising Skunk

7i;

In vie-v of the rising prices of furs, all fur-

bearing animals capable of being reared in

captivity are being made the subject of special

study. Many prospective fur-farmers are

seeking information regarding the skunk.
This animal has not. in Canada, been very
extensively or successfully reared in captivity.

It has, ho\<'ever, been demonstrated that the
farming of skunks is quite feasible. The
question is mainly one of adequate returns.

With the choicest skins selling at over SIO
apiece, the time would seem to be at hand
when skunk raising might be profitably

undertaken, though experiment is needed to

establi.sh it on a secure commercial basis.

A few of the more important farts covering

the fur bearer are summarized below.

Traits.—The skunk is neither timid nor

vicious and is easily domesticated. The
animal is a -fairly good burrower, but it is

not fond of climbing. Its unsuspicious nature

makes it easy to trap. It is generally noc-

turnal in habit.

Food.—Skunks are practically omnivorous.

In their wild state, they devour large numbers

of insects, including grasshoppers, crickets,

beetles and caterpillars. In captivity, they

may be given meat, fish, cooked cereals and

vegetables and milk. The cheapest way to

obtain food would be to arrange with some

hotel to remove the garbage. Putrid or

tainted meat should, however, be carefully

avoided.

Breeding.—Only black or "star black"

males should be used for breeding. There

maj' be one male for each half-dozen female

The mating season in Canada would usually
be March. The period of gestation is about
eight weeks. There are from 6 to 12 in a

litter. The young are born blind and nearly
naked. They may be weaned when two
months old.

De.'icenling.—The abominable fluid which
the skunk uses as a means of defence is con-
tained in two sacs, one on either side of the

• vent. At about five weeks old. these sacs

may be cut out and the animal rendered
as harmless as a cat. The operation is not

absolutely necessary, as tame skunks are un-
likely to use their scent unless badly frighten-

ed by some intruder.

Pens.—Wire fences for skunk ranches
should be of 1 inch mesh. No. 16 gauge,

poultry netting, about 3 feet high, with an
overhang at the top and sunk 3 feet into the

ground at the bottom and then turned in-

wards. The dens may, in suitable soil, be
artificial burrov.s, which the skunks will

adapt to their own requirements. But ^al-

most any sort of hole or kennel, so long as it

be dry, will serve.

* Pelh.—The fur of skunks raised in cap-

tiNity is said to be inferior to that of the

wild animals. ' This has been attributed to

lack of exercise. The darker the skin and
the shorter and narrower the strips, the more
highly is it esteemed. Careful selection

should result in fixing the desirable charac-

teristics. Skunk skins should be "cased"

for market. In the trade, the fur is often

«,,i,i .<: -c .fil.i
"—ronserv'ation.

Queries and Answers

CHUCKS AND CLAMS
Rod and Gun In Cnnmln.

Gentlemen:

—

What can you tell me about the use of

woodchucks or groundhogs, and of mussels

or freshwater clams?

I understand that both are used for fo,od

in some parts of the Dominion and the U.S.

but no one in this section that I know of, con-

siders them fit. There are such great quan-

tities of them that it seems a pity not to use

them, especially in view of the present H.C.L.

If you can do so, please inform me:

(1) Are they edible?

(2) Are there any seasons when inedible?

(3) Has their sex anything to do ^^^th

edibility?

(4) Special treatment preliminarj- to cook-

ing?

(5) Recipes for cooking.

Special—Is there any market for wood-

chuck skins? How prepared for market.

Special— I notice two shapes of mussels,

(a) long and narrow, and those almost round.

Are they different species?

Perhaps you have published articles on

these matters before. If so, and you tell me
the numbers and costs I will send for them.

If you have not done so, and these things

or one of them is good food, why not start
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something. It would certainly benefit many
farmers who kill numbers of chucks every

summer. If they could get a supply of fresh

meat right at home.
I will appreciate a reply and enclose a

stamped envel&pe for reply!

Respectfully yours,

H. A. Calderwood.

R. D., Pakenham, Ont.

Ans.—The groundhog may be used for

food, and is not only edible but a good many
outdoors men think it quite a delicacy. It is

best roasted, very much after the manner of

a wild duck or partridge, with a slice or two

of ham or bacon laid over it for extra flavour-

ing. The skins are in no demand that I

have ever heard of, except that in some parts

of the North I have heard that they have

sometimes been used inside regular moccasins

to help keep the feet warm. The coat is

composed of hair, rather than of fur, and there

is so far no market vaule for it.

Re. fresh-water Mollusks:—These are ex-

ploited throughout their ranges chiefly for

the ;fommercial value of their shell, which is

used largely in the manufacture of pearl but-

tons and other shell ornaments. They are

also hunted for the pearls which they some-
times contain, some extra good specimens of

these having brought as high as S75 each, but

this use of them is not so general as that first

named. The meat of their salt-water bro-

thers is most delicious, and many a day the

writer has made a dinner on them when small,

brown feet had carried him too far away from
the paternal roof to chance a timely and safe

return. I have taken up the matter of the

edibility of the fresh-water varieties with the

Can. Govt. Departments, also with some
other authorities, and as soon as a definite

reply is received same will appear in this

Department for the benefit of those interested.

Your suggestion is an original one, and cer-

tainly deserves investigation.—M.U.B.

elTect but when away for any length of time

my trophies receive no such attention so

what I require is something that will last, ji

I have been advised to spray them with a ^
solution of bi-chloride of mercury. WdTild

this be so strong as to burn the fur or »vill it

tend to turn white fur yellow?

Afany sportsmen have no doubt had the

same trouble and .any information on the

subject will be welcomed through your col-

umns.
Sincerely yours,

V
"

C. N. A. Ireson.

144 Walmer Rd., Toronto.

Ans.—We are indebted to Mr. Spanner,

of Oliver Spanner Co., Toronto, for the fol-

lowing valuable recipe for a permanent pre-

servative for trophies of the kind you name:
Use a solution made up of one pint of wood
alcohol and as much bi-chloride of mercury as

would fit on a five-cent piece. Mixed well

together, this will make a preser\'ative that

will keep moths away" for all time. In the

proportions given, no harm will be done the

hair in any way.—M.U.B.

VERMIN ON MOUNTED TROPHIES
Editor, Rod and Gun
Would you be good enough to inform me of

any solution that will make mounted trophies

moth proof? I have had three Virginia deer

heads destroyed by moths and unless I hear

of some preventative I shall be inclined in

future to keep only the skull and horns of any
game. The heads mentioned above were

mounted by a well known and widely adver-

tised taxidermist and were not the work of

any amateur.

I have used gasoline with good temporary'

Dear Sir:—
I am a constant reader of Rod and Gun

and always have been going to ask you for

advice about skinning and curing muskrat

skins. I have only taken this as a hobby.

But what I did seemed to be very hard after

they dried, I was looking at a shipment of rale

that caTiie to the furrier. They were soft and

fiufiy, against mine, also best way to stretch.

Do you advise Newhouse Fur Stretcher.

Kindly publish soon as possible in Rod and

Gun Queries and Answers.

Yours truly,

H. Luddington.

West Toronto.

Ans.—For a tanning solution for rat skins,

use the following: 1 part sal-soda; }i part

borax; 1 part alum; 3 parts common salt,

and sufficient water to make a strong solution.

Let the skins stand in the solution for six-

hour intervals for two or three days, drying

in a cool, shady place during the intervals.

,\fter this the skins should be well worked and,

broken up. If your skins are good ones that

may be made up, it would be much safer for

you to give them to some good taxidermist

or tanner where the expert treatment given

them would more than make up forflje small

amount charged for the same.

The Newhouse fur stretcher is excellent for

the purpose designed for; strong, and adapted
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to any size skin. You will find it in every
way satisfactory.—M.U.B.

THE "SNEAKUM"
Jonas Y. Daub, Pa.

Your letter, with enclosed snaps, duly

received. T am quite in sympathy with your

A GOOD CATCH
Editor Rod and Gun:—
Enclosed please find three dollars to pay for

1920 and for rene%yal. I also enclose photo

of onc^day's work with the skunk family.

altitude towards that most rontcmmed mor-
tal, the trap line thief, and think that the

punishment you suggest' would have the

effect of doini" some of them a great deal of

good.

Your snaps, while interesting enough in

themselves, arc too much lacking in detail for

publication.—M.U.B.

wolves and foxes every year for the last thirty

years, and sure have had some great sport and
should be able to tell some good yarns, as all

hunters are.

Should any of your men be out this way.

Edward K^rr, Dclurame, Man., and one day's calcli.

picture brougnt $99.00
skunks shown in the

If I could only write I might be able to give

you a lot of wolf stories, as I have killed a

lot in my day; my best day's work being four

wolves, three foxes, two skunks, and two

weasels. I keep dogs, and ha\'e hunted

have them call on me, and I will try to make

it lively for them.

Yours respectfully,

I-Mward Kerr.

Dclorainc. Man.



Will Hold Exhibition of Live Silver Foxes

Breeders of silver foxes are greatly interest-

ed in the approaching International Exhibi-

tion of Live Silver Foxes which will 'be held

in Montreal on November 24th, 2oth and

26th. This exhibition is being held under

the auspices of the Commission of Conserva-

tion and the Fur Breeders of Canada, with

the assistance of the Dominion Department
of Agriculture, the provincial governments
of Prince Edward Island, Quebec. Ontario,

New Brunswick and Nova, Scotia, and with

the co-operation of the fur manufacturers

and fur dealers of Montreal.

Conditions.

Entries will be accepted from fox breeders

throughout Canada and the United States

under the following conditions:

(a) No fox will be eligible for entry unless

same is ranch-bred and born of pure silver

parents, which parents have never produced
anything but pure silvers. Exhibitors must
declare these facts when making entries.

(b) Any exhibitor may enter any number
of foxes in any division.

(c) The judges niay place in proper class

any fox which has been entered in a wrong
class.

(d) Entry fee S2.00 per fox must accom-
pany the entry. This fee covers class entry

and sweepstakes, if any. Entry fees are pay-
able by certified cheque, post office order, ex-

press or money order, made payable to the

order of F. C. Nunnick, or in cash.

(e) No male fox that has been castrated

will be allowed to be exhibited.

(f) Certified copies of pedigrees of foxes

entered for competition must be filed with

the Secretary.

Divisions.

The following divisions have been decided
upon:

Division I.—Black and Extra Dark.
Division II.—Dark Silver.

Division III.—Medium Silver.

Division IV.—Light and Pale Silver.

The definition of these divisions is estab-

lished as follows:

Black and Extra Dark.
In this Division foxes shall be either all

black on the body or must show not more
than ten per cent (10 p.c.) silver.

Dark Silver.

Foxes which show silver distinctly on the

lower part of the coat, but not more than
twenty-five per cent (25 p.c.) silver:

Medium Silver.

Foxes showing approximately fifty per

cent (50 p.c.) silver.

Light and Pale Silver.

Foxes showing over sixty per cent (60 p.c.)

silver.

Eacl] division above mentioned is sub-di-

vided under -four classes as follows: Adult

Males, x^dult Females, Young Males, Young
Females. A "young" fox is defined as of a

litter of 1920, and an "adult" as to have been

whelped in 1919 or earlier. Thus there are

SIXTEEN CLASSES in all.

I
Basis of Judging

Judging shall be by points, the possible

being one hundred (100) of which fifteen per

cent (15 p.c.) are for the animal, and eighty-

five per cent (85 p.c.) for the fur, further di-

vided as follows:

Size lOPointsI

V- Total, 15 Points.

Conformation SPointsJ

Guard Fur > 25 Points'

Colour 20 Points

LTnderpur 15 Points

Brush 5 Points

Text ure 20 Points

Prizes.

Four cash prizes of an aggregate value of

SlOO will be awarded in each of the sixteen

classes, as follows: first prize, .SIO; second.

S30; third, S20; fourth. §10. In addition,

valuable challenge trophies have been donated

by Provincial Governments and by the

Canadian Fur Auction Sales as sweepstake

prizes. Definite information regarding these

special awards will be forwarded at an early

date.

It should be noted that:

When only four foxes are entered in any

class. First, Second and Third Prizes only,

will be awarded.

^Vhen only three foxes are entered in an\'

class, First and Second prizes only will be

awarded.

When only two foxes are entered in any

class. First prize only will be awarded.

When only one fox is entered in any class,

a prize will be awarded.

Total, 85 Points.

General Notes.

All exhibits of foxes must be in place in the

exhibition hall at Montreal by midnight of
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It's the Man Behind the Gun

USED GUNS
Shot Guns and Rifles

Various Calibres and Makes

All in Good Shooting Shape

ATTRACTIVE PRICES
TO CLEAR

SEND FOR LIST

GUN CASES
Solid Leather Shot Gun

Cases

Square Ends. Open Both Ends

Sling, Slrap and Handle

READY FOR DELIVERY

WRITE FOR OUR CATALOGUE
PRICES ARE RIGHT

EVERYTHING
IN

CANVAS

THE^D.PIKEG<>
123 KiKG St. £..

TOnOHTO.

SPECIALISTS
TO

SPORTSMEN

SATISFACTION or MONEY BACK

^„ : The HABERLEIN
^^lt.S'%3^ isi

DOG REMEDIES
tijfr^^U'"i»SS^WlNo experiment—Tried and Appro-
iBWBuJfWRTN^'^Ta. '^V^' Forty years' experience.

tistemper Cure (Comb.) SI.50 single remedies fenl by
<an$eCure 1.00 mail postpa[d The tkn
CZema Cure 1.00 preparalion-oraiiy56 .0

lankerCure" 50 selection by express or

PormE.t^Jrmina.or / 50 -«!/^-y°/„Tr
onic Pills '5 rections on »u^h Istx-!

Condition Pills *5 Send lOc in sumps for

ye Lotion 25 bootclel on diseases of

lea Repellcr & Dislnf. 50 ''°«s and v^njble mior.

cent Restorer & Xntensjr_JE Sm^d^r r«5?S ""on
'

tfC en personal checks add 10c

JU.wU for collection.

Address;

d. F. Haberlein, Box 29,McPherson. Kans.

KEEP YOUR GUN CLEAN 1

HOPPE'S
NITRO POWDER SOLVENT

1 No. 9

j I rnd* Mark Realsurrd)
For Cleaning High Power Rifle*. Shot Gans
and Firearms of all kinds. R£.VIOVES and
PREVENTS RUST. It will neutralize
acid residue of Smokeless Powder and
prevent corroding, if

~ ;
'

Sold bv'.J -«' '

The D. Pike Co.. Ltd., Toronto. ";^~
!The J. H. .\shdown Hardware Co.. Winoipeg
Wood, .\lexander «!t James, Hamilton.
.McLennan. .McFeelv A Co., Ltd., Vancouver
E. G. Prior i Co.. Ltd.. Victoria.
tTisdalls Lunited. Vancouver

FR4U K. HOPPE. 2314 N. 8TH ST..PHIUOElPHI,\.
I

Soit! Manufacturer.
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November ,2 1st, so that judging can be com-

pleted before the opening of the exhibition on

November 24 ih. ,

Exhibitors should mail the entry forms to

F. C. Nunnick, Commission of Conservation,

Ottawa, not later than November 1st, in

order that ample time will be available for

the manufacture of a sufficient number of

cages.

Arrangements are being made by the Ex-

hibition Committee to have food provided

for the foxes and also to have in attendance

a qualified veterinary surgeon.

No Quarantine.

There will bo no quarantine of foxes from

the United States, but all foxes on arrival in

Montreal will be examined by a skilled veter-

inary surgeon who has had a wide experience

in connection with the diseases of foxes.

Foxes from all parts of Canada will also be

examined by a veterinary surgeon.

Customs Arrangements.

Foxes from the United States will be ad-

mitted into Canadfa free of duty under Tariff

item 700, which provides that
—

". ... ar-

ticles brought into Canada temporarily and

for a period not exceeding three months, for

the purpose of exhibition or of competition

for prizes offered by any agricultural or other

association .... Free;

"Provided a bond shall be first given in ac-

cordance with regulations prescribed by the

Minister of Customs, with the condition that

the full duty to which such .... articles

would otherwise be liable shall be paid in case

of their sale in Canada, or if not re-exported

within the time specified in such bond."

The bonds required under the above regula-

tions will be furnished by the Commission of

Conservation. ^
An exhibition office willbe opened in the

Windsor Hotel, ^^ontreal, about November
10th, but, until further notice, all communica-
tions and inquiries must be addressed to

F. C. NUNNICK,
Commission of Conservation, Ottawa. Can.

Entry forms and any additional information

desired will be furnished promptly on request.

Publicity for Fur Industry.

It is expected that from 150 to 200 foxes

will be entered from Prince Edward Island

alone. Such an exhibition will constitute one

of the finest advertisements ever received by
the fox industry. The fur-farming business

is coming into its own as a scientific branch

of animal husbandry.' The Exhibition Com-
mittee believes that it will pay every fox

rancher to attend this, the first live fox ex-

hibition ever held in Canada. Every rancher

will gain much information and will have an

opportunity of seeing the best foxes that his

fellow ranchers all over the Dominion have
produced and to compare his own with these.

During the Exhibition a meeting will be

held to form the "Fur Breeders' Association

of Canada." This .'Association will take over

the management of later exhibitions and it

is proposed to hold fin exhibition in 1921 which
will offei prizes for mink, muskral, beaver and
other fur-bearing animals which are being

reared in captivity.

Brook trout caught jiear New Liskeard. Ont., by Earl Leury. Stirling; (iordon
'lett and Shaw Cook of New LiskeardE^Ie
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fAEGER
FINE PURE WOOL!
For the Man Who is Out of Doors

Anyone who is much out of doors—
the soldier, the sportsman, the lumber-
man, the engineer, the prospector, the
miner—will find Jaeger. Pure Wool Gar-
ments wonderfull\\comfortable and dur-
able lor outdoor life. /•

Here ar-> some useful garments ^—Sleepins'
bags, blankets, travelling rugs, sleepinc caps,

colir bands, chest protectors, unaerwear. hosier>\

shirts, pyjamai. stockings, sweaters, cardigans,
spencers, knittpd waistcoat.s. ulsters, caps, gloves,

etc.

A FULLY ILLU'«TRATED
CATALOGUE WILL BK
SENT FREE ON APPLICA-
TION.

DR. JAEr,ER ^"l7.*nr"'°<=0- Lwrr™
Toronto Mootreal Wauux>e9

BrUish "fi>unded 1883 ".

Genuine Diamonds
$1, $2, $3, Weekly
Save money on your Diamonds
by buying from us. We are

Diamond Importers. Terms,
|N Jl, $2, or $3 Weekly. We
guarantee you every advantage

in Price and Quality.

Write to-day for Catalogue, il is tree

We send Diamonds to any part of Canada for inspec

tion at our expense. Payments may he made Weekly
or Monthly.

JACOBS BROS., Diamond Importers

15 Toronto Arcade - - Toronto. Canada

_ Heddon
Rand-Msde Reels

^ Jim Heddon 2 -Piece Rods

^aby Crab and Other Miimows

Send for literaturej ~

Jas.Heddon'sSonsi
_j^ Dowagiac, Mich.

RAISE

SILVER FOX
WE BUY ALL YOU CAN fSAISE

FanMEnS-TRAPPERS-MUNTERS-INVESTORS.

^iCi^M WF START YOU IM Th£ 5 JSINE5S.P0SiP-D ',-lOtiio-^^

?UR WUeJI^Ws i FOX RANCMEDS w^E™ oig

BEiUTlFuaY IILUSTMTED G'jaDINC D.'aCRAM AND 5BIP "»

YOUn SKINS WE HAVE ORDERS WAITING

1 rsTsTsTj.RDUFPtL'i SILVER FOX STORE NewronK..,v

TELLS MOW FAR VOL! WALK

The American Pedometer
Regulates to Step and Rej^islers Lxact Dis-

tances; Simple. Accurate. Durable.
Indispensalilc to every lov-

er of outdoor sport and e»-
pcciallv to those who love
WALKING Instructive he-
cause of value in drlTrninrnR
distances; a nercssar\ ad-

junrl to compass and as use-

ful to SPOH rSMKN. It fur-

nishes the true solution of

many b disputed question of

how far 't >s to or from vari-
ous points- Best of
all it IS a wonder-
ful health promoter
because its interest-
ins notations afford
real incentive for
WALKING Whe-

, thcr you walk for
i health, business or
I pleasure—an>-wherc.
f everv where. the
AMf:niCANPedo.
meter telU the whole
slory of just how
far vbu have Irav-
cllwl.

FULLY
GUARANTKLD
One Hundred Mil-
Pedometer. J ^<>*»

Sold b>' all Dealers or Direct

AMERICAN PEDOMETER COMPANY
902 Chapel St.. New Haven. Conn.

E. & A. GL'.N'THER CO. - Toronto. Canada
ApL'nts for the Dominion of Can.-td.^



Proper Breeding, Caring For and Training Of
Hunting Dogs

Jim Glaab

IN
order to successfully get best results from

the dog you prefer for your line of sport,

it is necessary to have the proper breeding

and care. First of all, and by no means least,

it is necessary to breed the best to the best.

By this I mean, blood lines, for after all,

blood lines are what count in all lines of breed-

ing. No man ever got a cross bred that was
a genuine all round dog. He may have been

a good hunter, but put him on an old trail

with a well bred dog and you can easily see

the mistake of cross breeding. The finer bred

dog will work an old difficult trail with care

whereas the cross bred will, nine times out of

ten, run over it not knowing the game had
been there.

Secondly, the mother should be in good

condition and free from fleas. Do not be
afraid to give her plenty of exercise and
hunting. By no means keep her chained up
to a kennel for two or three weeks and expect

good smart puppies. If she is a rabbit dog,

run her on rabbit and you will have no trouble

starting the puppies on them. The same, if

breeding for coon or fox. Run the mother
on whatever game you wish to train the

puppies on and you will be surprised how the

little fellows will start.

Remember, that fleas do not wait till the

puppies are a few weeks old before starting

to work. They are on them before they are

three hours old, so see that your kennel is

clean and the mother free from fleas.

Thirdly have your kennel on high dry

ground w'th i^'^iilv of room and good ventila-

tion, for Ihj
I upf.-ies at an early age must

have p'onty o i osh air. Change the bedding

at least once a week until the puppies are

removed, l"' m disinfect the brood kennel.

The be=. solution to use for disinfecting

purposes is creolin. Use about one part

creolin to twenty parts water and spray the

interior of the kennel well with it.

Mistakes in the feeding of puppies kill many
that would have been good ones, both in

hunting and on the bench. For the first

three weeks they will need no food except the

mother's milk. During the fourth and fifth

week weaning begins and here is where care

must be taken in order to not over feed. A
little scalded cow's milk three times a day
for two weeks,—not all they want, but all

they will take and clean up. AVhen five or

six weeks old a little stale bread crumbled in

the milk will do no harm, and at about two
months they can be given stronger food, such

as_ rice, broth and even a small quantity of

well cooked meat, if it is cut up in small

pieces. Do not give hard food for the pup-

pies teeth are not strong enough and digestive

trouble may result. After three or four

months, they can eat all but the coarsest of

food. After six months they can eat almost

any good food, but not too much. Do not

keep your puppies fat. Just give them
enough to look good and keep growing.

Do not forget that the puppies are apt to

have wonns. Almost every puppy has
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MOUNT BIRDS
ANIMALS, GAME HEADS AND ALL TROPHIES

The wonderful art of taxidermy which has long: been kept a secret
can note be easily, quickly learned by ma II In voiir home in a ft-w
weeks By an entirely n, ifrn?r/i.i(i yon can Mc'icleam this money-mating profession dsinugyourEpare time. Suc^e^iS guirinU^

lUU \^n "WKC money! Men. women and »v,x5skilledinthi»»rt
are ID great demand. This is the tirne- toU-ara, Trophies are sent hund-
reds of miles for tbebe^t TaxirjermisTsfa) nionnt. A skilled Taudanuist,
like a skilled doctor, can cbar^e as much as h9 pleases.

BEAUTIFUL TROPHIES FOR VOOR OWN HOME
Ton can decorate year own home and A'-n vrith ymir rara and beautiful
specimens. Hanter?, trappers and [iLttari!i*ts leArn in a very sh'rl lime.
6yciirtaeth(xltG( prof ess ion is simple. Success gaaranteed or do tuition.

Oreat Book FREE—**i7oirfo Learn to Slount Birds and AnimaU.'"
This beautifully illustrated book, a copy of Taxidermy Magazine and
hundreds of letters from Erradaates sent free if yon write at once. Make
joonelf independent by laaraiDf tb>i JJCsfeission. Jfrite/or/re* book,

H. W. S<;hool of Taxidermy 10 F etwood Bld£« Onuba. Nab.

100 ONLY

GILL NETS
33 FT. LONG

Complete with Floats and Sinkers,

4^ inch mesh, 28,14 cord

each $2.75 delivered

The D.PIKE CO., Limited
TORONTO

TRAPPERS
Use Everill's Special Animal Attraclor.

Guaranteed to attract all Aesh-eating an-

imals. The best yet. Pnce only §1.00

per bottle postpaid.

Everitt's Special Muskrat Attractor.

Guaranteed to attract MuskraLs only;

price $1.00 per bottle postpaid. Ii your

dealer cannot supply you send direcx—to

MER\TN EVERITT
THAiMESVILLE, ONT.

(Ginseng and GoldenSealjvahtedO_

The old jungle salutalicAi goes from us lo yoo.
"Good hunting. little brother?"

The game iiwuits in its forest rendezvous

—

(Jrtobcr is casting its shadow across the trail.

All the Buns in this famous Abcrcrombie A
Fitch collection offer their friendly stocks lo
your grip.

"Good hunting, little brolhcrr"

There arc masterpieces among them—«uns
frcrni the best American makers and the shops
of Kuropean makers who work by hand .ind
fit a Ittck to less than the width of a hairf

Shol^funs of Purdy. f^nng. Greener, Wcstlcv-
Richards. Scott. Pirlct. Pidaull. Dalv and Sauer— a selection which cannot be duplicated.

Guns fur upland and guns for lowland, for
bifi came and small—and men in charge who are
known throughout the shooting world, to help
you select and properly fit vour gun.

Specially recomm- deco>*s. gun-
cnvcs. came rails. kets—literally
evcrylhmg that the

Write ft r retr Booklets Showing
]\ffn's and Women's Aufurrw Sport Ctnthes

flbercrombic
ic Fitch Co
EZRA U. FITCH. Presidt-nt

Madison Avenue and
45th Street, New York

"The Greatest Sporting
Goods Store in the World"
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them. Do not wait till they are drowsy

and won't eat, but at three or four weeks

.of age, give the following—worm seed oil,

six dropb, oil of turpentine 2 drops, oil of

anise sixteen drops, olive oil 3 drachms, castor

oil, four drachms. Mix all together and give

one half teaspoonful in a little milk. If this

does not give results,- repeat the dose next

day. It is advisable to giv-e this or some other

good medicine about every three to five weeks

until the puppies are nine or ten months old.

The puppies should have a place large

enough to romp and play. This is natural

exercise at from two to six months of age.

young dogs with an old experienced one.

However, as this is not always available, we
have to do it ourselves. Procure a live rab-

bit and let the dog smell it and get him ex-

cited over it. Then take the dog away and
let the rabbit go. After a few minutes, put

the dog on the track and let him work it of

his own free will. If he quits, help him to

find it and encourage him. If he back tracks,

do not whip him, for he does not know the

difference.^ Take him to where the bunny
is and start him again on a fresh track and

the chances are he will never lose it. You
can work him this way a few times, then go

The author, "Red.'* and trophies of a nights hunt in Oxford County, Ont.

They nibble the grass which is beneficial

to their digestion and they love to roll and

play. Always keep plenty of fresh water

before them and arranged so as to be in

the shade. This is absolutely necessary in

the warm months of summer.

Now that your puppies are at an age where

you expect to use them, it is time to start

training. This is where a lot of care and

hard work comes in and one must be prepared

for it.

All puppies are not of the same disposition

. and one must be acquainted with the puppy's

disposition beforehand. The same methods
will not successfully train all puppies on the

same kind of game.

We will first take the rabbit dog. The
best for this work is the beagle. They make
the best all round rabbit dog a man could

wish to own. Being slow he has just enough

pep behind him to keep bunny on the move
-o he won't hole up. It is advisable to start

to the woods and come home with the game.
Your dog-will do much better each time you
take him out until in a couple of months you
have one that suits your sport and one money
won't buy. I do not mean to say that

beagles are only good for rabbit. On the

other hand, they W'ill hunt fox and coon and
do it right, but they are too small Itnd slow

for this game.

The proper dog for this line of sport is the

American fox hound of which there are a

number of different strains—Walker, .July,

Birdsong and Sugarloaf being the leaders.

Walkers and Birdsongs being used most
for fox, while Julys and Sugarloafs are trained

mostly for coon and short game or game that

trees. ' They are good tree dogs and take as

naturally to treeing squirrel and coon as

Walkers and Birdsongs do to running a fox

trail. It is best and easiest to start training

a coon dog on squirrel in the day time. By
doing this, you have a chance to get him to
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591 STRAIGHT RUN 591

Fred Gilbert and The Parker Single Barrel Trap Gun

Make the World's Record in Competition

591591 WITHOUT A MISS

Eventually you will shoot the PARKER. Why not now?

Send for catalogue and free booklet about 20 bore guns.

PARKER BROS. curMalers Mcriden, Conn., U.S.A.

New York Salesrooms: 25 Murray St,

A. W. duBray. Pacific Coast Agent, P. O. Box 102, San Francisco

FISHERMEN

!

YOUR ATTENTION, fc'h,
„.. to the fart

J v^u.. ..- luat there is a special

maga.me exclusively devoted to vour speejal hobby^

It is tour yea""ld.,,f^^\;°^8. hea^«>^^,^^f^.h
ably manaeed by a Utile coterie oi icii f

^ ,

know the husiness from A to Z. lou snoui

The American Angler
THE ONLY ALL-ANGLING

MAGAZINE
Covers every phase of -sim^^^ries""!!''"/ndfor
written, beaut.fullv illustrated stories .^^

anglers; how to get the most M«>rt near ho^
^^^^ ^^^^

of famous angling waters by notea a
^ ^^ ^,^^^.

•been everywhere and *no
>?5'j; „^ all matters

daring original and ''"«'> <'P'"^°°a. fly, bait and
piscatorial; """f'^ur tackle making.

^^^ ,^^,iy

surf tournament. Sa.t wa>er ?"*;, |f[,ifuiiy ,llus-

trcated and angling humor is aciifc

trated. Published monlM'j.

Special Trial Subscription a.50
Six Splendid Numbers ^

THE AMERICAN ANGLER
Candler Bldg.. 221 W,42d St, NEW YOK-

Marbi^S
Nitro-Solvenl Oil

Cleans Guns Easily

MARBLE ARMS & MFC. CO.,

S81 Delta Ave. Gladstone, Mich.

SCHNOTER'S
SUSPENSORIES

|-i [ Comfort

for ^Relief

{ Health
Perfect in BU-det«il«. At your
dniggist.cir »eni dired lor II 00.

Boiiklel of other stvlts upon rtfuOf.

J. C. SCHNOTEK CO.
" (Bept. C.) Hew Jersey
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bark "lieed." This is where most coon dogs

are at fault. Do not be afraid to get him to

bark "treed." When he will hunt and bark

up well, take him out at night where you are

sure there are coon and nine out of every

ten dogs will run them and tree them, if

started in this way.

Of course the puppy or young dog will not

be able to.work as old a traifas the experienced

dog, but you must work with him; if he loses

the trail, help him to find it. If near a fence,

get him to scent the fence, for this is where the

coon went: if near water, get him to work the

other side of the pool or stream and keep him

interested, and the chances are he will strike

and find the coon for you. It is best to get a

young coon and let the puppy run it a few

times before you go to the woods but if you

cannot get one, you will find that if he hunts

squirrel he will hunt coon. Do not let him

get bitten or hurt by the first few you get

with him; kill them and let him shake

them until he quits. Pet and encourage him

and you will be surprised how quickly he will

improve. If he makes a mistake on the tree.

get him to circle and find the trail again. Do
not be discouraged if he does not catch a

couple of coon the first night out for they

don't run every night and he must catch

them when they are down. I have hunted

the same woods three and four nights in suc-

cession and never got a run, only to go back

the next night just after dark and put up a

couple in a short while. Always bear in mind
that you must not whip a dog for something

he does not know. Try to talk to him first.

If this does not "work, then use the switch,

and use it right and once wifl do.

There is another strain known as the Red-
bone, which has quite a number of admirers

as a coon dog, but for myself and what I

have seen of the Red-bone as a coon dog. I

prefer the July strain above all, not saying

there are no good ones in the Red-bone strain.

I never Saw one that was a real coon dog
although they are written of as being the

best. However, if you have a young dog you
wish to train, whether Red-bone or July, try

him out, and if you make a good one out of

him you certainly have one to be proud of.

Let us hear from some of you who follow up
this line of sport for after all, it is the only

real sport we have left in which we can all

take part.
*

By trying the above methods you will find

that it is the easiest and quickest way to

start a young dog and after started all he

needs is lots of work to make him a top

notcher.

Sporting Dog Field Trials are Proposed

Brantford—Members of the Telephone

City Kennel Club are seriously contemplating

running a field trial exhibition this fall. Many
of the club members own some real high class

sporting dogs. Fred Howie, H. Garlent, H.

Nolan, O. Fray and Reg. Prine with their

beagles, Alex. Patterson's Russian wolf hounds

Tennant, Bowden and Prine with their

English and American fox and blood hounds,

together with many other local sporting dogs

available for a meet of this description pro-

mise to make a gain day's entertainment for

both the sporting dog fanciers and the Brant-

ford lovers of the sport.

Mr. Fred Howie intends entering his ken-

nel of hunters in the coming International

Field trials.

The club will shortly meet to arrange re-

garding a fall bench show.
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Preserve Your Outing
in a.l\ Oil An Ideal DecoraUon For

Pa.il\ti|\d Your Den or Office.

AND in after years, you and your friends
will take great delight in this permanent
reminder of that pleasant sojourn you

spent in the Canadian wilds—or wherever you
went. Your camera snap-shots have possibly
not done your trip justice. At any rate, they
missed the vivid colonngs of the woods, the
sky and the water.

Rods Gun's Artist Can Reproduce Your Trip True to Life

In Oil, Pen and Ink Sketch, or Wash Drawing.

He can illustrate that incident which stands out prominently in your
memory, just as it actually happened—full of life and action.

F. V. WILLIAMS
You know his work—you see it every month
on the cover of this magazine. He excels in

reproductions of Big Game Hunting, Canoeing,
Mountain Climbing, Fishing—any and all of

the vast number of subjects offered by the

great Outdoors.

Send us the details and photos; we'll turn them over to the artist. He'U work for

you just as well as he does for us. And the price will be moderate. Address

—

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA
WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO

Painter of the Out-of-Doors, Designer
and Producer of Rod and Gun's Covers

He will do this, either from descriptive mat-
ter furnished by the sportsman, or from his
snap-shots, or better still, from a combina-
tion of both. You'll be delighted with the
result and number the picture among your
Den's treasured articles.

A B C OF THE MOTORCYCLE
BvW. J.J-\GKMAN. M. K.. Author of "Facts for .Motorists." "Crushcii Stone and its uses.'anH similar books.

Porket size. 250 pages, fully illustrated leather and cloth. X Show I low Book for Owners and Operators of

Motorcycles-

.Modcni manhines and their vital parts. How to master the mechanism, construrlion and operation of the
carburetor What the carburetor docs. Ignition systems Battenr'! nnd magnetn^. IVn.-ti.-.nl mcth..cls ,,f hand-
ling V-irioiis tvpcs of motors. Troubles of all kinds and how to • ...i-

Transmisbion or drive syslem,s. How to compute horse power, ! ,. ,

ance on basis of mileage. Some Donfs that wdl .s.-ive time an.:
• 1 j,

bu.ver. Wh.it an owner should do on receiving a new machine. I iic hr:.i n.i.

Leather ; »I-"5 Cloth Binding $.25Price: Flexible

ADDRESS .\LL ORDERS TO

W. J. TAYLOR Limited, Book Dept., Woodstock, Ontario, Canada



Seasons for Fur-Bearers

ALBERTA.
Open seasons:* Dates inclusive.

Mink, fisher, marten. . . » : Nov. 1-Mar. 31.*
Otter.inuskrat (see exception) Nov. 1-Apr. 30.

Exception: Muskrat. south of North Saskatchewan River No open season.*
Beaver Dec. 31, 1925. *2
Fox and other fur animaJs Unprotected.*

Prohibited methods: Unlawful to use poison for taking fur animals; or to destroy, partially destroy, or to
leave open any muskrat or beaver house.

Licenses: Trapping: None required of residents; nonresident, $25; issued by minister of agriculture.
Consent of owner or occupant required to trap on inclosed or cultivated lands of another. Permits to trap on game
or forest reserves may be granted under regulations of the lieutenant governor in council. Taxidermist, $5. Dealer
in furs and skins of protected animals: Resident, branch office, and traveling agent, $5 each, nonresident, $100.
Licensee must make monthly and annual reports to department of agriculture. License to export skins, SI; issued
by minister.

Possession and sale: No restrictions on possession and sale of skins legally taken and possessed.
Shipment and export: Export of furs and skins prohibited except by bolder of a license. No furs or skins

on which royalty has not been paid may be exported, and a special permit from the minister is necessary to ship
out unprime skins. Resident hunter or trapper exporting furs or skins of animals taken by himself is not required
to pav royalties on skins so exported unless the tax, exceeds the sum of $10 in any one year. Export of live fox
prohibited.

*Alberta: Unlawful to destroy a beaver dam, uijless authorized to do so by the lieutenant governor in coun-
cil, who may also authorize the killing of beaver or other fur anmals when such killing is deemed to be in the public
interest.

Lieutenant governor in council may declare open seasons locally on beaver and muskrat.
Unlawful to trap fox for export.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Open seasons:* Dates inclusive.

Bear (see exception; Sept. 1-June30.
Exception: Unlawful to trap bear south of main line of Candain Pacific Railway.
Prohibited methods : L^nlawful to use poison in taking fur animals, except farmers and poultrymen may

protect own stock.
Licenses: Trapping. Resident, $10; nonresident not permitted to trap; nonresident (special license to^

hunt—not trap—bear from January I to July 1), $25; nonresident general hunting license, fee. $25 and additional
fees of $15 to $25 for each bear killed. License not Issued to boys under 18 years of age without written consent
of parent or guardian. Issued by Provincial game warden or authorized agent. Licensee must wear badge. No
license required of a resident to trap on own land during open season. Permission of owner required to trap on
inclosed, cleared, or cultivated land of another. A licensed trapper who first occupies a trap line prior to Novem-
ber 14 is protected against other trappers. Unlawful to touch or interfere with traps set by a licensed trapper.
License must be returned within two months after it expires, with a statement of number of fur animals of each
kind taken. Fur dealer: Resident, $25 (does not apply to licensed trapper selling skins taken by himself); non-
resident or his agent. $200. License required for each place of business. Fur dealer must make verified report on
or before August 31 showing number and kinds of skins purchased and date of transactions. Taxidermist, $5.
Game conservation board may grant permits (fee, $25) to buy furs at wholesale from licensed fur dealers or at
public auction.

/ Possession and sale : LTnlawful to sell pelts taken during close season. Possession of pelts of fur animals
allowed only during open season and for two months thereafter (three monflfes. north of 52d parallel), except undei
special permit from Provincial game warden. Unlawful for fur trader to possess skins on which royalty has not
been paid. Does not apply to skins taken by a licensed trapper if sold to a licensed resident dealer nor to skins of
animals raised in captivity.

, Shipment and export: Export of pelts of fur animals allowed only during open season and for two months
thereafter (three months, north of 52d parallel), under special permit of Provincial game warden. Packages must
be prepared so that they may be easily opened for examination, or labeled with a full description of the contents,
and names and addresses of the consignor and consignee.

*Brilish Columbia: Seasons on fur animals fixed annually by lieutenant governor in council. Forregula-
tions, apply to Secretary, Game Conservation Board, Vancouver, British Columbia.

MANITOBA.
Open season.*

North ofJiftu-third parallel. Dates inclusive.
Fisher, pekan. sable, marten, mink. . . . Nov. 1-Mar. 31.
Otter,bcaver - Nov. 1-Apr. 30.
Muskrat (additional stason, Nov. 1-30). .. . . . ... Mar. 15-May 15
Fox, lynx... Nov. 1-Feb. 28.

South of fifty-third parallel:
Fisher, pekan, sable, marten, mink Nov. 1-Mar. 31.
Beaver*, otter :.. ...No open season.
Muskrat

, . , ,. Mar. 15-Apr.30.
Fox, lynx . . .^ . Unprotected.

Prohibited methods : Use of poison in taking fur animals is prohibited. Unlawful to shoot or spear musk-
rats or to destroy muskrat houses.

Licenses: Trapping: Resident, ^2; nonresident Canadian citizen, $25; nonresident alien. $100; issued by
minister of agriculture and in^migration. Permission of owner required to trap on cultivated or inclosed lands of
another. Licensee must return his license and make a report during the month of June showing the number of
each kind of animal taken. Fur trading: Wholesale raw fur dealer. $50; raw fur buyer, S25; resident raw fur mer-
chant or trader. $10; resident traveling agent, $10; issued by minister. Licensees are required to keep record and
to make annuul retur'ns before September'30. Fttr dressing and /anning: $10; issued by minister. Licensee must
keep records and report to the chief game guardian on or before the 10th of each month the number of royalty pelt
handled and the name and address of person forwarding or delivering the skins.

Possession and sale: Possession of unprime skins prohibited. Unlawful to purchase or sell the skins of
muskrats that have been speared or shot. Any person purchasing or acquiring pelts from a trapper must ascertain
that he holds proper trapping permit and at the same time record his name and the number of his permit Unlaw-
ful to purchase, barter, or trade the pelt of a fur animal taken during close season (does not apply to imported skins).
No other restrictions on skins legally taken.

Shipment and export: Export prohibited of unprime skins or skins on which royalty is payable unless
such skins have coupons attached to show royalty paid; each shipment must have attached a declaration of the
number and kinds of skins contained, and also set forth that royalty coupons are attached as required. No other
restrictions on skins legnlly taken: Export prohibited of live protected animals (except ranch-bred animals) ex-
cept under permit from minister of agriculture and immigration (permit must accompany shipment to destination;
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Hardy's, theWorld's Angling Specialists

In "Palakona" Regd. Split Bamboo Fishing Rods

Manufacturers to

HIS MAJESTY
KINC CEORCE V.

.UXK" ROD, madeof Slecl-ti:ird "PALVKONA" is Hardy's lalcsl

... design in single-handed rods for wcl or dry lly lishin?,'. , j .'; .

'DF.

THE GREAT
ENGLISH FIELD
says. "We mast
never foraet that it

is to HARDY
Bros. of.Alnuick U'e

owe the supremacy
ue have achiencd as
Rud makers.

THE
m&
IT

is the product of the largest, and best equipped factory, supervised by the

champion Professional Fly Casters and Anglers in liuropc, "Hardy's." Don't
forget that as wages in Great Britain are 75% less than in America we can

give greater value in high class hand work. All our rods are hand tnade by ex-

perts whose lives have been spent at this work, for which .iO GOLD VIED.VLS
have been awarded, f^ength !)-ft. weight oii on.; 9-ft. 6-ins., weight oji o^s.;

10-ft., weight 6 ozs. .\ll fitted with Hardy's patent screw grip reel tittings.

DRY KLIES—As made by us for the late F.jM. Halford

Esc]., for whom we also made rods, etc.

'iUT CASTS—The Anglo-American tapered mist color

\'o. 1 medium, No. 2 fine, as made for .Mr. Halford.

^tout to AX Ditto, Ditto to .i\. Stout Lake to fine. Ditto

o medium. Ex-stout toMEDIU.M, Ex-stout to stout. 6 fL

pleased to quote prices on receipt of inquiry.

Hardy Bros.,Manufaciory AlnwickJ England

We furnish Knock-

Down and in

various stages of

completion

Launches

Cruisers

Auxiliary
Yachts

Work - Boats
and Hulls for

Outboard Motors

Have ready for shipmcVit finished hulls from

16 ft. to 28 ft., also some launches complete

with engine installed ready to run.

Robertson Bros, 'o^nrst' Hamilton
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fees, for black or silver fox, $100; for other fox, $15; for otter, $25; for beaver, S5 ;for n.mk. fisher, or marten. SI;

for muskrats. $2 a dozen or fraction thereof.

^Manitoba: Trapping in Provincial game preserves prohibited.
Chief game guardian may take necessary steps to prevent beaver doing damage, but ao beaver dams may

be disturbed between Oct. 1 and Apr. 1.

Poison may not be used to capture wolves for bounty.

NEW BRUNSWICK.
Open seasons: j^atcsinccusXte.

Mink,otter, fishcr Nov. 1-Mar. 31.

Pox Oct. 1-Mar. 1.

Muskrat (season opens at noon and closes at noon) Mar. 25-May 1.

Beaver, sable No open season.*
Otherfuranimals Unprotected.

Prohibited methods: Unlawful to take fur animals by use of poisons ,orfo dig out foxes from then homes
ortearth burrows.

Licenses: Trappers and fur dealer.^:* Persons domiciled in Province, $10; all other persons, S50. Trap-
pers and fur dealers must furnish the minister with written declarations showing their names and addresses, the

location of warehouses, shops, posts, or caches wh^re skins are to be stored and {he places from which the skins will

be shipped out of the Province, and must make monthly reports of operations. Issued by minister of lands and
mines. License is required to traffic in. cure, or tan skins: Resident, SIO; nonresident or resident alien, S50; issued

by minister. Special license (accompanied by necessary tags) to trap beaver from Nov. 1 to Apr. I may be issued

by minister: fee. S8 for each animal.
Possession and sale: Possession prohibited of furs on which royalties, as fixed by lieutenant governor m

council, have no* been paid;possession ofgreen skins or carcasses ofprotected fur animals in closcscasonprohibited
Shipment and export: No restrictions on skin^ legdUy taken, possessed, or tagged

*New Brunswick: Expires Dec. 31, 1923- Holder of permit from minister may take beaver from Nov. 1 to
kpT. 1.

' *License requirmenis and other provisions of act do not apply to a hunter or trapper who rs a British sub-
ject domiciled and residing in Province, who actually hunts, provided he sells his furs to a person domiciled in the
Province.

INORTHWEST TERRITORIES.^
Open seasons: Dales inclusive.

Mink, fisher, marten Nov. l-Mar. 14.

Otter, beaver, muskrat. .

.

Oct 1-May 14
Whitefox Nov. 15. Mar. 31.

Prohibited methods: Unlawful to use poison in taking fur animals or to destroy or injure any beaver or
muskrat house.

Licenses: Trapping: Resident, S2; nonresident, British subject, $25; other nonresident, $50; fur ';^6aier,

$5; issued by Commissioner of Dominion Parks. License not required of native-bcrn resident Indians, Eskimo, or
half-breed.

Possession and sale: Licensed trapper may sell or trade the skins of animals he has legally lal en. Posses-
sion of unprimc or low-grade furs prohibited. No restrictions on other skins legally taken.

Shipment and export: No restrictions on skins legally taken and possessed.
Bounties: Timber wolf^ S20.

*' Northwest Territories" means the northwest territories fomerly known as Rupert's Land and the North-
western Territory (except such portions thereof as are included in the Provinces of Ontario. Quebec, Manitoba,
Sa^jkatchewan. and Alberta, and the Yukon Territory) , together with all British territories and possessions in North
America and all islands adjacent thereto not included within any Province, except the Colony of Newfoundland
and its dependencies. '

,

All trapping prohibited on Victoria and Banks Islands.

NOVA SCOTIA
Open seasons:* Dates inclusive.

Beaver, marten
' No open season.

Bear, wolf, wildcat Unprotected.
Other fur animals Nov. 1-Jan- 31.

Prohibition methods': Unlawful to take any protected fur animal unless under a permit; from a burrow
or di&n by smoking, digging, or otherwise, to take fur auimaj by use of poison; to damage or molest a beaver dam
or house or a muskrat house or to set snare or trap within '25 feet of the latter.

Licenses: TrappinQ: None required of resident; nonresident. $30; issued by Provmcia secretary, game
commissioners, and county clerks Fur buyers: Nonresident. S25; resident $2; issued by chief game commissioner.
Fur buyer must keep record and make monthly report of number of skins bought or sold, together with names and
addresses of parties from whom purchased or to whom sold.

Possession and sale: Unlawful to possess or sell the green hide oTany beaver or marten, or to possess
the green hide of any fur animal taken out of season. No other restrictions on skins legally taken. i.

Shipment and export: Unlawful to export skins of fur animals except under certificate of inspection and
permit (fee, 50 cents) from a game official (postmaster).

*Nova Scotia: Fox, raccoon, skunk, weasel, or muskrat may be killed on one's own inclosed premises for
the protection of private property.

ONTARIO.
Open seasons

:

Daies inclusive
Mink, fisher, marten Nov. l-Apr. 30.
Muskrat (see exception) Apr. 1-May 20.

Exception: South of French and Mattawa River Mar. 1-Apr. 20.
Beaver, otter i Nov. l-Mar. 31.*
Otherfuranimals Unprotected.

Prohibited n^iethods: Unlawful to shoot or spear muskrats or, except when they are destroying property,
to injure their houses.

License: Hesident $5, nonresident. S50; issued by Department of Game and Fisheries. Nonresident
not permittud to take beaver or otter. Beaver and otter skins must bear prescribed coupons (fee. series of 5, $2.50—trapper limited to 10 coupons for beaver and otter a season;. License not required to take wolf or fox. Far-
mers and their sons may trap on own land during open season without license, except that a SI license is necessary
to trap beaver or otter tlu^reon. Permission of owner required to trap beaver on lands of another. Treaty Indian
living north and west of French and Mattawa Rivers and Lake Nipissing and holding annual certificate from De-
partment of Indian Aflairs not required to obtain trapping license, but is limited to 10 beaver or otter a season, the
skins of which may only be sold to persons licensed t<i issue coupons. Treaty Indian must produce his certificate
to buyer and have indorsed thereon the number and kind of skins bought, numbers ofthe coupons attached thereto,
and return certificate to Department of Indian Affairs. Fur dealers or traders: resident British subject. $10; alien,
$25; licensee must make monthly reports. Fur dressing and tanning, $10; licensee must keep records and make
monthly reports.

Possession and sale: Possession of furs during close season prohibited except under permit. Possession
and sale of unprime skins prohibited, except under permit. Unlawful for trapper or farmer to sell beaver or otter
skins except to a licensed dealer, from whom he must secure a receipt .showing number of pelts, numbers ofcoupon
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NORTHERN ONTARIO
A Vast New Land of Promise

This vast new land of promise is one def^rec South of Winnipeg, and is big enough lo-tncludt* the six New
England :'nd four Middle States of the Ameriran Union.

Aside from its immense resources in timber, mineral, walcrpower. fish, game and scenery, NORTHERN
ONTARIO contains millions of acres of fertile, arable land lit for miiicd farming which may be had by re-

turned soldiers and sailors in J60 acre blocks free; to others. 18 years and over, 50 cents per acre.

Already there are thousands of miles of colonization roads and steam railways spreading like a spider's
web over a huge part of that immense forest-robed territory.

For 'ree descriptire literature, write

HON. MANNING DOHERTY. H. A. MacDONELL.
Minister of Afiriculture Director of Colonization.

Parliament BIdfis.. TORONTO. CANADA

DiAHOtlDS
.-BOOKLET FREE

o^\UR diamond bookltt illui-

trat«s all the newest dia

inond rings, pins, ear-ring«, etc.,

at IIS and up. All diamond, are

I
sent on approval, so you may see and
examine them carefully before buying.

EIGHT MONTHS TO PAV is given to

those who wish easy terms. We guaran-

tee to save you 10% or more on any dia-

mond. Diamonds bought from us may
be exchanged any time at a 7K. o m-

I
crease. Send today for the new 28 page

booklet.
DIAMONDS LIMITED

Dept 18, 6 Temperance St.. Toronto, Cm.

FAIL

GET THAT WARY MINK
you can catch any animal by the uie ol

»Tf-i«7f^fj Made from Indian form-

INt.VtJ\. ulae, of Natures pureit

ingredients—no drugs. Rec-

ommended by Robert Hodg-

^_, _..,^,,i:. !on and other traoplng au-

DECOYS thorlties.

Price $I«bot»l»

Over 100 sets. Three kinds only: Flesh-eat-

?„, animals: muskrat and beaver: t«'' '""'•

Start now for a bigger catch by teodinf a

dollar lor a bottle to

PEERLESS PRODUCTS CO.. OSHAWA, ONT.

If Fishermen
and

Campers

Quick Relief

From the many
minor accidents
and bruises you
receive on your
vacation is afford-

ed by

Minard's

Liniment

Put a Bottle In
Your Outfit
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attached, and lu ii'i to' I mI ts \\: n'. . wbirii rj"oi|>t must j2 rjr,virl;l to fi; D!:3irtra!nt of Game and Fisher-

es. Uala.vful to h iv; s'ii is drjsieil. plucked, or treated in any .vi>.' 3<- = pt uiJir p;rni'.t obtained i upon payment
of rovaities.

, , -,,_.-
Shipmsnt and export: Export prohibited except under permit obtamea upon payment of royalties. No.

oth-r r^sTirli ins on skini 1 !^jllv tak-n. possessed, or tagged.

Baunties: Grav ti;nb ?r «-.)lf. $20; other wolf. S5; paid by county, but Proyincial treasurer refunds 40 per

cent to cunty. >riviii"ial trea.arer pays entire bounty in unorganized counties.

'Ontario: Bsaver and ottjr mav be taken bv re'sidents only. Not more tnan four beaver may be taken

from a family or colonv. Beaver, when daTia5in3 property, may be destroyed by game overseer under special

authorizatiin from the djpartm:!nt of gaai3 and fisheries.

PRFNGS EDW.\RO ISLAND.
Open seasons: Dales inchtsice.

Otter, marten, mink, muskra I
^"'^- 1-Mar. 31.

Beaver ....Noopenseason.*

Otherfur'animals..', .

'

^ ,
Unprotected.

Prohibited methods: Unlawful to put out poisoned baits lor fox or other animals.
Licenses: .\one reiuired of resident: nonresident. $50; issued by secretary-treasurer of Province. The

game warden mav qranl permits to t ake beaver and issue coupons (fee $1 each.) to taa skins of animals taken.

Possession and sale: Pjsscssion and sale during close season prohibited. Holders of permits may possess,

buy, or sell beaver skins which have proper coupons attached.
Shipment and export: No restri -tion on animals legally taken, possessed, and tagged.

*PrinceEdicar(I Is/and: Beaver may be taken under special license. They may be destroyed by the owner
or private property on which they are locating or building dams, and, under permit from game warden or lieuten-

ant governor in council, their dams may be destroyed wheff necessary to prevent damage to property.

Open seasons: OUEBEC. Dales inclusive.

Bear Aug. 20-June 30
Muskrat (see oxceijjion) Nov. 1-May3l.

Ezceplion : South-of 50th parallel X"v. 1-Apr. 30
Fox -" ..Nov. 1-Feb. 28.

Otherfuranimali r : .;..... Nov. 1-Mar. 31.

Prohibited methods: Use of poisons in taking fut animals prohibited
Licenses: Trappers* and fur dealers: Persons domiciled in Province, SIO; all other persons $50; issued by

minister- of hsherics and game. Trappers* and fur dealers must furnish the minister with written declarations

showing their names and addresses location of warehouses, shops, posts, or caches where skins are to be stored,

and the places from which such furs will be shipped out of the Province.
Possession and sale: Persons engaged in buying, selling, or taking fur animals must, on or before the lOth

of each month make report to the minister of fisheries and game. Unlawful to possess, buy, or sell skins of fur
animals on which rovaltv has not been paid. No other restrictions on skins legally taken.

Shipment and export: Shipment and export prohibited, e.xcept of fur animals or furs on which royalties

have been paid Skins must be shipped open to view and each skin must be stamped to show royalty paid and be
ta^ed as prescribed by the minister before being shipped in any manner. Packages must show names and ad-
dresses of consignor and consignee.

Bounties: Wolf. S15.

•Quebec: The aC does not apply to a hunter or trapper who actually hunts, if he is domiciled and resides

in the Province, and is a British subject.

Open seasons:* SASKATCHEWAN. Dates inclusive.

Beaver Oec. I Apr. 30*i
Mink, fisher, marten, fox (see exception) -

' Nov. 1-Mar. 31.
Exception: Fox. south of Township 51 Unprotected.

Otter „ Nov. 1 -Apr. 30.

Muskrats:*
North of Township ,52 (also Nov. 1 to Nov. 30) Mar. 1-May 14.

South of Township 5.! Mar. 1 -.Apr. 30.

Other fur animals .... Unprotected.
Prohibited methods: Unlawful to use poison to take fur animals, to spear or shoot beaver or muskrat, or

to destrov muskrat houses.
Licenses: Resident, .52; nonresident. $25; resident licensee must return license on or before May31 to

chief game guardian with statement showing number of each kind of fur animals taken by him. Fur dealer, resi-

dent, north of Township 25, SIO; south of Township 26, S2; traveling agent for resident dealer, SIO; nonresident or

his traveling agent, .$20; taxidermist, $5; licensee must keep duplicate receipt book and furnish a copy thereof every
3 months to the minister. Issued by Department of Agriculture. Regina. Licensed fur trader must make annual
report of operations Resident treaty Indians may trap during open season without a license. Consent of owner
or occupant required to trap on inclosed or cultivated lands of another. No license issued to person under 16 years
of age without written consent of parent or guardian.

Possession and sale: Unlawful to buy, sell, or possess unprime furs, except those of wolf or coyote. No
other restrictions on skins legally taken

, a ^ , ,, jShipment and export: Packages containing fur animals must be plainly marked with full debrnption of

contents and names and addresses of consignor and consignee. Export of live fur animals prohibited except under
permit of minister; fees, for black or silver fox. $25; for cross or red fox or other live fur animals, S5. Unlawful to

ship unprime furs except wolf or covote. No other restrictions on skins legally taken.
Bounties: .-Xdult timber wolf. SIO; pups of prairie or timber wolf. $1; paid only in properly gazetted wolf

districts, when half is refunded from Provincial treasury.

'Saskatchewan: Trapping on game preserves prohibited.
Beaver are protected on game preserves and may be protected in any municipality upon recommendation

of the council and proclaibation of minister.
'Minister may authorize the council of any municipality to destroy muskrats doing damage to highways

or other public improvements.

Open seasons:* YUKON. Dales inclusive.

Lynx, marten, mink, otter.

.

Nov. 15-Apr. 1

Muskrat / Dec. 1-June 1.

Beaver - , No open season.*
Other fur animals (see exception) .'.

,. Unprotected.
Exception: Fox (under I year of age). June 1-Mar. 31.
Prohibited methods: Use of poison prohibited.
Licenses: None required of resident; nonresident. $100. Fur buyer or dealer (purchasing furs for sale or

export): Nonresident. .$150: resident. S25: mercantile establishment buying furs. $10 required for each place of
business other than head office;: issued by gold commissioner or person designated by him.

Possession and sale: Skins legall'v taken may be possessed and sold at any time.
Shipment and export: E.xport of raw furs prohibited e.xcept under permit issued by direction of the com-

missicftier. and upon payment of the export tax. Export of live fo.x prohibited.

*Yukon; Commissioner in council may alter seasons.
*Expires Nov. 1, in2.'l.
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CANADIAN WILDS
Tells about the Hudson Bay Company, Northern

Indians and their modes of Hunting, Trapping, etc.

This book contains 277 pages, size 5x7 inches, is printed on good

tiuality heavy paper and contains thirty-seven chapters.

The book is from the pen of a Hudson's Bay Officer (Martin Hunter,

who has had 40 years' experience with the Hudson's Bay Company

—

from 1S63 to 1903. During that time he was stationed at different

trading posts in Canada. Price, cloth bound, postpaid, $1.00.

W. J. TAYLOR, LTD., Publisher, - Woodstock, Ont.

Add To Your Collection of

Victor Records—FREE
We are offering "His Master's Voice" records as premiums for new

subscriptiops to ROD AND GUN Magazine.

Two new subscriptions at $1.50 each entitles you to a 90c record.

Three new subscriptions at $1.50 each enUtles you to a SI.25 or a S1.5<t

record as desired.

Four new subscriptions at S1.50 each entitles you to a S'2.()0 record

Five new subscriptions at S1.50 each enUtles you to a ^2.50 record, and

so on.

Send us the subscriptions and we will have the record or records you

earn sent you, all charges paid.

Sample copies and subscription blanks will be furnished on ap|.lu ati-n.

EIpartment Rod and Gun in Canada, Woodstock, Ont.



Alberta Moose
p. E. Finch

THE first day of November 1918 had

arrived at last, the day my friend Jude

Wilkenson and I had long looked forward

to, the opening day of moose season in Alberta.

We had planned this trip since early spring,

therefore had everything packed and ready

in the line of provisions, rifle ammunition,

etc. We left Heisler, Alta. about 5 a.m. and

motored to Daysland where we caught the

C.P.R. for Edmonton, then via the E.D. and

B.C. to our destination Tieland Mile 103,

whR-e we arrived at 11.30 P.M. This being

a swampy country and it being pitch dark

when we arrived, we couldn't find a dry spot

to pitch our tent that night, so we laid our

blankets down alongside the railway track,

pulled the tent over the top of us, and rolled

in for the balance of the night.

About an hour befoFle daylight Jude was up,

and had a fire going. The sThell of coffee

and bacon frying soon had me out. When
daylight arrived we started looking for a

dry spot to pitch our tent but this was almost

impossible as there was muskeg for two

miles on all sides. However, we cut boughs

and pulled moss and by noon we had our tent

pitched.

After dinner we decided to take a stroll

out to see if we could see any signs of moose.

Jude went east and I went west. We both

returned about dark each of us seeing lots of

signs, but they were quite a distance from

camp. They were not travelling on the

muskeg as they were not frozen hard enough

to carry them. However we decided to

leave camp where it was for a few days,

so next morning we were off before daylight.

We started off together south on the E.D
and B.C. right-of-way. We got to the far

side of the muskeg just as daylight was
breaking, when we heard some twigs crackling.

Looking in the direction of the racket, we saw

a big cow looking at us. It being against the

law to shoot cows, we watched her for a few

minutes, until she disappeared into the

timber, but it was good encouragement and

we started off again in good spirits. About

a half a mile farther we separated, for we
very seldom hunt together, we arrived back

to camp shortly after dark, but 'with not

much luck. Jude had seen a cow and two

calves and I had seen a cow, the next day

was met with the same results, each of us

seeing cows and calves, but no bulls.

The following day being Sunday, we stayed

around camp, and got a good supply of

firewood cut, and everything ready for an
early start Monday morning. We were
away by six o'clock, as we had about four

miles to walk, before we got to where there

was good hunting. Jude decided to go west

into the timber reserve, and I, east into the

Poplar and Willow ridges. About ten o'clock

as I was going across a muskeg, I heard

Jude's 30-30 begin to bark, about three miles

west of me, so I stood still and listened. I

heard four shots, and I thought it was all over,

in about five minutes more, there were seven

more shots. The muskeg I was in was about

a mile long by two hundred yards wide, and I

was in hopes that Jude's firing would start

something across the opjening I was in and

that I would get a chance to use my .303 but

no such luck. I went on east and took a

circuit of about two miles. I was walking

down an old logging road, when I came to a

bend, and there was a big cow standing about

fifty yards away looking at me. I tried

to get my camera out of my pocket to take a

snap of her, but she was too quick for me and

had disappeared before I was ready, so I

went on. I hit the railway track about four

miles south of camp at 4 p.m. and ahead of

me about a mile, I could see Jude heading for

camp. I fired a shot to draw his attention, as

I was anxious to know what results he had
from the shooting, he waited for me till I came
up. When I got close to him I could see a

smile all over his face, and I noticed a little

blood on his rubbers and stockings. I

asked him, "What luck?" He said, "I

downed him all right Perc." so we sat down
for a little rest and he told me his story.

He was strolling along through the timber

reserve, when away through an opening along

side a muskeg, he saw something move in the

willows. Pretty soon it walked out into the

opening, and sure enough it was a bull.

He got down on his knee to take a rest and

fired, but the bull only stopped and looked

around. He fired three more shots with the

same results. He said he felt like throwing

the old 30-30 away, but he came to the

conclusion he was shooting low. He crawled

about fifty yards closer, and opened fire

again. This time he aimed a little higher,

and the bull reared upon his hind legs. He
had hit it on the knee. He had the range
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A Rule

That's Never Broken
Most hunters and fishermen are accii.s-

tomed to taking along several tins of

Reindeer Coffee
They know the convenience * of havi •;

coffee, sugar and milk in the same tin. A
teaspoonful to a cup of boiling water iS

the never failing

recipe for perfect

coffee.

1

ALL GROCERS
SELL IT

The BordeD Co

SKIING ISGREATFUN
1 linlling. exlj]|;iraliii«sp..rl that puLs
:i Nparklu m your eyes and color in
your checks. Ucst cnjiiyed on

NORTHLAND SKI
bcc.1u>'- they'ri- m:id.> ! 1 I ;,. rtiv
liuilt i)( cdKc-ijrainicI • h
and pine. Swift, duf n-
sive. Interesting bonj

, ,t.

Write iinw.

NORTHLAND SKI MFG. CO.
2.i(j0 Hampden Ave.. St. Paul. .Minn

GENUINE

HUDSON'S BAY
BLANKETS

Made in Kngland ol Au.^ Italian Wool
Khaki- Grey -Whlt«-Blue-Scarl«t-GrMn-Strip«d
Will Shed Water Color Guacantecd Flat

Finest Made for Outing Purp".scs
Point Size Wci«ht

3 60" n 72" dble. 8 lbs 5 c/
3V^ 63"x81"dl.|e. 10 lbs.
4 72" X 90" dlile. 12 lbs

THt
D.PIKEGS;

123 KtKO St. E..

NEWFOUNDLAND
A Country of Fish and Game. A Paradise for the Camper and Aniller. Ideal Canoe Trips.
The country traversed by the Newfoundland Government Railway Com inission system s exceedingly rich in all kinds

of fish and game. All along the route of the Railway arc streams famous for their SALMON and TROl'T (Lshing.
Also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and hunting in Newfoundlaml say there is no other countr>' in
the world in which so Hdod fishing and hunting can be secured and with such cafe as in Nc> fouDdland. Information
together with illustratt-d Booklet and Folder cheerfully forwarded u|Hin application to

F. E. Pittman. General Passenfier Afit. Newfoundland Government Railway Commission. St John'^ Nfld.

Denfs Condition Pills
A marvelous tonic for dogs that are all out of sorts, run down, thin and unthrifty wl^^

liarsh staring coat, materated eyes and high colored urine. 'I'here is nothing to '-in'"'

thorn for distemper, mange, eczema and debilitating di.^eases You «ill nolK. i'

difference after a few doses. At dniggi.sts or by mail, fifty cents. The Den. M.d
Icine Company, Toronto. Canada and Newburfih, N. Y. A practical lrcati.-.e

on dogs ana their training, 160 pp. fully illustrated mailed for 10c to all customers.

HAND CAST BULLETS
And hand loaded shells are almost InTuriably used hy expert shooters.
They 6l»e more accurate results than factory loaded ammunition and
the saving In cost is considerable. Write co-day and send us the name
and caliber of your rifle or revolver.

IDEAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
264 MEADOW STREJ'' NEW HAVEN, CONN.
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now, so he turned loose, and before the bull

had gone fifty yards, he had it down. After

he had told nie his story we decided we had
better hurry into camp, as it was getting

dark and we still had three miles to go.

We arrived shortly after dark, had a good
warm supper, the principal part of it being

moose stewed that Jude had brought along

with him, and then rolled in for the night as we
were both tired. The next morning I decided

to go with JuSe to have a look at his moose.
It sure vvas a dandy, eight points on one side

and six on the other. We went to where
•Jude had been firing from, and paced the

distance. He did his shooting at six hundred

did afterwards.) We also shovelled sand
for about an hour and helped push the loads

away and dump them. By this time, they

had changed their minds and said we could

have the car that night if we would have it

back by nine in the morning, so away we
went and pushed it onto Mile 103 where we
took it off the track for the night.

The next morning we were up bright and
early and had the whole outfit piled on the

car before dayliglit and were off. By half

past eight, we were at Mile 97, unloaded,

and had the car delivered back to the

sectionmen. The rest of the day we spent

getting our tent into shape and cutting wood.
,

Mile 97 on the E. D. &1B. C. RIy. Fall of 1918. J. E. Wilkinson, left; P. E. Finch.fright.

and forty two paces, so we decided he did

pretty well after all, supposing he did miss

the first four shots. We decided now to

move our camp from IVIile 103 back to Mile 97
as then we would be right in the heart of the

hunting grounds and also within half a mile

of Jude's moose. As I still had my moose to

get and the walk of from four to five miles

every night and morning before and after

hunting was getting tiresome, we headed
for the right of way. On our road to camp we
came' onto the section men working about
mile 99. They had a speeder and a push car so

we decided to try and get the push car from
them, to transfer our tent and outfit. It

was a harder job than we hnagined as they
didn't like the idea of letting us have it.

However we didn't intend to give in withoul
another try, so I took out my camera, took a

few snaps of their outfit, got their addresses

so as I could send them a few prints (which I

We went to bed more contented that night

as we knew that the next morning we could

start hunting right from camp and not have
that long walk first. At daylight we were
olT. I went east again, as I had great faith

in the Poplar and Willow ridges. About nine

o'clock a mile and a half from camp, I was
walking along one of the rid.ges when I heard

something crackling to my left. I ran down
into a little gully and there not fifty yards

from me were standing two moose, but the

poplar and willow growth was so thick

that I could just see part of their bodies

and not their heads. I stood still for a few

minutes, and they began to move', as they

had heard me, and were suspicious. At last

Isawtheir heads and it was a cow and calf.

This was another disappointment as I thought

sure one of them was a bull. They were soon

out of sight and I strolled on.

I hadn't gone more than two hundred
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"GARAGES AND HOW TO
BUILD THEM »

Every Auto owner is vitally interested in the subject of where to keep his machine.
The most convenient place is on your o\*'n property in a private garage, the

arcbitecture of which is in keeping with your house. ^

There is also an extensive chapter on Carat*
Equip mcnc and Accessories in which is des-

cribed the constructioD and operation of turn

tabl^: gasoline itoraAe and pumping; oil cabin-

ets: coQSlructing a repair bench and tool cabin-

ets: lockers: rules to prevent freeuns of water

in cytindert. radiators, etc.; washing apparatas;

lighting apparatus: etc.

7*hi8 large 158-page book is the only one of its

kind and shows a standard collection of New,
Original and Artistic designs for np-to-date Priv-

ate and Pubhc Garages adapted to Frame,
Brkk, Stone. Cement. Stucco, or Concrete Cosh
struction, together with Estimates of Cost.

55 DESIGNS OF GARAGES are shown by pex-

spective views and floor plans giving dimensioos,

etc. Also remarks on Garage Construction,
explaining the advantages oi each form of con-

struction and giving details about the manner of

erection, selection of materials, bints on snper-

vHsion. etc.

It IS )ust the book to give you important points

and ideas if you are about to build a garage Its

information will save you money

A Brand New Book, Elaborately Illustrated. Artist-

ically Bound, Price $1.00. Postpaid. Address:

W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED, WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO

J

NEW PREMIUM OFFER
An Opportunity to secure FREE a Beautiful Oil Painting

We have the originals of the oil paintings executed by our cove, design

artist, F. V. Williams, during the past year and have decided to give our sulj-

scribers the opportunity of securing one of these FREE. Mr W illiams excelU

in reproductions of Big Game Munting, Canoeing, Fishing, Camping, etc. and

his cover designs reproduce with skill and fidelity Canadian outdoor life in its

varied phases.

Den's Attractiveness May Be Greatly Enhanced by One of These
lour

The paintings are of generous proportions being 18 in. deep by 14 m. in

width The reproductions give a hint as to the coloring and quality of the

work but no reproduction can ot course compare with the original painting

The original of any one of the paintings which Mr. W lUiams has done for us as

wefl as the original of the February and subsequent covers may be procured

by you

For Twenty-Five New Subscriptions
Look through your fyles for the past year and choose the design that

appeals to you mo^t. Then write us without delay of your selection and a

fhel^me time ask for sample copies and subscription blanks which will be *ent

you promptly.

Address your application for copies and blanks to

Premium Dept. Rod and Gun in Canada Woodstock, Ont.
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yards when I came face to face with a bull

about seventy-five yards away. It was

so unexpected that it was a few minutes

before I realized what I was there for. The
bull looked as much surprised as I was.

When I came to my senses, I raised the

303 and aimed for the shoulders low down
breaking the leg on the far side. He turned

and was off on three legs, and I bounded
after him. There being no snow to track, I

was afraid he might get aw^y, and the poplar

and willow was so thick that one couldn't

see more than a hundred yards. But I could

travel as fast as he could, and about every

fifty yards I would stop and fire, at last after

firing six shots, five taking effect, he went
down. His head was not a very large one,

it having six points on one side and seven on

the other, a little smaller than the one .Jude

had got. I did the necessary cleaning etc,

and then headed for camp. Was back by
twelve o'clock. I got my dinner, and then

started cutting wood for night. Jude was
west of camp about a mile. He heard me
chopping and came in, as he knew something

was trump or I wouldn't be in camp at that

time of day. I told him my story, and now
we were satisfied. We each had our moose,

Jude's lying half a mile from camp on the

west side of the track and mine about a mile

and a ha'f on the east side. The balance

of the day we stayed in camp. Next morn-
ing we went to Flat Bush Mile 93, where there

was a homesteader, Herman Ehmler, who had

a team of horses, and made arrangements

with him to haul our moose out to our tent

the next morning. The rest of the day we
spent in cutting a trail to my bull, as about

a mile of the way was through hea\'y willows

and poplar. We had no cutting to get to

"Jude's as it was practically open all the way.

The next morning' we met Herman with

his team at Mile 96 and went in after mine,

and got out to camp with it by eleven o'clock.

Then Jude stayed to get dinner ready while

Herman and I went after Jude's bull. With

both bulls out to our tent we got dinner,

paid Herman for his work and thenstarted

skinning and quartering. By the next da\ at

noon we had both moose skinned, quartered,

and sewn up in gunny sacks. We had

made arrangements with the section fore-

man at Flat Bush to come up with his speeder

and take our outfit down to the siding.

Sj^ire enough the next morning he was there

and we transferred everything down to Flat

Bush. We put up in an old store thai was there

to wait for a freight out. ^^'e had two days

to Wait, so we spent them strolling along the

Pembina River which is three miles west of

Flat Bush. At last the freight arrived,

we loaded our game and outfit and were off.

When we got as far as Westlock I wired

ahead to the Twin City Transfer, Edmonton,

to meet us and transfer our outfit over to the

C.N.R. We made connection O.K. and by

noon the next day we arrived at Heisler,

proud as they make 'em and feeling fine after

one of the best hunts we had had for many a

season.

Rabbit and Owl t^lague

A. P. Cummins

Mr. Frank Cooper in his article (August) on
,j

the rabbit plague, describes a disease that is

I think general in many parts of America, and
I have found it in the jack rabbits of Kansas —
watery boils under the skin full of sage like

seeds. In the Fraser Valley the bush rabbits

or hares, suffer from the same complaint.

In the winter of 1907-08, we had a scourge of

Big Horned owls. They seemed quite fear-

less of men and many were killed in chicken

houses and barnyards attacking poultry.

The game, grouse, pheasants and ducks suf-

fered scxtrely. they even tackled geese and

hoiise c3l{s. I asked several of the Indians

where all the owls came from and they all

said, '.'Rabbits all dead in the upper country

and owls come down for food. Rabbits all

die every seven years." After the following

winter the owls all disappeared with the

exception of an odd pair here and there.

Again in 1915-16 a plague of Big Horned owls,

over fifty were trapped on the Game Reserve

alone. The owls in search of food travelled

far down the Pacific Coast and the Coast

Indians told me the same story about the

rabbits as the Vallev Indians.
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BOYS! Here is your chance to get

a Cooey "Canuck" rifle free

This is a 22 calibre "Canuck" model, single

shot chambered to take BB 22 Short,

Long or Long Rifle cartridges. Length of

rifle 34 inches, weight 3^ lbs. An accurate,

safe reliable rifle for a few hours' work.

Just send us fifteen new yearly subscrip-

tions to ROD .AND GUN L\ CANADA
at $L50 per annum and we will ship this

rifle, all charges prepaid to your address.

Write now for sample copies and sub-
scription blanks.

PREMIUM DEPAPTMEXT
ROD AND GUN IN CANADA WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO.

Have shown the greatest improvemeiiis of anv collars offered to the trade since 1879. The slit

over the re-inforced button-hole, prevents the' button pressing on the neck, and allows freedom
in adjusting tie. The Flexible Tabs prevent breaking at the front fold. Worn by sportsmen,

automobile owners, merchants, mechanics, railwav emplovees, and in fact, bv ever\body. Sold

by the best dealers in cv .mv citv. MADE IX CA NADA. by

THE PARSONS & PARSONS CANADIAN CO. - - - • HAMILTON, CANADA

«izih,Skunk.''Coon,''Rabbits>eH.>,

with

A Dime brings Illustrated Trappers'

Guide. It tells how. Giving

the first tune in print the treasured secrets of

the wisest old trappers in this country, it's

worth dollars to you.

TRAPPERS'
BOXC -

SUPPLY CO.
OAK PARK, ILL,

REAL HARRIS, LEWIS AND
SHETLAND HOMESPUNS

DIRKCT FROM TFlE MaKF. K8
The Ariatocrat of Tweed (or '^f^rt'Tig W#ftF

rattorns and I'ricci* on App!- "

S. A. NEWALL & SONS i <;
London Ofllcc- 6i'- Beltivjt < hAmbtr*

Slate fihaile and if lor fieol 3 or 'i ; • - i' " ,r

PRINCE GEORGE-
TORONTO CANADA
Magnificently Furnished liberally Conducted

Cuisine I'nexcellcd Courteous «nd Prompt Service

Kuropcan Plan American Plan

SAMUEL H. THOMPSON. Propr tetor
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WANTED—30 and (IMM l.ugcrs, 25.20. 92 M Win.
Carbine, 38 Auto Military I'islol Al condition, 32 Auto
Browning Pistol that needs soin6 repairing. We have all

classes of firearms for sale and do expert repairs to all

firearms. Want son-.c extra Lugcr magazines. W. II.

Lowe. Gunsmith, New Liskeard, Ont. lO-IT

, FOR SALE—.14 Winchester smokeless carbine, sling
rings, strap, canvas case, two sets sights open. Lyman peep
and bead, 150 black 75 Smokeless cartridges. Used last
Fall. Perfect condition, S.iS.OO.

.455 Colt, 7^" barrel, walnut grip, adjustable open
sight, accurate holster, shoulder strap, cvlinder slightlv
holster rubbed, initial "1-" on frame, otherwise Al, $10.00.

14 oz. Belgian automatic, shoots .25 Colt. 40 cartridges
Serviceable condition $10.00. S. G. Freeborn. .3312 Centre
A. Street. N.E., Calgary, Alta. ' U-IT

FOR SALE—Double hammer gun by Gastinne-Rcn-
ette. Parrs. This is a beautiful gun in first class condition
and ne^irly new. 30" barrels, fine Damascus. Right im-
proved cylinder, left choke, straight stock, drop at heel
2>i" at conjb. 1 1^". Highlv engraved and finished. Will
sell for S75.O0. Willing to ship C.O.D.. apply Box I.

Beaver Point, B.C. ,, ^-. U-IT

FOR SALE—One 12 aauae Ithaca, hammerless.
No. 1 grade, 30 inch barrels, both full choked, in
factory condition, Inside and out, $40.00 taltes it.

il. E. Thornton, Box 111, Woodstock. N.B. • Il-IT

_
Rille and revolver ammunition loaded to order. Special

high velocity loads for big game shooting. Reduced loads
for small game shooting. Fired shells reloaded. Henry
Bros., 616 Cordova, St. East, Vancouver, B.C. 1 1-UT

32 rifle, thirty inch barrel, octagon'single shot, ?13.50.
Excellent condition.

, Double barrel shotgun splendid condition, $20. Claude
Hart, Cairo, Ont. U-lT

FOR SALE—35 Aut<<?natic Rifle Browning patent.
(Fabrique Nationalc. Bclique) shooting the regular 35
Remington ammunition, practically the same rifle. Ivory
bead and peep sight, '.^leaning rod and case. 60 rounds of
ammunition, great big game rille. Inside condition good,
a few scratches on barrel and Stock, S45.00. J. G Iloltby.
Depot Harbor, Ont. II-IT

FOR SALE—Savage rifle. Featherweight. .303 including
box of cartridges and cartridge belt Factory condition,
$68. Apply Dr. C. K. Robinson, Battersea, Ont. 11-lT

FOR SALE—-po gauge Ithaca, hammerless. new this

summer, in good condition, loading tools and 25 brass
shells for $35. S. G. Allison, Teulon. Manitoba. U-lT

FOR SALE—Webley 45 calibre revolver, $2000 Wkcs
it. Excellent condition. Will send COD. Box 17.

Rod and Gun. 1 1- IF

GUNS FOR SALE—Model 1S!I0 Winchester, excciient

condition, .22 calibre. Lyman sights; a sure game getter.

Bargain at $30 Box 16, l^od and Gun^ H-l T

GUN RE-BLUEING SECRETS—Satne process gun
factories use. No special tools needed ; mailed for only one
dollar. E. J. Simon, Dcpt. R G., Dane. Wis. II-IT

GUN REPAIRING
W. A. BROCK

We make a specialty of Fine Gun Work,
Re-8tocking. Barrel Boring, Stock-Bendlnft,
Barrel Browning, etc.

AU Work Guaranteed

Fo. $60—A 10 gauge h:immer Kun. made by
Charles Lancaster, one of the best English makers.
Gun is in Al condition, complete with leather case,

metal lined, Dixon measures, ebony cleaning rod.

extra plungers and mnin springs, full pistol stock.

genuine Damascus barrels. Case alone could not
be bought to-day for less than $35.

BROCK'S
The Sporting Goods Store of London, On:.

SPECIALS

MARRY IF LONELY; for results, trv me; best and
most successful "Home Maker"; hundreds rich wish
marri.ige soon; strictly confidential, most reliable; years
of experience; descriptions free. The Successful Club"
Box 3d6,Oakland. Calif 3-7T.

We Buy all kmas of I' ire Arms, I-'ishinc Tackle. Hand
Cameras, Prismatic and Fiehl Glasses, and cverjthing in
Sporlmg Goods. Write Lcvine Brothers. Rcg'd. 435-439
St. lames Street. Montreal. 5-tf

FOR SALE—35c each—ROD A.ND GU.N covers,
mounted on 9 x 11" mat. rcadv for framing and suitable
for den or n(Tirc ROD A.NID GU.N I.\' CA.N ADA. Wood-
stock. Ont. U

I want to buy all kinds of Stone Indian Relics.
Abdill. Titusville. New Jersey, U. S. A.

W. V.
9 3T

GUARA.NTEED GERMINABLE WILD RICE SEED
FOR FALL SOWI.NG. Write Robert Oampbell. Keene
Ontario. 9 3T

"Back issues of magazines supplied by Boston
Magazine Exchange. 5a \l«untfnrt Street. Boston. Mass."^ I0-.3T

Carp and Turtle Traps; now booking orders. A. P.
Wallace, 341-29th Ave.. Milwaukee. Wis.
Circular - II-IT

MARRY—Send $2 for our LATEST MATRIMO.N-
lAL CATALOGUE, containing names, addresses, descrip-

• tions, photos of ladies wishin.g earlv marriage; (also over-
seas ladies). International Club, Dept. 49. box 563. Los
Angeles. California. 11-tf

FOR S.\LE—Pure maple svrup aod sugar.
Purvis. R. R. No. 3, Mallorytown. Ont.

Victor R.
Il-IT

Animal Bait. One of strongest, best manufactured,
that appeals to Sex Instinct of the animal. Per bottle $1.
prepaid. Claude Hart. Cairo. Ontprio. I l-IJ

Hunters. Trappers, make big money this season snoring
coyotes, and foxes. Send 50c for full instruction.s regarding
snaring and proper kind of wire to use. Results guarantt;
ed. I*. N. Gibson, .New Sarepta, Alta. Il-IT

W.'W" TED—.Name's and ad<lresses of dealers in bass fry

for stocking purposes. Rorl and Gun in Canada. I0-2T

STAMMERING. .

ST-STli-T-T-TERING and Stammering cured at home
Instructive booklet free. Walter .McDonnell 151 PotO;
mac Bank Building, Washington. D.C. 6-6T

TAXIDERMY AND TANNING

FOR S.\LK— Moose Head, hnc specmien excelh-nt con-

dition Appiv Box L.. ROD AND GUN. Woodstock
Ont TF

Lifelike Taxidemv. Latest .Museum and Molh-nroof
Methods used. Game heads and rugs a spori.illy Satis-

faction gu.irantecd. D C. Tail, 1116 Broadway West,
Vancouver. B.C. 3-8T

EDWIN DIXON.
Master Taxidermist.

My Sportsman's Guide and shipplntt taiSs free on
request. Main Street. Inionville. Ontario. Canada.

10-,< r

ANY TRAPPER who would
like a copy of "STEEL TRAPS" will be sent

one free in return for two new subscriptions

to ROD AND GUN at $1.50 each. Send for

sample copies and subscription blanks.

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA
WOODSTOCK . - - - ONTARfO
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Fresh Liquid Milk
For Your Camp

Now you can have fresh whole milk with all the rich

fcit in it. with every meal. Think of having all the

real milk you wish for the porridge and the coffee in

the morning, and cream of tomato soup thickened with

milk at noon, and lipt biscuits made with milk for supper.

Not the kind of milk you have used in past years, but milk

like you gel "down on the farm." Alilk that tastes and

looks like milk, wholesome nourishing milk—real milk!

Klim Brand Powdered Whole Milk is the new product

that makes this possible. It is all the food solids includ-

ing the fat of pure rich whole milk dried into powder form

by removing the water from the original milk. You make
it into liquid again by simply adding Klim to water in the

correct proportions and whipping for a moment with an

eggbeater or a fork. Make it fresh for every meal and for cooking. Klim is clean to handle,

easy to pack, and light to carry. It keeps fresh in the tin until^all used. It will not freeze

nor turn sour.j^^^J ii^j^

Because Klim Brand Powdered Whole Alilk is rich in fat ,it is not sold through Grocers

but is sold direct to the user. This ensures its freshness and goodness.

A 1 }4 pound tin makes 4 quarts of liquid milk. A 2}4 pound tin makes 8 quarts. Es-

timate your requirements on this basis and til! in and mail the order form below to our

nearest office.

CANADIAN MILK PRODUCTS LIMITED
10-12 St. Patrick St.. TORONTO

81 Prince William St. 319 Craig St. W. 132 James Ave. E.

ST. JOHN MONTRE.\L WINNIPEG
British Columbia Distributors: Kirkland & Rose. 132 Water Street, V.\NCOUVER

Order
Form
ATTACH

CHEQUE OR
MONEY
ORDER

CANADIAN MILK PRODUCTS LIMITED,
• (.\ddress our nearest office.)

Please ship via

lU lb. tins Klim Brand Powdered Whole Milk at $1.00 each.

2}4 lb. tins Klim Brand Powdered Whole Milk at $2.00 each.

Postage or Expres* prepaid.

B.C. Prices, $1.15 and $2 25 delivered.

NAME
ADDRESS

,



BANG
The high power rifle speaks

—and with jo>- you see the

monarch of the wilds is vours.

The moments of pleasure you experienced

at that time can be made permanent by
having your trophy mounted in the

Spanner way

—

NATURAL AS LIFE
Forty years as a taxidermist and sportsman

and Spanner is at your service. This may
be \our last crack at the big fellows, so

take no chances on inferior workmanship.

FREE
Taxidermists' Catalogue

of Eyes and Supplies

We have a special propo-

sition for the members of

the Northern Ontario Out-

fitters' and Guides' Asso-

ciation. 1 1 will be to your

interest to write and find

out all about our propo-

sition.

TRAPS
Our stock of Traps is one

of the largest in Canada.

We can outfit you MR.
SPORTSMAN with every

thing from clothing to guns

and ammunition.

WRITE FOR

FREE CATALOGUE

CANADA'S LEADING TAXIDERMISTS

OLIVER SPANNER & CO.
26 ELM STREET TORONTO, OXT.



MMostofthefi
traps in use W

are VICIDR H

i

There are more Victor Traps in use than all other

makes combined. What l^etter pioof of their worth?
For Ughtning action and gripping strength there are

no l^etter traps at the price than

Oneida Community
VICTOR TRAPS

For musk-rat, skunk and mink, the Victor Xo. 1 and
Victor No. 1 14 are sure fur-getters.

The wide jaws grip high on the animal's leg. The spring, rising high

on the jaws, gives speedier action and a much firmer hold than ordinary

traps. Patented construction avoids freezing or clogging with dirt or rust.

There is no belter trap at the price than the No. 1 Victer. See the " V"
cut in each pan. Be sure you get Oneida Communiti] Traps.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, LIMITED
NIAGARA FALLS, - ONTARIO

Makers of Victor, Oneida Jump. Hawlcy-Norton and
Newhou^e Traps.

Oldest andLnrgest Manufacturers ofGame Traps in the World.


